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Abstract 
How do organisms “know” when to stop growing? Why do our internal organs grow 

to a characteristic size and shape? These are fundamental biological questions to 

which we still do not have complete answers. At the molecular level, multiple 

pathways controlling developmental growth have been identified. However, how 

these are regulated and coordinated at a systemic level to achieve proportional 

growth of an organism is an as yet unanswered question. The Hippo signalling 

pathway is a major developmental growth control pathway which sits downstream of 

multiple and diverse upstream signalling inputs. It regulates the intrinsic control of 

organ size, but more recently roles for Hippo signalling have been identified in 

systemic control of growth. As such, the Hippo pathway has been proposed to be a 

nodal point for regulation of organismal growth. In addition to intrinsic signals, 

organisms must also respond to their environment, and therefore extrinsic cues are 

also important regulators of developmental growth. Nutrition is a key extrinsic 

determinant of size control. Prolonged starvation during development results in 

smaller adults, whereas excess nutrition can lead to metabolic pathologies such as 

diabetes and obesity both of which are risk factors for other diseases e.g. cancer, a 

disease of uncontrolled growth. Thus, either too much or too little nutritional input 

can adversely affect growth control.  

 

The aim of this thesis is to explore the link between Hippo signalling and the 

nutritionally regulated calcium and calmodulin dependent phosphatase Calcineurin 

(Cn). Cn acts antagonistically to Salt Inducible Kinases (Siks) in the nutrient-

dependent regulation of transcriptional coactivators involved in the regulation of 

fasting responses. Siks were previously identified as negative regulators of Hippo 

signalling. Here it is shown that in vitro Cn antagonises Sik-mediated regulation of 

Hippo signalling. Additionally, the results suggest a novel mechanism by which Cn 

may directly regulate Sik activity through dephosphorylation of the T-loop threonine. 

 

In vivo, reducing Cn function synergises with activated Sik2 to promote pro-

proliferative Yki activity in wing imaginal discs and ovarian follicle cells. Furthermore, 

Cn affects systemic growth when expressed in the prothoracic gland, phenocopying 

the increased pupal volume observed upon loss of Warts function in this tissue. The 
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results from this study suggest a role for Cn in regulation of Hippo signalling, however 

the physiological significance of Hippo regulation by Cn and Sik in response to the 

nutritional environment remains to be further explored. 
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Impact Statement 
A fundamental biological process that is still not fully understood is how the growth 

of an organism is controlled. For example, why do different animals grow to a 

characteristic size? Why does a mouse not grow to the size of an elephant? And how 

do our internal organs grow in proportion to the rest of our bodies? These are 

complex and multifaceted questions.  

 

Many cellular signalling pathways that control the proliferation and growth of tissues 

have been identified. However, it is not just internal signals that shape the growth of 

an animal, but also environmental factors. A key environmental factor influencing 

growth is nutrition. Consumption of either too many or too few calories can have 

detrimental effects on health. The damaging effects of excess caloric intake are 

evident from the worldwide rising incidence of obesity and the increasing prevalence 

of diabetes, particularly type 2 diabetes. Furthermore, both obesity and diabetes are 

risk factors for several types of cancer. Thus, understanding how caloric imbalance 

regulates growth control could be informative in developing strategies to combat 

complications arising from obesity and diabetes. 

 

The work in this thesis aims to explore how one cellular signalling pathway responds 

to the extrinsic nutrient environment to control developmental growth. The Hippo 

pathway is an evolutionarily conserved growth control pathway. Initially discovered 

and characterised in the model organism Drosophila melanogaster (more commonly 

known as the fruit fly), it was subsequently shown to be conserved in mammals, and 

components of the pathway have been found to be dysregulated in various human 

cancers. The results in this thesis contribute to an expanding body of work exploring 

developmental growth control, which could, in the long term, impact on public health 

in the context of obtaining a better understand of the pathologies that occur when the 

homeostatic control of growth is lost. 
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Sik2S1032A 

Figure 5.1A-A''', Figure 

5.2A-A''', D-D''' 

hsFlp, CanBko/hsFlp; ex-LacZ, FRT42D-

GFP/FRT42D; +/+ 

Figure 5.1B-B''', Figure 

5.2B-B''', E-E''' 

hsFlp, CanBko/hsFlp; ex-LacZ, FRT42D-

GFP/FRT42D, hpomgh3; +/+ 

Figure 5.1C-C''', Figure 

5.2C-C''', F-F''' 

hsFlp, CanBKO/hsFlp, CanBKO; FRT42D, CanB2KO/ 

ex-LacZ, FRT42D-GFP; +/+ 

Figure 5.3A-A''', 5.4A-A''' ; tj-Gal4, ex-LacZ/UAS-HA; +/+ 

Figure 5.3B-B''', 5.4B-B''' ; tj-Gal4, ex-LacZ/UAS-Hpo RNAi; +/+ 

Figure 5.3C-C''',  5.4C-

C''' 

; tj-Gal4, ex-LacZ/UAS-CanB2 RNAi; +/+ 

Figure 5.3D-D''', 5.4D-D''' ; tj-Gal4, ex-LacZ/+; UAS-Sik2S1032A/+ 

Figure 5.3E-E''', 5.4D-D''' ; tj-Gal4, ex-LacZ/UAS-CanB2 RNAi; UAS-

Sik2S1032A/+ 

Figure 5.5A-A', D-D', G-

G' 

; tj-Gal4, ex-LacZ/UAS-HA; +/+ 

Figure 5.5B-B', E-E', H-H' ; tj-Gal4, ex-LacZ/+; UAS-Sik2S1032A/+ 

Figure 5.5C-C', F-F', I-I' ; tj-Gal4, ex-LacZ/UAS-CanB2 RNAi; UAS-

Sik2S1032A/+ 

Figure 5.6A-A'', G-G' ; tj-Gal4, Yki::GFP/UAS-HA; +/+ 

Figure 5.6B-B'', H-H' ; tj-Gal4, Yki::GFP/UAS-Ex; +/+ 

Figure 5.6C-C'', I-I' ; tj-Gal4, Yki::GFP/UAS-Pp2B14D-HA; +/UAS-

CanB2-HA 

Figure 5.6D-D'', J-J' ; tj-Gal4, Yki::GFP/+; +/UAS-Sik2S1032A 

Figure 5.6E-E'', K-K' ; tj-Gal4, Yki::GFP/UAS-CanB2 RNAi; +/+ 

Figure 5.6F-F'', L-L' ; tj-Gal4, Yki::GFP/UAS-CanB2 RNAi; +/UAS-

Sik2S1032A 

Figure 5.7A-A', F-F' ; tj-Gal4, ex-LacZ/UAS-HA; +/+ 

Figure 5.7B-B', G-G' ; tj-Gal4, ex-LacZ/UAS-Hpo RNAi; +/+ 

Figure 5.7C-C', H-H' ; tj-Gal4, ex-LacZ/UAS-CanB2 RNAi; +/+ 

Figure 5.7D-D', I-I' ; tj-Gal4, ex-LacZ/+; UAS-Sik2S1032A/+ 
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Figure 5.7E-E', J-J' ; tj-Gal4, ex-LacZ/UAS-CanB2 RNAi; UAS-

Sik2S1032A/+ 

Figure 5.8A-A' ; tj-Gal4, Yki::GFP/UAS-HA; +/+ 

Figure 5.8B-B' ; tj-Gal4, Yki::GFP/UAS-Hpo RNAi; +/+ 

Figure 5.8C-C' ; tj-Gal4, Yki::GFP/UAS-CanB2 RNAi; +/+ 

Figure 5.8D-D' ; tj-Gal4, Yki::GFP/+; +/UAS-Sik2S1032A 

Figure 5.8E-E' ; tj-Gal4, Yki::GFP/UAS-CanB2 RNAi; +/UAS-

Sik2S1032A 

Figure 5.9A-A' ; tj-Gal4, ex-LacZ/UAS-HA; +/+ 

Figure 5.9B-B' ; tj-Gal4, ex-LacZ/UAS-Hpo RNAi; +/+ 

Figure 5.9C-C' ; tj-Gal4, ex-LacZ/UAS-CanB2 RNAi; +/+ 

Figure 5.9D-D' ; tj-Gal4, ex-LacZ/+; UAS-Sik2S1032A/+ 

Figure 5.9E-E' ; tj-Gal4, ex-LacZ/UAS-CanB2 RNAi; UAS-

Sik2S1032A/+ 

Figure 5.10A-A', F-F''' ; tj-Gal4, Yki::GFP/UAS-HA; +/+ 

Figure 5.10B-B', G-G''' ; tj-Gal4, Yki::GFP/UAS-Hpo RNAi; +/+ 

Figure 5.10C-C', H-H''' ; tj-Gal4, Yki::GFP/UAS-CanB2 RNAi; +/+ 

Figure 5.10D-D', I-I''' ; tj-Gal4, Yki::GFP/+; +/UAS-Sik2S1032A 

Figure 5.10E-E', J-J''', K-

K' 

; tj-Gal4, Yki::GFP/UAS-CanB2 RNAi; +/UAS-

Sik2S1032A 

Figure 5.11A ; tj-Gal4, ex-LacZ/UAS-HA; +/+ 

Figure 5.11B ; tj-Gal4, ex-LacZ/UAS-Hpo RNAi; +/+ 

Figure 5.11C ; tj-Gal4, ex-LacZ/UAS-CanB2 RNAi; +/+ 

Figure 5.11D ; tj-Gal4, ex-LacZ/+; UAS-Sik2S1032A/+ 

Figure 5.11E ; tj-Gal4, ex-LacZ/UAS-CanB2 RNAi; UAS-

Sik2S1032A/+ 

Figure 5.12A ; slbo-Gal4, UAS-GFP/UAS-HA; +/+ 

Figure 5.12B ; slbo-Gal4, UAS-GFP/UAS-CanB2 RNAi; +/+ 

Figure 5.12C ; slbo-Gal4, UAS-GFP/+; +/UAS-Sik2S1032A 

Figure 5.12D ; slbo-Gal4, UAS-GFP/UAS-CanB2 RNAi; +/UAS-

Sik2S1032A 

Figure 5.13A-A''' upd-Gal4, UAS-GFP; +/UAS-HA; +/+ 

Figure 5.13B-B''' upd-Gal4, UAS-GFP; +/UAS-Hpo RNAi; +/+ 
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Figure 5.13C-C''' upd-Gal4, UAS-GFP; +/UAS-CanB2 RNAi; +/+ 

Figure 5.13D-D''' upd-Gal4, UAS-GFP; +/+; +/UAS-Sik2S1032A 

Figure 5.13E-E''' upd-Gal4, UAS-GFP; +/UAS-CanB2 RNAi; +/UAS-

Sik2S1032A 

Figure 6.1A-D eyFlp; Act>y+>Gal4, UAS-GFP/UAS-RasV12; 

FRT82B, tub-Gal80/FRT82B, dCskQ156stop 

Figure 6.1A-D eyFlp; Act>y+>Gal4, UAS-GFP/UAS-RasV12, UAS-

Luciferase; FRT82B, tub-Gal80/FRT82B, dCskQ156stop 

Figure 6.1B-D eyFlp; Act>y+>Gal4, UAS-GFP/UAS-RasV12, UAS-

CanB2 RNAi; FRT82B, tub-Gal80/FRT82B, 

dCskQ156stop 

Figure 6.1B-D eyFlp; Act>y+>Gal4, UAS-GFP/UAS-RasV12, 

CanB2KO; FRT82B, tub-Gal80/FRT82B, dCskQ156stop 

Figure 6.2A' ; UAS-HA/+; phm-Gal4/+ 

Figure 6.2A'' ; +/+; UAS-wts RNAi/phm-Gal4 

Figure 6.2A''' ; UAS-CanB2 RNAi/+; phm-Gal4/+ 

Figure 6.2A'''' ; +/+; UAS-Sik2S1032A/phm-Gal4 

Figure 6.2A''''' ; UAS-Yki RNAi/+; phm-Gal4/+ 

Figure 6.2B' ; UAS-HA/+; r4-Gal4/+ 

Figure 6.2B'' ; +/+; UAS-wts RNAi/r4-Gal4 

Figure 6.2B''' ; UAS-CanB2 RNAi/+; r4-Gal4/+ 

Figure 6.2B'''' ; +/+; UAS-Sik2S1032A/r4-Gal4 

Figure 6.2B''''' ; UAS-Yki RNAi/+; r4-Gal4/+ 
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 Introduction 

In this thesis I have used the model organism Drosophila melanogaster to study the 

phosphatase Calcineurin (Cn) and its role in the regulation of the Hippo 

developmental growth control pathway. I will introduce four main topics to provide 

the background to the thesis. Firstly, I will briefly introduce Drosophila melanogaster 

as a model organism and describe the two main tissues I used most frequently, adult 

ovaries and larval wing imaginal discs. Secondly I will introduce the Hippo pathway 

as a key regulator of growth control, focussing on the Drosophila pathway. Thirdly I 

will describe the role of nutrition in the regulation of growth, with particular emphasis 

on Drosophila, both at the organ and the systemic levels. Finally I will describe the 

physiological role of Cn and Salt Inducible Kinases (Siks), both in response to 

nutritional stimuli and their link to Hippo signalling.  

 

1.1 Drosophila melanogaster as a model organism 

1.1.1 Drosophila life cycle and advantages as a model organism 

Drosophila melanogaster, more commonly referred to as the fruit fly, has been used 

as a model organism for over 100 years to study a wide range of biological 

processes. The entire genome has been sequenced and annotated (Adams et al., 

2000). Over 75% of human disease genes have a recognisable equivalent sequence 

in the Drosophila genome, thereby further reinforcing its use as model for study of 

disease as well as developmental processes (Adams et al., 2000; Jennings, 2011; 

Reiter et al., 2001) . There are just 4 chromosomes (one sex chromosome and three 

autosomes), making genetic manipulations relatively simple and the life cycle is 

short, taking just 10 days from egg fertilisation to an adult fly emerging at 25˚C, and 

multiple progeny are produced by each female. As such it is a highly tractable model 

organism both genetically and in terms of time and cost. Additionally there are a wide 

range of resources available to the researcher, including stock repositories for 

dsRNA and tagged transgenes, as well as easily available information on all the 

currently identified genes in Flybase (Gramates et al., 2017). Furthermore, the 

genetic tools available are continually expanding, allowing for easier generation of 

mutants and tagged genes (Gratz et al., 2016) as well as the ability to manipulate 
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gene expression and clonal analysis in a more complex fashion than previously 

possible (see materials and methods) (Del Valle Rodríguez et al., 2012).  

 

The life cycle of Drosophila comprises four stages: the embryonic stage, the larval 

stage, the pupal stage and finally the adult stage. At 25˚C, embryogenesis takes 

around 24 h from fertilisation, which is then followed by three larval stages, termed 

first, second, and third instar. The first and second instar take approximately one day 

to complete, with a molting step in between. The third instar takes around two days 

to complete, after which the animal forms a pupal case and undergoes 

metamorphosis for between 4-5 days. During this time most of the larval tissues 

break down and the adult tissues form from 19 imaginal discs that were present 

during the larval stages. These imaginal discs are comprised of tissue specific 

progenitor cells which give rise to adult structures including the wings, legs, and 

eyes. Adult flies eclose around 10 days after initial fertilisation of the egg (Hales et 

al., 2015). The multiple stages in the development of the fly allows for the study of 

differentiation, development, proliferation and cell death in a wide variety of contexts. 

1.1.2 Development of the wing imaginal disc 

Imaginal discs are specified within the embryo. The wing imaginal disc starts as a 

patch of around 20 cells which go on to proliferate throughout the three larval stages, 

resulting in a structure containing around 30,000 cells by the late third instar stage 

(Martin et al., 2009). Multiple signalling pathways act to pattern the wing disc, 

including Wingless (Wg), Notch (N), Epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR), 

Decapentaplegic (Dpp) and Hedgehog (Hh) signalling pathways (Ruiz-losada and 

Blom-dahl, 2018). There are two major patterning centres, the dorsoventral (D-V) 

and anteroposterior (A-P) boundaries, which divide the wing disc into distinct 

compartments between which cells do not mix (Figure 1.1) (Klein, 2001; Martin and 

Morata, 2006). I exploit this fact extensively in Chapter 4 to explore the effects of 

transgenes expressed in the posterior on reporter expression and wing growth by 

comparison to the anterior of the wing disc.  
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Figure 1.1 The third instar wing imaginal disc 
The larval wing disc is subdivided into compartments by the dorsal-ventral (D/V) and 
anterior-posterior (A/P) boundaries. Hh is expressed in the posterior compartment 
(blue) and crosses the A/P boundary to induce expression of the morphogen, Dpp, 
along the A/P boundary (purple) which is required to pattern the wing disc. The 
morphogen Wg is expressed at the D/V boundary (orange) and is also required for 
wing patterning. Ci marks the anterior of the imaginal disc. 
 

1.1.3 Development of the adult Drosophila ovary 

The Drosophila adult ovary has been used as a model system for different aspects 

of biology, due to the tractability of Drosophila as a model organism, but also because 

of the wide variety of biological processes that must occur between the specification 

of the stem cell through to production of the mature oocyte (Bratu and Gerard, 2015). 

Additionally the ovary is the largest organ in the female fly, and therefore practically 

its manipulation is relatively simple (Bastock and St Johnston, 2008). Furthermore, 

a single ovary contains every stage of oogenesis, and most importantly for the 

purpose of this thesis, their development is sensitive to the nutritional environment 

(Drummond-Barbosa and Spradling, 2001; Jouandin et al., 2014; Terashima et al., 

2005).  
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Figure 1.2 Schematic of Drosophila oogenesis 
A single ovariole from the germarium to a stage 8 egg chamber (A). As egg chambers 
mature, they move from the anterior to the posterior of the ovariole. CCs, GSCs and 
FSCs reside in the germarium, where GSCs divide to produce cystoblasts. 
Cystoblasts undergo four incomplete divisions to generate a 16 cell cystoblast, one 
of which differentiates into the oocyte, the remaining 15 become nurse cells. 
Cystoblasts are enveloped by FC precursors before budding off from the germarium. 
From stage 1-7 follicle cells (white) have a cuboidal morphology. Egg chambers 
remain connected throughout the ovariole by stalk cells (A). Polar cells are specified 
at the anterior and posterior of the egg chambers (B’). From stage 8 onwards egg 
chambers enter into vitellogenesis during which the oocyte starts to endocytose yolk 
proteins. The oocyte rapidly expands and follicle cells start to migrate posteriorly and 
change their morphology from cuboidal to columnar. Around 5% of follicle cells 
remain at the anterior of the egg chamber and become stretch cells, which form a 
thin layer enclosing the nurse cells (B). CC, Cap cells. GSC, germinal stem cell. FSC, 
follicular stem cell. 
 
Each ovary consists of 14-16 ovarioles. These ovarioles are made up of strings of 

egg chambers progressing from the germarium at the most anterior end and 

proceeding to the mature egg chamber at the posterior end (X. Wu et al., 2008). 

Oogenesis is broken up into 14 morphologically distinct stages. During this thesis I 
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studied stages 1-10, therefore I will focus primarily on these stages in this section 

(Figure 1.2). The germarium contains germinal stem cells (GSC) and follicular stem 

cells (FSC) (Figure 1.2). In the germarium 2-3 GSCs divide continuously to produce 

germline cysts. One of the daughter cells differentiates into a cystoblast, which 

divides synchronously a further four times to produce a 16 cell cyst. Of these 16 cells, 

one cell becomes the oocyte, the remaining 15 become nurse cells. The cells 

undergo incomplete cytokinesis and remain connected by ring canals, which become 

important later for nurse cell dumping (the transfer of cytoplasm from nurse cells to 

the oocyte at stage 11) (Bratu and Gerard, 2015; X. Wu et al., 2008). FSCs give rise 

to precursor follicle cells (FCs) which eventually envelop the cyst (where they 

differentiate into polar cells, stalk cells and epithelial FCs) as it moves to the posterior 

of the germarium and enters stage 1 (Figure 1.2A). Polar cells (Figure 1.2B’) are 

specified at the anterior and posterior pole of the egg chamber by stage 5; once 

specified they no longer divide, whilst epithelial FCs continue to divide mitotically until 

stage 7. As the egg chamber continues to grow it moves posteriorly along the 

ovariole as new egg chambers are produced at the anterior, with each egg chamber 

connected to the one before via stalk cells (Figure 1.2A). From stage 7 onwards, FCs 

enter into endocycles, and from stage 8 onwards start to change their morphology 

from cuboidal to columnar (Figure 1.2A, B) (Bratu and Gerard, 2015; X. Wu et al., 

2008). Additionally, at stage 8 the oocyte starts to increase rapidly in size. By stage 

9 around 95% of FCs are columnar and stack to surround and contact the oocyte. 

The remaining 5% of FCs flatten and stretch to form a squamous epithelium that 

surrounds the nurse cells (Figure 1.2B) (Montell, 2003). During these cellular 

rearrangements a cluster of 6-8 FC, known as the border cell cluster, is recruited by 

anterior polar cells secreting the Jak/Stat ligand Unpaired (Upd). Upd induces these 

follicle cells to express Slow border cells (Slbo), a transcription factor necessary for 

border cell migration (Bastock and St Johnston, 2008; X. Wu et al., 2008). This 

cluster of cells containing the anterior polar cells detaches from the follicular 

epithelium and migrates through the nurse cells to the anterior border of the oocyte 

(Figure 1.3). The arrival of the border cells at the oocyte marks the beginning of stage 

10, at which point the oocyte occupies half the area of the egg chamber (Montell, 

2003)(Figure 1.3).  
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Figure 1.3 Border cell migration 
At early stage 9 the anterior pair of polar cells (light green) start to secrete Upd and 
recruits surrounding follicle cells to form a border cell cluster (highlighted by orange 
dashed circle), which then migrates through the nurse cells (dark blue nuclei) (A). 
The secretion of Upd from the polar cells induces the surrounding cells to express 
Slbo (light blue), which is absolutely required for the migration of the border cell 
cluster (A’). The arrival of the border cell cluster at the nurse cell-oocyte (dark green) 
boundary signifies the start of stage 10. By now the oocyte occupies around half the 
volume of the egg chamber (B). 
 

1.1.4 Nutritional regulation of adult Drosophila ovary development 

Growth and development of the ovaries is sensitive to the nutritional status of the 

animal, since withdrawal of nutrition halts the progression of oogenesis (Drummond-

Barbosa and Spradling, 2001). Both the insulin and mTOR signalling pathways are 

important in relaying nutritional signals to the ovary, and thereby controlling 

oogenesis (Drummond-Barbosa and Spradling, 2001; Pritchett and McCall, 2012). 

Insulin signalling regulates GSC proliferation directly via neural-derived Drosophila 

insulin like peptides (dILPs) and regulation of the G2 phase of the cell cycle (Hsu et 

al., 2008; LaFever, 2005), whilst in the case of FC proliferation, the importance of the 
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relative contributions of an indirect germline derived signal or direct regulation via 

dILPs is unclear (LaFever, 2005; LaFever et al., 2010). Insulin also regulates GSC 

self-renewal indirectly via regulation of the niche in which insulin signalling influences 

Notch-dependent maintenance of cap cells (CC) in the germarium (Hsu and 

Drummond-Barbosa, 2009). Cap cells are necessary for the maintenance and 

activity of GSCs. Insulin signalling via Notch maintains CC number and their E-

cadherin-dependent attachment to the GSCs (Hsu and Drummond-Barbosa, 2009). 

Thus under nutrient poor conditions and the absence of insulin signalling, 

proliferation of both follicle and GSCs will be reduced and the rate of egg chamber 

production decreased. Furthermore, insulin has a role in the mitotic to endocycle 

(M/E) switch which occurs between stage 7 and 8 of oogenesis. Under nutrient-

deprived conditions, inhibition of the transcription factor dFOXO by insulin is relieved 

(Jouandin et al., 2014). dFOXO promotes a pausing of the M/E switch by increasing 

Cut expression. In normal fed conditions Notch is upregulated, promoting Hindsight 

expression which in turn inhibits Cut expression allowing cells to exit mitosis 

(Jouandin et al., 2014). In parallel with insulin signalling is the mTOR pathway. Both 

mTOR and insulin signalling are required for oogenesis to proceed and prevent the 

induction of programmed cell death that occurs in response to starvation (Pritchett 

and McCall, 2012). mTOR, like insulin, also acts to promote GSC proliferation at the 

G2 phase of the cell cycle, but is thought to be largely independent of insulin 

signalling (LaFever et al., 2010). Additionally mTOR signalling is required for GSC 

maintenance, FSC survival and germline cyst growth (LaFever et al., 2010).  

 

In addition to mTOR and insulin signalling, the steroid hormone ecdysone also 

regulates oogenesis. In the absence of ecdysone signalling oogenesis does not 

proceed past stage 8 (Buszczak et al., 1999; Carney and Bender, 2000). Ecdysone 

signalling is also required for border cell migration (along with the coactivator 

Taiman) (Bai et al., 2000; Jang et al., 2009), maintenance of GSC proliferation and 

self-renewal independently of insulin (Ables and Drummond-Barbosa, 2010). 

Ovaries are thought to be one of the main sites of ecdysone synthesis in the adult 

female fly (Gaziova, 2004), and the later stage egg chambers have been found to 

express many of the enzymes required for biosynthesis of ecdysone (Ables and 

Drummond-Barbosa, 2010). Additionally, genes targeted by ecdysone increase in 

expression from stage 8 of oogenesis and peak at around stage 10 (Buszczak et al., 
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1999). It has been proposed that, upon starvation, these sources of ecdysone are 

lost due to degeneration of egg chambers from stage 8 onwards, and that this might 

act as a feedback loop to regulate the proliferation and maintenance of GSCs in 

nutrient poor conditions (Ables and Drummond-Barbosa, 2010). 

1.2 The Hippo signalling pathway 

How organisms attain the correct final size, and the mechanisms by which this is 

achieved are still largely unknown. Multiple signalling pathways that regulate 

developmental growth have been identified, including insulin and mTOR signalling. 

Just over 20 years ago, the first components of the Hippo pathway were identified in 

Drosophila as potent regulators of growth (Justice et al., 1995; Xu et al., 1995). The 

Hippo pathway has since emerged as a key regulator of developmental and 

homeostatic growth in both flies and mammals. However it is still not clear how Hippo 

signalling senses when the correct size has been achieved. In this subchapter I will 

describe the core components of the pathway and briefly introduce the multiple 

inputs that have been identified as regulators of Hippo signalling. 

1.2.1 The Hippo pathway consists of a core kinase cassette upstream of the 
pro-growth transcriptional co-activator, Yki 

The core of the Hippo pathway is composed of two kinases, Hippo (Hpo) and Warts 

(Wts), two scaffolding proteins, Salvador (Sav) and Mob1 as tumour suppressor 

(Mats) and the transcriptional co-activator, Yorkie (Yki) (Figure 1.4). Wts was the first 

member of the pathway to be identified in screens using mitotically mutant mosaic 

Drosophila (Justice et al., 1995; Xu et al., 1995). Subsequently sav (Kango-Singh, 

2002; Tapon et al., 2002), hpo (Harvey et al., 2003; Jia et al., 2003; Pantalacci et al., 

2003; Udan et al., 2003; Wu et al., 2003) and mats (Lai et al., 2005) mutants were 

discovered to phenocopy the overgrowth induced by wts mutants. The Hpo kinase, 

in conjunction with its scaffolding protein Sav, phosphorylates and activates Wts as 

well as its scaffolding protein Mats. The key effector of the pathway, Yki was 

identified in a yeast two-hybrid screen as a Wts-binding protein (Huang et al., 2005). 

Wts phosphorylates Yki at S168, creating a 14-3-3 binding site, and in doing so 

inhibits Yki translocation into the nucleus (Dong et al., 2007; Oh and Irvine, 2008) 

(Figure 1.4). This Wts mediated exclusion of Yki from the nucleus has recently been 
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shown to be due to a reduction in the rate of Yki nuclear import (Manning et al., 

2018). As a transcriptional co-activator, Yki must bind to a transcription factor 

partner. The TEA domain (TEAD) containing transcription factor Scalloped (Sd) was 

identified as the DNA binding transcription factor partner of Yki that is required to 

mediate the transcriptional effects of the Hippo pathway (Goulev et al., 2008; S. Wu 

et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2008). Thus the Hippo pathway acts to restrict the pro-

growth and anti-apoptotic targets of Yki/Sd, which include cyclin E, diap1, bantam 

and dMyc (Figure 1.4) (Jia et al., 2003; Neto-Silva et al., 2010; Tapon et al., 2002; 

Thompson and Cohen, 2006; Udan et al., 2003; Wu et al., 2003; Ziosi et al., 2010). 

Additionally, expanded (ex), merlin (mer), and dMyc which are all targets of Yki are 

also negative regulators of Yki activity, thereby setting up a negative feedback loop 

to control pathway activity (Badouel et al., 2009; Hamaratoglu et al., 2006; Neto-Silva 

et al., 2010; Oh et al., 2009). The core of the Hippo pathway is conserved in 

mammals and comprises the mammalian homologs of Hippo components MST1/2 

(mammalian Ste20-like kinases1/2, Hpo), LATS1/2 (large tumour suppressor1/2, 

Wts), SAV1 (Sav),  MOB1A/B (Mats) and YAP/TAZ (Yes-associated protein and 

transcriptional coactivator with PDZ binding motif, Yki) (Meng et al., 2016). In addition 

to Hpo/MST1/2, several kinases including Tao (Plouffe et al., 2016) and members of 

the MAP4K (Misshapen, Msn and Happyhour, Hppy in Drosophila) family can 

phosphorylate and activate Wts/LATS1/2 (Meng et al., 2016). 
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Figure 1.4 The Drosophila Hippo pathway 
Selected upstream regulators of the Hippo signalling cascade (A). When the core 
kinase cascade is inactive, Yki is bound to the transcription factor Sd, promoting pro-
proliferative and anti-apoptotic gene transcription programmes (B). The active core 
kinase cascade in which active Wts phosphorylates Yki, generating 14-3-3 binding 
sites, and thereby preventing Yki entry into the nucleus (C). 
 

1.2.2 Multiple upstream regulators of the Hippo pathway 

Cell polarity: Many regulators of Hippo activity are localised at the apical domain of 

polarised epithelial cells, including the Kibra (Kib)/Ex/Mer complex. This complex of 

scaffolding proteins activates Hippo signalling by binding directly to Sav and Hpo, 

but also by promoting activatory phosphorylation of Wts and Hpo (Baumgartner et 

al., 2010; Genevet et al., 2010; Yu et al., 2010). In addition to its role in the 
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Kib/Ex/Mer complex, Ex has also been shown to bind directly to Yki, thereby 

tethering Yki in the cytoplasm (Badouel et al., 2009; Oh et al., 2009). Crumbs (Crb) 

is another apically localised regulator of the Hippo pathway, which regulates activity 

via Ex. Loss of Crb leads to tissue overgrowth and upregulation of Yki target genes 

in the wing disc, whilst overexpression of an intracellular portion of Crb, Crumbsintra 

(Crbintra) also paradoxically leads to tissue overgrowth and upregulation of Yki target 

genes. In both cases, Crb regulates Ex through an intracellular juxta-membrane Four 

point one, Ezrin, Radixin, Moesin (FERM) binding domain (Chen et al., 2010; Ling et 

al., 2010; Robinson et al., 2010). Crb was found to be both required for Ex apical 

localisation, but also to target Ex for ubiquitin mediated degradation in a negative 

feedback loop to regulate Yki activity (Ribeiro et al., 2014). The protocadherin Fat 

(Ft), which is involved in planar cell polarity, also regulates the Hippo pathway. Loss 

of Ft leads to tissue overgrowth and upregulation of Yki target genes such as cyclin 

E and diap1, phenocopying loss of Hpo or Wts (Bennett and Harvey, 2006; Cho et 

al., 2006; Feng and Irvine, 2007; Silva et al., 2006; Willecke et al., 2006). Ft promotes 

Wts activity by antagonising the atypical myosin Dachs and its binding partner Zyxin, 

which are thought to destabilise Wts (Rauskolb et al., 2011).  

 

Mechanical regulation and the actin cytoskeleton: Cells sense their mechanical 

environment through cell-cell contacts, attachment to their extracellular matrix (ECM) 

and cellular geometry. Yki/YAP is also regulated by cell-cell contacts (Zhao et al., 

2007), and has been postulated to sense and respond to the mechanical 

environment through the actomyosin cytoskeleton (Aragona et al., 2013; Benham-

Pyle et al., 2015; Dupont et al., 2011; Fernandez et al., 2011; Sansores-Garcia et al., 

2011; Wada et al., 2011) and ECM attachment (Zhao et al., 2012) to control tissue 

growth. However the exact mechanisms linking mechanotransduction to Yki/YAP 

remains elusive, particularly in the context of Wts/LATS1/2 dependent vs 

independent regulation of Yki/YAP activity. One proposed mechanism suggesting 

that Wts/LATS1/2 is important in Yki/YAP regulation is sensing of cellular tension via 

the triple-LIM domain protein Ajuba (Jub). Cellular tension causes re-localisation of 

Jub (LIMD1 in mammals) and promotes its binding to Wts/LATS1/2 thereby 

repressing Wts/LATS1/2 activity and activation of Yki/YAP (Codelia et al., 2014; Ibar 

et al., 2018; Rauskolb et al., 2014). 
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Metabolism, Nutrients and Stress: In order to survive periods of starvation, cells 

and organisms must also be able to respond to their hormonal and nutrient 

environment. In multicellular organisms this is often achieved through release of 

soluble factors and hormones. The Hippo pathway has been shown to be able to 

respond to cellular factors such as Sphingosine-1-phosphate (S1P), 

lysophosphatidic acid (LPA), thrombin, epinephrine and glucagon through activation 

of G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) (Miller et al., 2012; J. Mo et al., 2012; Yu et 

al., 2013, 2012). Whether the effect on Yki/YAP activity is positive or negative 

depends on the class of G-protein to which the GPCR is coupled. Those coupled to 

Ga12/13, such as thrombin and S1P, activate Yki activity through Rho dependent 

changes in the actin cytoskeleton, leading to repression of LATS1/2 (J. Mo et al., 

2012; Yu et al., 2013, 2012). On the other hand activation of GPCRs coupled to Gas, 

such as the glucagon receptor, results in inhibition of Yki activity, likely through PKA 

mediated repression of RhoA. Most of this evidence comes from studies done in 

mammalian cell culture systems, although Yki regulation by PKA has been shown to 

be conserved in Drosophila (Yu et al., 2013), thus suggesting that the Hippo pathway 

could respond to nutritional cues in addition to mechanical and cell polarity derived 

cues. Adding further weight to the hypothesis that Hippo could respond to the nutrient 

environment are the findings that Yki/YAP can be regulated by the stress responsive 

kinase AMP-activated kinase (AMPK) (deRan et al., 2014; Gailite et al., 2015; Mo et 

al., 2015; Wang et al., 2015). Inhibition of glucose metabolism leads to activation of 

AMPK and subsequent inhibition of YAP by LATS1/2 mediated phosphorylation as 

well as direct inhibitory phosphorylation of YAP by AMPK (Mo et al., 2015; Wang et 

al., 2015). This is partially conserved in Drosophila, where, in the larval central brain 

AMPK can inhibit Yki independently of the Hpo/Wts kinase cascade, likely by direct 

phosphorylation of Yki (Gailite et al., 2015).  

 

Additionally, glucose metabolism and Yki/YAP signalling intersect. The glycolytic 

enzyme phosphofructokinase 1 (PFK1) promotes YAP/TEAD binding, thus when 

cells are actively taking up glucose into the glycolytic pathway Yki/YAP are more 

active (Enzo et al., 2015). YAP also promotes glucose transporter 3 (GLUT3) 

transcription (Wang et al., 2015), thus indicating that the Hippo pathway might 

regulate glucose metabolism. In addition to regulation of Yki/YAP by glucose 

metabolism, the mevalonate pathway can regulate Yki/YAP activity (Sorrentino et al., 
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2014). The mevalonate pathway is required for the biosynthesis of cholesterol, as 

well as steroid hormones, bile acids, haem and for molecules involved in protein 

prenylation (the covalent linkage of a hydrophobic molecule to a protein) (Santinon 

et al., 2016). Inhibition of the mevalonate pathway leads to reduced Yki/YAP activity 

due to a loss of Rho activity resulting from loss of Rho prenylation (Sorrentino et al., 

2014). A further link between nutrient sensing and Hippo signalling, in addition to 

glucose metabolism, are the Salt inducible kinases (Siks), which in Drosophila 

activate Yki through inhibition of the core kinase cascade (Wehr et al., 2013). These 

nutrient sensitive kinases will be discussed in more detail in section 1.5. 

 

Hippo signalling and particularly its main effector Yki/YAP sit downstream of a 

diverse range of signalling inputs (Figure 1.4A). However in addition to the complex 

array of upstream regulators, the Hippo pathway also intersects with other growth 

control pathways. A subset of those related to nutrient sensing, namely mTOR and 

Insulin signalling will be described in the next subchapter and will be discussed in 

relation to Hippo signalling in section 1.4.3.  

1.3 Nutritional regulation of growth control 

Nutrition is one of the key environmental factors controlling growth rate and the final 

size of an animal. Arguably the two most important signalling pathways that mediate 

the control of growth in response to nutrients, energy and systemic signals are the 

mTOR and insulin/IGF signalling pathways (Figure 1.5). In this subchapter I will 

outline the mTOR and insulin/IGF pathways and how they are regulated.  

1.3.1 A cellular sensor for nutrient and energy availability: mTOR signalling 

The protein kinase mTOR, first discovered in yeast (Heitman et al., 1991), then in 

mammals as the target of the antifungal macrolide rapamycin (Brown et al., 1994; 

Sabatini et al., 1994), is a key node in eukaryotic cells for the sensing of cellular 

nutrient and energy availability (Hietakangas and Cohen, 2009; Saxton and Sabatini, 

2017). mTOR is a serine/threonine protein kinase that forms the catalytic component 

of two distinct complexes, mTORC1 and mTORC2, of which only mTORC1 is 

sensitive to rapamycin (Loewith et al., 2002) (see Figure 1.5C and D for composition 

of the complexes). The two complexes are differentially regulated and have separate 
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functions, which together allow mTOR signalling to control cell growth, anabolic and 

catabolic processes, cell proliferation and survival in response to environmental 

conditions (Saxton and Sabatini, 2017).  

 

Downstream of mTORC1: mTORC1 predominantly regulates metabolic processes 

and cell growth. The two key effectors of mTORC1 on protein synthesis are the 

p70S6 kinase1 (S6K1) and the eIF4E binding protein (4E-BP). Activation of S6K1 

and inhibition of 4E-BP promotes 5’cap dependent mRNA translation (Holz et al., 

2005; Saxton and Sabatini, 2017). Activation of S6K1 by mTORC1 also promotes de 

novo lipid synthesis and nucleotide synthesis. Additionally mTORC1 positively 

regulates a number of stress inducible transcription factors including hypoxia-

inducible factor 1-a (HIF1-a), sterol regulatory element-binding protein (SREBP), 

and activating transcription factor 4 (ATF4) to support several anabolic processes 

(Saxton and Sabatini, 2017). Finally, mTORC1 negatively regulates autophagy, to 

suppress protein catabolism under nutrient replete conditions. It does so via two 

different mechanisms, (1) by the negative regulation of a transcription factor required 

for lysosomal biogenesis, transcription factor EB (TFEB) (Roczniak-Ferguson et al., 

2012), and (2) by antagonising AMPK phosphorylation of Ulk1 (which is required for 

autophagosome initiation (Kaur and Debnath, 2015)), thereby preventing initiation of 

autophagy (Kim et al., 2011). 

 

Regulation of mTORC1: Activation of mTORC1 should only occur under nutrient 

replete conditions, as such, mTORC1 can be activated by nutrients after feeding, 

whereas it is inhibited during fasting. The most well-known and widely studied 

regulation of mTORC1 is by amino acid sensing. Amino acid levels are sensed by 

the Rag GTPases (Kim et al., 2008; Sancak et al., 2008). In the presence of amino 

acids, Rag GTPases assume an active conformation and interact specifically with 

mTORC1 through binding to Raptor (Sancak et al., 2008). Rag GTPases are 

localised to the lysosomal membrane by a trimeric protein complex termed the 

Ragulator (Sancak et al., 2010). Lysosomal localisation of the mTORC1 complex in 

response to amino acids is a key regulatory step, as targeting mTORC1 to the 

lysosome renders it insensitive to regulation by amino acid levels (Sancak et al., 

2010). Targeting of mTORC1 to the lysosome brings it into proximity with its activator 

Rheb (Buerger et al., 2006). Until recently the actual amino acid sensors activating 
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the Rag GTPases had not been identified. Both lysosomal and cytosolic amino acids 

can activate mTORC1, although this is achieved through distinct mechanisms via 

amino acid sensors such as SLC38A9, CASTOR1 and the Sestrins. For a 

comprehensive review on the amino acid sensing mechanisms see (Wolfson and 

Sabatini, 2017).  

 

Another important node for regulation of mTORC1 is the Tuberous Sclerosis 

Complex (TSC, composed of TSC1, the GTPase activating protein (GAP) TSC2 and 

TBC1D7), which is a negative regulator of TOR signalling (Inoki et al., 2002). The 

TSC acts as a GTPase activating complex to inhibit the GTPase Rheb (Inoki et al., 

2003a). Rheb is localised to the lysosomal membrane and binds directly to mTOR to 

promote its kinase activity (Buerger et al., 2006; Long et al., 2005; Saxton and 

Sabatini, 2017), although exactly how Rheb achieves this activation is not clear. The 

TSC is spatially regulated, such that it is located at the lysosomal membrane in the 

absence of growth factors to inhibit Rheb, but in response to growth factors 

dissociates from the lysosome (Menon et al., 2014). Multiple growth factors target 

the TSC to control growth via mTOR signalling. Those growth factor signalling 

pathways include the insulin pathway and the receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK) 

dependent Ras/MAP kinase pathway via inhibition of TSC2 and Wnt signalling 

pathway via inhibition of TSC1 (Saxton and Sabatini, 2017). Cellular energy levels, 

DNA damage and hypoxia also impact on mTORC1 activity. Glucose deprivation, 

hypoxia and DNA damage increase the activity or expression of AMPK. AMPK 

negatively regulates mTORC1 both through direct phosphorylation of Raptor (Gwinn 

et al., 2008) and indirectly through phosphorylation of TSC2 (Inoki et al., 2003b). The 

phosphorylation of TSC2 was initially not thought to be conserved in Drosophila, 

although a more recent study suggests that it is (Kim and Lee, 2015). Additionally, 

hypoxia and DNA damage have AMPK independent regulatory effects on mTORC1 

activity (Saxton and Sabatini, 2017). AMPK and TSC are not the only regulators of 

mTORC1 in response to glucose deprivation, the Rag GTPases are also able to 

respond to glucose levels, suggesting that Rag GTPases are in fact multi-input 

nutrient sensors (Efeyan et al., 2013; Kalender et al., 2010). The combined regulation 

of Rheb and Rag GTPases serves as a coincidence detector for activation of 

mTORC1 signalling since both amino acid and growth factor signals are required to 

correctly localise and relieve inhibition of mTORC1.  
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Downstream of mTORC2: mTORC2 predominantly regulates cell proliferation and 

survival. The main effector of mTORC2 is Akt (also known as protein kinase B, PKB). 

Mammalian Akt is activated by phosphorylation of its T-loop threonine by PDK1 

(phosphoinositide-dependent kinase 1) and another residue (Ser 473) by mTORC2 

(Sarbassov et al., 2005). However, only a subset of Akt targets require activatory 

phosphorylation by mTORC2 at Ser 473. For example Akt is an upstream activator 

of mTORC1 via inhibitory phosphorylation of TSC2, part of the TSC mTORC1 

inhibitory complex, however TSC2 phosphorylation and levels of pS6K1 and 4EBP 

are not affected when Ser 473 phosphorylation is inhibited (Jacinto et al., 2006). 

Thus mTORC2 is linked to the insulin/IGF signalling pathway, although it does not 

mediate regulation by PI3K signalling of all Akt substrates.  

 

Regulation of mTORC2: Unlike mTORC1, the upstream regulation of mTORC2 is 

less well defined, but the insulin/PI3K pathway has a key role in its activation. The 

SIN1 subunit, which is unique to mTORC2, contains a pleckstrin homology (PH) 

domain. This SIN1-PH domain interacts with TOR, blocking its kinase activity. Upon 

activation of PI3K, and generation of phosphatidylinositol (3,4,5)-trisphosphate 

(PIP3) at the plasma membrane, the PH domain binds to PIP3 and the repression of 

TOR is relieved (Liu et al., 2015). Furthermore a positive feedback loop exists 

between Akt and mTORC2, in which Akt phosphorylates SIN1 to enhance TOR 

kinase activity, which in turn allows mTORC2 to phosphorylate Akt at Ser 473 to 

further activate Akt (Yang et al., 2015). Activation of mTORC2 has also been linked 

to association with membrane bound ribosomes and association with mitochondrial 

associated ER membrane in response to insulin/growth factor stimulation (Betz et 

al., 2013; Zinzalla et al., 2011). How this localisation leads to activation of mTORC2 

is unclear. An additional layer of mTORC2 regulation occurs via negative regulation 

by mTORC1. This occurs through regulation of the insulin receptor substrate (IRS) 

via two mechanisms, the first by stabilisation of Grb10, a negative regulator of the 

IRS (Hsu et al., 2011; Yu et al., 2011) and the second by S6K mediated 

phosphorylation of IRS and repression of IRS transcription (Harrington et al., 2004). 

Thus, a negative feedback loop exists between mTORC1 and mTORC2, possibly to 

restrain aberrant growth in response to hormonal or direct nutrient inputs.  
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Figure 1.5 The insulin and mTOR signalling pathways 
Release of dILPs from IPCs in response to glucose intake activates the insulin 
receptor, which in turn activates the IRS (Chico), which then leads to activation of 
PI3K. PI3K catalyses the conversion of PIP2 to PIP3. The generation of PIP3 at the 
plasma membrane (PM) allows binding of proteins containing PH domains. PDK1 
and AKT are recruited to the PM by binding to PIP3, whereupon PDK1 
phosphorylates and activates AKT, the key effector of the insulin signalling pathway 
(A). In the presence of dietary protein, amino acids are transported into the cell 
whereupon they can activate mTORC1 via the Rag GTPases. During cellular stress, 
mTORC1 activity is inhibited by AMPK, either by direct phosphorylation of the 
mTORC1 complex, or by activation of the TSC1/2 complex. Additionally, AKT can 
relieve inhibition of mTORC1 by phosphorylating the inhibitory TSC1/2 complex, 
thereby relieving inhibition of the mTORC1 activator Rheb (B). There is reciprocal 
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regulation between AKT and mTORC2 in the control of cell proliferation and survival 
(A, B). Mammalian mTORC1 (C) and mTORC2 (D) complex subunit composition. 
 

1.3.2 A systemic sensor for organismal nutritional state: insulin/PI3K/Akt 
signalling 

Since the discovery of insulin in the 1920s, much work has been done to characterise 

the downstream signals that mediate both its metabolic and mitogenic effects 

(Haeusler et al., 2017). In mammals, activation of the InR is considered to drive the 

metabolic effects of insulin signalling, since new born mice deficient for the InR 

rapidly develop diabetic ketoacidosis (the body burns ketone bodies due to the lack 

of insulin signalling) and die shortly after birth (Accili et al., 1996; Joshi et al., 1996). 

Whereas activation of the insulin-like growth factor receptor (IGF-R) is thought to 

drive the mitogenic responses to insulin/IGF signalling, as new born mice deficient 

for IGF-R exhibit severe growth deficiencies and die shortly after birth (Liu et al., 

1993). However, there is very limited evidence to suggest that either receptor 

preferentially activates either a mitogenic or metabolic signalling response, but rather 

it is likely that the cellular context determines how the IGF or insulin signal is 

perceived (Siddle, 2012). Two key effectors of insulin signalling are PI3K and Akt 

(Haeusler et al., 2017; Manning and Toker, 2017). The insulin receptor (InR) is a 

member of the receptor tyrosine kinase family. Insulin binding activates the receptor, 

inducing tyrosine phosphorylation of the receptor and the associated insulin receptor 

substrate (IRS), which generates phospho-tyrosine binding sites at the plasma 

membrane for PI3K. PI3K is a lipid kinase, which upon recruitment to the plasma 

membrane, converts phosphatidylinositol (4,5)-bisphosphate (PIP2) to PIP3, allowing 

for the recruitment of the PH domain containing kinases PDK1 and Akt. The co-

localisation of PDK1 with Akt allows PDK1 to phosphorylate and activate Akt, which 

can then be further activated by mTORC2 mediated phosphorylation (see figure 1.5) 

(Haeusler et al., 2017). Akt subsequently phosphorylates multiple downstream 

targets thus regulating responses to nutrients, which includes the transcription 

factors FOXO and SREBP, the glycogen synthase kinase-3 (GSK3), TSC2 and the 

RABGAP TBC1D4 (required for glucose transporter GLUT4 translocation) (Haeusler 

et al., 2017). A major negative regulator of insulin/PI3K/Akt signalling is the 

Phosphatase and tensin homolog (PTEN). PTEN was initially identified as a tumour 
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suppressor gene in multiple different tumour types (Li et al., 1997; Steck et al., 1997). 

It was subsequently shown to antagonise PI3K by dephosphorylation of PIP3 

(Maehama and Dixon, 1998), thereby acting as a potent repressor of the 

insulin/PI3K/Akt signalling pathway (Stambolic et al., 1998; Sun et al., 1999), 

indicating just how important regulation of this growth control pathway is. Additional 

negative regulation comes from feedback inhibition of the insulin receptor by 

mTORC1 by inhibitory phosphorylation of the IRS as described in section 1.3.1 

(Regulation of mTORC2). Akt thus acts as a central node between systemic (insulin) 

and cellular (mTOR) nutrient sensing pathways, with the multiple overlapping layers 

of regulation indicating the importance of coordinated regulation of growth control.  

 

The insulin/IGF pathway is conserved in Drosophila, where a family of eight insulin 

like peptides (dILPs) perform the function of both insulin and IGF by binding to a 

single InR (Grönke et al., 2010). Many of the key components of the Drosophila 

insulin signalling pathway were characterised before the ligands that activate the 

pathway were identified. These included the insulin receptor (Chen et al., 1996), the 

IRS (Chico) (Böhni et al., 1999), PI3K, (Dp110) (Leevers et al., 1996), Akt (dAKT) 

(Verdu et al., 1999) and PTEN (dPTEN) (Goberdhan et al., 1999; Huang et al., 1999). 

Subsequent identification of the dILPs 1-7 occurred after the completion of the 

Drosophila genome sequence (Adams et al., 2000; Brogiolo et al., 2001), whilst 

dILP8 (which is structurally related to the Relaxins rather than insulin and acts 

through a distinct receptor) was not identified for another 11 years (Colombani et al., 

2012; Garelli et al., 2012). Their spatial and temporal expression is diverse (Brogiolo 

et al., 2001; Nässel et al., 2015), with each having different functions, although there 

is redundancy between them (Grönke et al., 2010; Ikeya et al., 2002), which together 

recapitulate the actions of the mammalian Insulin/IGF pathway. Thus dILPs act as 

nutrient regulated systemic signals that link the PI3K/Akt pathway to developmental 

growth (Britton et al., 2002). 

 

1.4 Systemic regulation of growth in Drosophila melanogaster 

The final size of an animal depends on the rate of growth and the overall duration of 

the growth period. However, regulation of these two factors is complex, and is further 
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complicated when considering both the external and intrinsic factors contributing to 

growth control. Additionally, generating an adult organism of the correct size and 

proportions requires coordination within and between organs. The insulin and TOR 

pathways described above, along with the steroid hormone ecdysone, play crucial 

roles in systemic and temporal control of developmental growth and maturation and 

thereby in defining the final size of an organism (Andersen et al., 2013; Nijhout et al., 

2014). In this subchapter I will discuss systemic regulation of growth in Drosophila, 

and outline the current literature on how Hippo signalling fits into these nutrient 

sensing pathways. 

 

The main regulator of developmental transitions in Drosophila is the steroid hormone 

ecdysone (Boulan et al., 2015; Dubrovsky, 2005). It is produced in and secreted from 

the prothoracic gland (PG) to induce developmental progression (Figure 1.6A, A’). 

Ecdysone is converted to its more active derivative 20-hydroxyecdysone by Shade 

(Shd), a CYP450 enzyme mainly expressed in the fat body and gut (Akagi et al., 

2016; Petryk et al., 2003). Pulses of ecdysone occur at mid-embryogenesis and at 

the end of the first and second larval instars triggering the molting of the larval cuticle. 

Smaller peaks occur during the third larval instar to induce behavioural changes such 

as termination of feeding, the onset of wandering and initiation of autophagy in the 

larval fat body (Boulan et al., 2015; Rusten et al., 2004). A larger pulse occurs at the 

end of the third larval instar to initiate pupariation and metamorphosis (Boulan et al., 

2015; Dubrovsky, 2005). Ecdysone exerts its functions through a heterodimer of the 

nuclear receptors Ecdysone receptor (EcR) and Ultraspiracle (USP), which when not 

bound to ecdysone act as transcriptional repressors (Boulan et al., 2015). Thus 

signals that control ecdysone synthesis set the period for developmental growth.  
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Figure 1.6 Regulation of ecdysone production in the prothoracic gland 
The ring gland is the major neuroendocrine organ in Drosophila larvae and is 
innervated by neurosecretory neurons from the larval brain. Ecdysone synthesis is 
stimulated by the production of PTTH. Ecdysone synthesis occurs in and is released 
from the prothoracic gland (PG) (A, A’). Schematic for the potential mode of Wts and 
bantam regulation. Release of dILPs from IPCs in the larval brain promotes synthesis 
of ecdysone and thereby growth of imaginal tissues, whereas loss of ecdysone 
synthesis promotes the growth of larval tissues (B). Dashed arrows indicate potential 
regulatory connections (B) 
 

The classical regulator of ecdysone synthesis is the prothoracicotropic hormone 

(PTTH). This hormone is produced from pairs of neurons in each brain hemisphere, 

which innervate the PG (McBrayer et al., 2007; Shimell et al., 2018) (Figure 1.6A), 

and exerts its actions through the RTK, Torso, to activate the Ras/Raf/Erk pathway 

and induce ecdysone synthesis in the PG (Rewitz et al., 2009). Ablation of these 

neurons results in larger larvae and adults due to a lengthening of the developmental 

growth period, both pre- and post-critical weight (CW, the weight at which time to 

metamorphosis is unaffected by nutrition) (McBrayer et al., 2007). Subsequent 
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experiments using PTTH null animals, recapitulated these results (Shimell et al., 

2018). PTTH null animals gain mass at the same rate as wild type animals, but have 

an increase in the duration of their growth period during the third larval instar. This is 

due to a decrease in ecdysone synthesis, which results in the temporal shifting of 

both the CW and the final ecdysone peak required to initiate metamorphosis (Shimell 

et al., 2018). The effect of nutritional deprivation on developmental delay in PTTH 

null animals is additive (Shimell et al., 2018), furthermore, neuronal production of 

PTTH is insensitive to nutritional cues (Layalle et al., 2008). Since CW is insensitive 

to nutritional deprivation (De Moed et al., 1999), these results support a nutrient 

independent role for PTTH on setting the CW of an animal through regulation of 

ecdysone titre. The effects on growth duration and CW are milder in the PTTH null 

animals compared to animals in which the PTTH producing neurons are ablated, 

suggesting that there is an additional signal produced by these neurons to control 

developmental timing and promote survival (Shimell et al., 2018). Indeed ablation of 

the PTTH neurons in PTTH null animals increases the developmental delay, thereby 

supporting the hypothesis of an additional, as yet unknown signal, required to control 

developmental timing and therefore the final size of an animal (Shimell et al., 2018). 

In the absence of PTTH animals were able to eventually pupariate as ecdysone titres 

increased sufficiently during the prolonged third larval instar to induce pupariation. 

Thus PTTH is not the only regulator of ecdysone synthesis in the PG. 

 

The insulin and Ras/Raf signalling pathway can also influence ecdysone synthesis 

in the PG in a nutrient dependent manner, leading to non-autonomous effects on 

growth (Caldwell et al., 2005; Colombani et al., 2005; Mirth et al., 2005). Activation 

of PI3K or Ras within the PG promotes autonomous growth of the PG but leads to a 

decrease in the overall size of pupae and resulting adult flies (Caldwell et al., 2005; 

Colombani et al., 2005; Mirth et al., 2005). The effects of PI3K on growth were due 

to changes in the growth rate, but there was no effect on developmental timing 

(Colombani et al., 2005), whilst Ras is proposed to affect developmental timing 

(Caldwell et al., 2005), which is more reminiscent of the effect of PTTH expression 

in the PG. This is perhaps unsurprising given that PTTH exerts at least some of its 

functions through Torso, and activation of the Ras/Raf/Erk pathway (Rewitz et al., 

2009; Shimell et al., 2018). The autonomously induced increased size of the PG is 

not however responsible for the changes in pupal volume, since the effect of PI3K 
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expression and size of the PG could be uncoupled from the effect on pupal volume 

(Colombani et al., 2005), whilst Raf expression did not increase PG size, but still 

affected larval growth (Caldwell et al., 2005). Increased PI3K and Ras activity results 

in increased ecdysone synthesis (Caldwell et al., 2005; Colombani et al., 2005). 

Caldwell et al., 2005 postulated that the smaller pupal volume was due to a decrease 

in the developmental time as a result of increased ecdysone synthesis. Colombani 

et al., 2005 on the other hand showed that increased ecdysone synthesis in response 

to activated PI3K in turn led to an increase in nuclear FOXO (a negative regulator of 

insulin signalling) in fat body cells, and an overall decrease in larval growth rates. 

Specific inhibition of ecdysone signalling in the fat body results in an increase in larval 

growth rate, hence marking the fat body as a relay of ecdysone signals to the rest of 

the larval tissues (Colombani et al., 2005). Indeed a role for the fat body as a sensor 

of nutrient signals had already been identified (see section 1.4.1) (Colombani et al., 

2003). A subsequent study identified the miRNA bantam to be the signal connecting 

insulin and ecdysone signalling to promote systemic growth in a nutrient dependent 

manner (Figure 1.6B) (Boulan et al., 2013). Thus the insulin/PI3K pathway can 

control organismal growth in both an autonomous (Böhni et al., 1999; Verdu et al., 

1999) and non-autonomous way (Boulan et al., 2013; Caldwell et al., 2005; 

Colombani et al., 2005; Mirth et al., 2005).  

 

The mTOR pathway also has growth regulatory roles in the PG. Increased 

expression of the negative regulators TSC1/TSC2 in Drosophila is sufficient to mimic 

conditions of nutrient deprivation. Expression in the ring gland resulted in an 

autonomous decrease in growth of the PG and a concomitant increase in larval and 

adult size, similar to the effects observed upon loss of PI3K activity (Colombani et 

al., 2005; Layalle et al., 2008). Furthermore, this was due to decreased ecdysone 

synthesis. However, unlike PI3K signalling, loss of TOR activity prevents the 

accumulation and formation of the ecdysone peak required to initiate pupariation and 

thereby increases the duration of the developmental growth period (Layalle et al., 

2008). Although cross talk between insulin and TOR signalling has been well 

documented in mammalian systems and cell culture (Oldham and Hafen, 2003; 

Saxton and Sabatini, 2017), there is some debate as to whether this is physiologically 

relevant in Drosophila (Dong and Pan, 2004; Radimerski et al., 2002; Schleich and 

Teleman, 2009). It appears in the PG that TOR and insulin represent separate 
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branches for nutritional control of systemic growth. The activity of TOR is important 

during the larval time period in which CW is normally achieved, therefore it may act 

as a nutritionally sensitive checkpoint before animals can proceed to pupariate 

(Layalle et al., 2008). The phenotype induced by loss of TOR activity is similar to that 

in PTTH null animals; it is possible therefore that TOR acts downstream of PTTH in 

the PG and acts as a nutritional checkpoint to control the developmental timing of 

pupariation. There is evidence indicating this could be a possible mechanism of 

action. Firstly, developmental timing is sensitive to nutrient deprivation, however 

critical weight and PTTH secretion which regulates the duration of growth both pre 

and post-CW is not nutritionally regulated (Layalle et al., 2008; Shimell et al., 2018), 

therefore there is likely to be a nutritionally sensitive input into control of 

developmental timing. Secondly, studies in Bombyx mori have shown that PTTH 

induces transcription and phosphorylation of 4E-BP and S6K, two key effectors of 

TOR function, strongly implicating TOR in having a role in PTTH-induced production 

of ecdysone (Gu et al., 2012). Under nutrient restriction, loss of TOR in the PG could 

therefore prevent ecdysone synthesis in response to PTTH, and extend the pre-CW 

growth period to ensure a favourable nutritional environment for pupariation and 

metamorphosis. It is curious that both PTTH/TOR and insulin/PI3K signalling affect 

ecdysone synthesis in the PG, yet the resulting changes in growth are mediated very 

differently, with PTTH controlling duration of the growth, whilst insulin signalling 

controls the rate of growth. The mechanisms by how this is achieved are presently 

unknown, but it is likely that there are as yet to be identified signals modulating these 

different branches that control ecdysone synthesis, for example the mystery second 

signal produced by the PTTH neurons. Thus how flies control their size still holds a 

number of mysteries. 

1.4.1 The fat body and gut act as sensors of nutritional inputs 

In addition to the ring gland, the fat body (the Drosophila equivalent of mammalian 

liver and adipose tissue) has emerged as an important organ for the coordination of 

growth in response to nutritional inputs (Britton and Edgar, 1998; Colombani et al., 

2003; Géminard et al., 2009; Rajan and Perrimon, 2012). The fat body is considered 

a sensor of nutrient availability that is able to relay the nutritional status of an animal 

to peripheral tissues to mount an appropriate physiological response. An initial role 
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for the fat body in responding to the fed state of an animal and subsequently 

producing a mitogenic signal that allows proliferation in peripheral tissues was 

posited by Britton and Edgar., 1998. Subsequently the fat body was shown to 

respond to the availability of amino acids via activation of mTOR signalling 

(Colombani et al., 2003) and this activation of mTOR in the fat body is required to 

control dILP release from the insulin producing cells (IPCs, equivalent to mammalian 

pancreatic b-cells) in the brain (Géminard et al., 2009). mTOR regulates transcription 

factors involved in ribosome biosynthesis, such as DREF (DNA Replication Related 

Element Binding Factor) (Killip and Grewal, 2012) and proteins involved in regulating 

RNA polymerase III function, such as the repressor dMAF1 (Marshall et al., 2012; 

Rideout et al., 2012). Loss or disruption to TOR-mediated control of protein synthetic 

pathways in the FB non-autonomously affects growth (Killip and Grewal, 2012; 

Marshall et al., 2012; Rideout et al., 2012), underscoring the importance of TOR and 

amino acid sensing in the FB in developmental growth control. The nature of these 

fat body derived signals in response to dietary amino acids has remained fairly 

elusive until quite recently, when it was shown that Eiger (Egr, TNFa in mammals) 

released from the FB acts to inhibit dILP release from IPCs in a JNK dependent 

manner when larvae are fed a low protein diet (Agrawal et al., 2016). Eiger release 

from the FB is regulated by mTOR, which inhibits the TNFa converting enzyme 

(TACE) required for release of Egr (Agrawal et al., 2016). The GPCR Methuselah 

(Mth) was identified in the same screen in which Egr was identified as an adipokine 

(Delanoue et al., 2016). Mth is expressed on IPCs and is required for the release of 

dILPs. Mth is activated by the ligand Stunted (Sun), which is released from the FB in 

response to feeding (Delanoue et al., 2016). Unlike Egr, Sun secretion from the FB 

is suppressed when larvae are fed a low protein diet, due to reduced TORC1 activity 

which is required for Sun secretion (Delanoue et al., 2016). How Sun secretion is 

regulated is not yet known. Additionally, sun transcription is regulated in response to 

insulin signalling by the nutritionally regulated transcriptional coactivator Spargel 

(Delanoue et al., 2016; Tiefenböck et al., 2010). Another FB derived systemic signal 

has also been identified, upd2, although it is released in response to dietary fat and 

sugar rather than responding to amino acid levels (Rajan and Perrimon, 2012). Upd2 

inhibits the release of the inhibitory neurotransmitter gamma-aminobutyric acid 

(GABA) from GABAergic neurons via activation of Jak/STAT signalling, and in doing 

so relieves inhibition of IPCs allowing the production and release of dILPS in the fed 
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state (Rajan and Perrimon, 2012). However the upstream regulation of upd2 is not 

clear, although a role for the NAD+ sensing class III histone deacetylase (HDAC), 

Sir2/Sirt1 has been proposed (Banerjee et al., 2017). 

 

In mammals, signalling between the gut and brain is important in regulating feeding 

behaviours to maintain balance between caloric intake and energy expenditure 

(Cummings and Overduin, 2007). There is evidence that the Drosophila digestive 

tract might also be able to sense and relay nutrient derived signals to systemically 

control nutrient intake and growth (Lemaitre and Miguel-Aliaga, 2013). Indeed recent 

findings suggest that midgut enterocytes (ECs), the main cells involved in nutrient 

absorption in the gut, produce Hh in response to starvation, and that this Hh can be 

transported in the haemolymph where it acts both on the FB and the PG to control 

growth in response to nutrient restriction (Rodenfels et al., 2014). In the FB, Hh acts 

to promote triacylglycerol (TAG) mobilisation and therefore support growth and 

survival in the absence of nutrients, whilst it acts on the PG to prevent ecdysone 

synthesis and therefore halt developmental progression (Rodenfels et al., 2014).  

 

1.4.2 “Intrinsic” Systemic Signals 

So far I have discussed the nutritional regulation of systemic signals regulating 

growth, however the timing and regulation of metamorphosis is more complex still, 

since one also has to consider systemic signals arising from inter- and intra-organ 

crosstalk. Transplantation experiments, in which discs from one animal were 

transplanted into another, demonstrated that there are autonomous growth control 

programmes allowing imaginal discs to achieve a set final size (Bryant and Levinson, 

1985). It has become apparent that in addition to autonomous regulation of organ 

size and nutritionally responsive “extrinsic” systemic signals controlling development, 

the imaginal discs, (epithelial tissues giving rise to the adult appendages), are 

themselves able to influence the timing of developmental growth. By causing 

damage to imaginal discs, the developmental growth period pre- and post-CW is 

extended, however emerging adults are the same size as their WT counterparts, 

suggesting that damaged discs release a signal to delay pupariation until imaginal 

disc tissue has regenerated and attained the appropriate size (Stieper et al., 2008). 
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Furthermore, complete ablation of the imaginal discs does not change the CW, 

lending credence to the notion of a secreted signal originating from imaginal tissues 

(Stieper et al., 2008). Indeed, damage to just one imaginal disc retards the growth of 

all the other imaginal tissues in the larva, suggesting a mechanism that senses and 

allows for regeneration of damage and therefore maintenance of symmetry in the 

adult (Parker and Shingleton, 2011). This growth defect can be rescued by 

exogenous ecdysone feeding, again pointing to a systemic signalling cascade 

initiated by imaginal discs (Parker and Shingleton, 2011). The existence and identity 

of this signal was revealed as the relaxin-like peptide, dILP8, whose expression is 

upregulated in damaged discs, and leads to reduced ecdysone activity (Colombani 

et al., 2012; Garelli et al., 2012). Subsequently its receptor was also identified as the 

leucine-rich repeat-containing G protein-coupled receptor (Lgr3) (Colombani et al., 

2015; Garelli et al., 2015; Vallejo et al., 2015). Lgr3 function is required specifically 

in a pair of neurons in each brain lobe which contact the PTTH producing neurons, 

and therefore are likely to regulate PTTH release and thereby ecdysone synthesis 

(Colombani et al., 2015; Vallejo et al., 2015). Mutants for dILP8 or Lgr3 exhibit 

fluctuating asymmetry, indicating animals are not able to coordinate growth between 

discs (Colombani et al., 2015; Garelli et al., 2015, 2012; Vallejo et al., 2015). 

Overexpression of dILP8 in imaginal discs results in a developmental delay, and 

decreased proliferation of imaginal tissues, likely due to increased 4EBP (Thor) 

expression as a consequence of reduced ecdysone activity (Garelli et al., 2012). 

Additionally, dILP8 is released in response to wounding of the wing disc downstream 

of Jak/STAT signalling, delaying development perhaps to allow for disc regeneration 

(Katsuyama et al., 2015). More recently, ecdysone has been shown to be important 

for intra-organ growth coordination (Gokhale et al., 2016). Perturbation of growth in 

the posterior of the wing disc represses growth in the anterior, however ecdysone 

feeding relieves this repression. It is possible that this regulation is also mediated by 

dILP8 secretion from the slower growing portion of the imaginal disc, although this 

remains to be tested (Gokhale et al., 2016). Thus is seems that dILP8 acts as a 

sensor for abnormal growth in imaginal tissues, and via its receptor Lgr3 reduces 

ecdysone synthesis and therefore growth of imaginal tissues to allow resolution of 

aberrant growth before committing to metamorphosis.  
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It has become clear from studying the actions of ecdysone that it has differing effects 

on growth depending on the tissue on which it is acting, and likely the concentration 

of ecdysone that tissues perceive (Herboso et al., 2015). In larval tissues, such as 

the fat body, it has an inhibitory effect on growth (Colombani et al., 2005; Delanoue 

et al., 2010; Rusten et al., 2004), whereas in imaginal tissues it has a positive effect 

on proliferation (Colombani et al., 2012; Garelli et al., 2012; Gokhale et al., 2016; 

Herboso et al., 2015). An outstanding question therefore is how the same signal 

exerts opposite effects depending on the tissue in which signalling is activated? Thus 

in the context of systemic regulation of developmental growth and size control, 

regulation of ecdysone appears to be the key nodal point at which intrinsic and 

extrinsic signals converge. 

 

1.4.3 Cross talk between Hippo signalling and systemic regulators of growth 

The conserved Hippo pathway plays a key role in the regulation of organ size 

(Hariharan, 2015; Yu et al., 2015). It can sense a wide variety of upstream inputs 

(see section 1.2.2). Regulation of organismal growth requires coordination between 

both intrinsic and extrinsic signals to control size and maintain appropriate scaling. 

Given the key role of Hippo signalling in the control of size, it has been suggested 

that the Hippo pathway, in addition to its role in intrinsic growth control, could also 

act as an nodal point for integration of extrinsic signals that ultimately feedback to 

regulate ecdysone. In this subsection I will put forward some of the evidence 

supporting this theory.  

 

The exact mechanisms linking Insulin/PI3K signalling with Hippo signalling are still 

unclear, but there is evidence to suggest that there is reciprocal regulation between 

the two pathways. In mammalian systems, YAP regulates PTEN activity through 

upregulation of the miR29 family of micro RNAs which inhibit PTEN translation and 

thereby allows PI3K signalling to proceed. Furthermore, this regulation occurs 

physiologically in response to activation of GPCRs by thrombins (Tumaneng et al., 

2012). Other work suggests, using tumour cell lines, that PDK1 regulates Hippo 

signalling via LATS in response to either soluble mitogenic factors such as EGF, or 

adhesion to fibronectin and subsequent activation of focal adhesion kinase (FAK) 
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which activates Src and thereby PI3K signalling (Fan et al., 2013; Kim and Gumbiner, 

2015). In Drosophila, Yki has been proposed to increase Akt protein levels and 

phosphorylation, although the mechanism by which Yki affects Akt protein levels is 

not known (Ye et al., 2012). Another study showed that Yki activity is increased upon 

activation of PI3K or TOR signalling, and is required for PI3K to induce overgrowth. 

Additionally, in Wts mutant wing discs, phosphorylation of S6K (a key downstream 

target of PI3K and TOR) is increased compared to controls (Straßburger et al., 2012). 

The authors of this study also suggest that PDK1 is the main insulin pathway 

component targeting the Hippo pathway (Straßburger et al., 2012). Thus, crosstalk 

seems to occur reciprocally, but further work is required to determine the exact 

mechanisms and contexts in which reciprocal regulation takes place.  

 

More recently, a link was established between mTOR and Yki in the regulation of 

growth in the Drosophila wing disc (Parker and Struhl, 2015). The authors revealed 

a novel mechanism by which Yki activity can be regulated to coordinate intrinsic 

inputs downstream of Wts and extrinsic inputs downstream of mTOR. Upon loss of 

mTOR signalling, Yki localisation unexpectedly and counterintuitively becomes 

strongly nuclear ( a phenomenon for which the authors are unable to provide an 

explanation), but without increasing Yki target gene transcription. This is due to a 

process the authors term nuclear seclusion, which, in the absence of active mTOR 

signalling, prevents nuclear Yki from associating with its transcription factor Sd on 

target gene promoter regions (Parker and Struhl, 2015). They propose that mTOR 

regulates an as yet unidentified nuclear seclusion factor (NSF). This proposed 

mechanism ensures that both a suitable nutrient signal and intrinsic signal must be 

present to induce tissue growth (Parker and Struhl, 2015).  

 

Hippo signalling also has connections to systemic regulation of growth during normal 

development. dILP8 is important for maintenance of developmental stability, since 

its loss leads to fluctuating asymmetry (Colombani et al., 2015; Garelli et al., 2015, 

2012; Vallejo et al., 2015). Yki/Sd directly regulate dILP8 expression through a Hippo 

response element (HRE) in the promoter region. Mutation of the HRE, which 

prevents Sd binding, abolishes the ability of Yki to increase dILP8 expression. 

Moreover, dILP8 HRE mutant animals display fluctuating asymmetry, demonstrating 

the importance of the Hippo pathway in maintenance of developmental stability 
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during normal developmental growth (Boone et al., 2016). Since Yki activity is 

induced by wounding of the wing disc epithelium (Grusche et al., 2011), this 

regulatory mechanism may also participate in dILP8 release upon disc injury. Hippo 

signalling has also been proposed to control systemic growth via regulation of 

ecdysone in the PG. Knockdown of Wts in the PG leads to increased pupal volume 

and a non-autonomous reduction in the growth of imaginal tissues. This is mediated 

by regulation of Yki and its transcriptional target bantam, which reduces ecdysone 

production in the PG (Moeller et al., 2017). This bolsters previous findings that 

bantam negatively regulates ecdysone production in the PG (Boulan et al., 2013). 

Overexpression of either the insulin receptor or Torso (PTTH receptor) decreases 

pupal volume due to increased ecdysone synthesis. Loss of Wts partially rescues 

the pupal volume decrease caused by InR and Torso overexpression, indicating that 

Wts is an important downstream regulator in systemic responses to insulin and PTTH 

to control growth (Figure 1.6) (Moeller et al., 2017). However, loss of Hpo had no 

effect on pupal volume thus, in the PG, this regulation appears to act through 

regulation of Wts. Additionally, starvation induces nuclear Yki localisation and 

increased bantam expression in the PG, indicating that Hippo signalling can control 

systemic growth in response to nutritional inputs (Moeller et al., 2017). Collectively, 

these results suggest that Hippo signalling is important for coordination of both 

systemic and intrinsic growth mechanisms to ensure correct organismal size and 

proportionality.  

 

A final context in which Hippo has been linked to nutritional regulation of growth is in 

a model of Ras/Src-driven tumour growth. Obesity and type 2 diabetes (T2D) have 

increased in prevalence the world over (World Health Organisation, 2018, 2017). In 

2016, around 13% of the World’s population were obese. One of the major 

complications of obesity is the development of T2D (World Health Organisation, 

2018). In concordance with increased incidence of obesity, the global prevalence of 

diabetes has nearly doubled from 4.7 % in 1980 to 8.5 % in 2014 (World Health 

Organisation, 2017). There is a positive correlation between obesity and cancer, and 

a higher mortality rate is seen in cancer patients with T2D which is independent of 

patient body mass index (BMI), suggesting that T2D is an important cancer risk factor 

(Cohen and LeRoith, 2012; Garg et al., 2014). Drosophila has proved a useful model 

to studying the link between diabetes and cancer progression. Diabetes can be 
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modelled in Drosophila, by feeding animals a high sugar diet (HDS), and 

recapitulates key hallmarks of T2D, insulin resistance, hyperglycaemia and 

increased accumulation of fat (Musselman et al., 2011). Thus feeding animals with 

Ras/Src driven tumours a HDS creates a model in which to investigate T2D in the 

context of driving tumourigenesis. Using this model has revealed how tumours are 

able to utilise increased circulating insulin to drive tumour growth in an otherwise 

insulin resistance animal. Ras/Src tumour-bearing animals developed larger and 

more aggressive tumours when fed a HDS due to increased Wg signalling and 

consequently upregulation of InR expression, promoting increased tumour growth 

(Hirabayashi et al., 2013). Further investigation revealed that tumour growth on HDS 

could be inhibited by overexpression of Wts, phenocopying loss of Wg. Since Wg is 

a target of Yki, this suggests that Hippo signalling is involved in regulating Wg 

expression to permit or restrict tumour growth in a nutrient dependent manner 

(Hirabayashi and Cagan, 2015). Salt inducible kinases (Siks) are nutrient sensitive 

kinases that positively regulate Yki activity by inhibiting Sav’s ability to scaffold the 

Hpo/Wts cassette by inhibitory phosphorylation of Sav at S413 (Wehr et al., 2013). 

Feeding animals HDS or overexpression of an activated form of the insulin receptor 

resulted in increased phosphorylation of Sav S413 and reduced phosphorylation of 

Yki at S168 (the Wts inhibitory site), suggesting a role for Sik. Indeed, loss of Sik 

inhibited tumour growth in animals fed a HDS (Hirabayashi and Cagan, 2015). Thus 

Siks represent a nutrient sensitive input that regulates Hippo pathway activity.  

 

1.5 Regulation of Energy Homeostasis by Salt Inducible 
Kinases and Calcineurin 

Insulin and glucagon are key hormones responsible for regulating carbohydrate and 

lipid homeostasis in response to the feeding state of an organism. In Drosophila, 

feeding leads to the secretion of dILPS from IPCs (analogous to pancreatic b-cells) 

which act to promote storage of glucose and lipids. Loss of these IPCs leads to 

diabetes-like phenotypes (Broughton et al., 2005; Ikeya et al., 2002; Rulifson, 2002). 

Conversely upon nutrient restriction, adipokinetic hormone (AKH, the fly equivalent 

of glucagon) is released by corpora cardiaca (CC) cells in the ring gland and acts on 

target tissues via its receptor AKHR (a GPCR) (Staubli et al., 2002), to maintain 
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haemolymph glucose homeostasis, and promote hyperactive behaviour to maximise 

the chances of finding a food source (Kim and Rulifson, 2004; Lee and Park, 2004). 

The transcription factor cyclic AMP-responsive element-binding protein (CREB), and 

its transcriptional coactivator cAMP-regulated transcriptional coactivators (CRTCs, 

also referred to as TORCs, transducers of regulated CREB activity) are key 

downstream targets which effect the transcriptional responses to feeding and fasting 

signals (Altarejos and Montminy, 2011). Additionally, the transcription factor family 

Forkhead Box O (FoxO) are key targets of Akt to mediate metabolic changes 

downstream of insulin (Manning and Toker, 2017). The Salt inducible kinases (Siks) 

and the calcium/calmodulin dependent phosphatase, Calcineurin (Cn), are important 

components in the regulation of FoxO and CREB-regulated transcription 

downstream of insulin and AKH (Figure 1.7).  

 
Figure 1.7 Nutritional regulation of Calcineurin and Salt Inducible Kinases 
Under nutrient replete conditions intracellular calcium levels are low, Cn is inactive 
and Sik is active (A). Active Sik phosphorylates and inhibits to entry of classII HDACs 
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and CRTCs into the nucleus, preventing activation of FOXO and CREB regulated 
transcriptional programmes (B). Nutrient deprivation triggers the release of AKH from 
the CC in the ring gland. Binding of AKH to its cognate receptor, AKHR, results in 
increased intracellular cAMP levels, which in turn activated PKA. PKA negatively 
regulates Sik, and promotes release of calcium from the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) 
by phosphorylating the InsP3R. Release of calcium from the ER increases 
intracellular calcium levels and thereby activates Cn (C). Cn dephosphorylates 
HDACs and CRTCs allowing their entry into the nucleus to promote pro-survival 
transcriptional responses to starvation (D). AC, adenylate cyclase, SERCA, 
sarcoendoplasmic reticulum calcium ATP-ase. 
 

1.5.1 Salt inducible kinases 

The Salt inducible kinases are members of the AMPK family of kinases and are thus 

regulated by liver kinase B1 (LKB1)-mediated phosphorylation of their T-loop 

threonine (Lizcano et al., 2004). Sik1 was first identified as being upregulated in rat 

adrenal glands upon feeding animals a high salt diet, hence their name (Wang et al., 

1999). Subsequently Sik2 and Sik3 were identified (Okamoto et al., 2004). Thus 

there are three Siks in mammals, (Sik1-3) and two in Drosophila (Sik2, the 

orthologue of Sik1 and Sik2 in mammals, and Sik3) (Okamoto et al., 2004). Studies 

in both mammalian and fly systems have revealed their important role in controlling 

the dynamics of CRTCs and HDACs in response to the feeding status of an 

organism, and particularly downstream of cAMP signalling (Wein et al., 2018). Siks 

regulate both CRTC and HDAC via a common mechanism in mammals and 

Drosophila in the liver (and fly fat body) (Choi et al., 2015; Dentin et al., 2007; Itoh et 

al., 2015; Koo et al., 2005; Mihaylova et al., 2011; Patel et al., 2014; Uebi et al., 2012; 

Wang et al., 2011), adipose tissues (Henriksson et al., 2015, 2012; Park et al., 2014; 

Säll et al., 2017) and in neurons in Drosophila (Choi et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2008). 

Downstream of insulin signalling, Siks are activated and phosphorylate 

CRTCs/HDACs, generating 14-3-3 binding sites and thereby preventing 

CRTC/HDAC entry into the nucleus. As such they are unable to interact with their 

transcription factor partners CREB/FoxO in the nucleus (Figure 1.7). Thus, Siks 

negatively regulate CREB/FoxO-mediated gluconeogenic, glycogenolytic and 

lipolytic gene transcription programmes. However, there is some debate as to how, 

or if, insulin regulates Sik activity in the context of gluconeogenesis, with some 

publications supporting a role for insulin in Sik activation through Akt-mediated 

activatory phosphorylation of Siks (Choi et al., 2015; Dentin et al., 2007; Wang et al., 
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2011), and others refuting it (Henriksson et al., 2012; Patel et al., 2014). The issue 

still remains unresolved, and may be highly context-dependent, although in a model 

of Ras/Src driven tumourigenesis, insulin does appear to activate Sik activity to drive 

tumour growth via Yki activation (Hirabayashi and Cagan, 2015).  

 

More recently, Siks were identified as regulators of ketogenesis (Zhang et al., 2016), 

another process required to maintain glucose homeostasis in periods of prolonged 

fasting. Ketone bodies are alternative fuel sources to glucose, and a main source of 

energy for the brain in periods of protracted fasting when glucose is no longer readily 

available (Dhillon and Gupta, 2018). Sik2 regulates ketogenesis via phosphorylation 

of p300, inhibiting its interaction with peroxisome proliferator activated receptor-a 

(PPAR-a) and thereby inhibiting ketogenesis which is normally induced in response 

to glucagon (Zhang et al., 2016). Loss of Sik function in any of the tissues listed 

above leads to a diabetic-like phenotype as a result of mis-regulated CREB and 

FoxO activity and improper induction of glucose-generating transcription 

programmes. The importance of this regulation is further highlighted in the context 

of human disease by the fact that the expression of Sik2 and Sik3 in adipose tissue 

from diabetic and obese individuals is reduced, which results in increased blood 

glucose levels as a result of dysregulated glucose and lipid homeostasis (Säll et al., 

2017). Finally, a novel role for Sik3 has been identified in Drosophila, downstream of 

the sugar activated Mondo-Mlx transcription factors, although the tissue-specificity 

of this regulatory pathway has not been identified (Mattila et al., 2015; Teesalu et al., 

2017). Sik3 is required to maintain organismal sugar tolerance by activating the rate-

limiting enzyme Glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PD) of the pentose 

phosphate pathway, to produce NADPH and maintain organismal redox balance 

(Teesalu et al., 2017). 

 

In addition to regulation of metabolic transcriptional programmes, Siks have also 

been implicated in regulation of a diverse array of physiological processes. These 

include inflammatory cytokine production in gut myeloid cells (MacKenzie et al., 

2013), regulation of blood calcium levels via regulation of parathyroid hormone (PTH) 

in osteoclasts (Wein et al., 2016) and regulation of melanin synthesis in melanocytes 

(Horike et al., 2010). A common theme between all these processes is the regulation 

of Sik activity downstream of cAMP/PKA signalling induced by GPCR activation 
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(Wein et al., 2018). AKH (glucagon) activates its receptor AKHR, a GPCR analogous 

to the mammalian glucagon receptor (Bharucha et al., 2008; Grönke et al., 2007). 

AKHR activation leads to cAMP production and activation of PKA, which is a negative 

regulator of Sik2 activity (Okamoto et al., 2004; Screaton et al., 2004; Sonntag et al., 

2018). PKA directly phosphorylates  Siks, generating14-3-3 binding sites which 

results in inactivation of Siks. However, 14-3-3 binding does not affect catalytic 

activity rather it is thought that 14-3-3 binding induces a conformational change in 

Siks that prevents substrate binding (Sonntag et al., 2018). Thus in response to 

fasting signals, Sik-mediated inhibition of fasting transcriptional responses is 

relieved. In addition to direct phosphorylation and inhibition of Siks, PKA also 

increases intracellular calcium levels by phosphorylation of the inositol triphosphate 

receptor (InsP3R) in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) in response to glucagon (Wang 

et al., 2012). Increased intracellular calcium concentration promotes activation of Cn, 

which has been shown in the context of CRTC regulation to dephosphorylate the Sik 

phosphorylation sites and allow the nuclear translocation of the cAMP-regulated 

transcriptional coactivator (Bittinger et al., 2004; Patel et al., 2014; Screaton et al., 

2004; Wang et al., 2012) (Figure 1.7). This provides two mechanisms by which Sik 

activity can be repressed to ensure efficient inhibition of its activity. Although Cn has 

not been shown to directly dephosphorylate class IIa HDACs, it can be hypothesised 

that Cn and Sik could act similarly to regulate HDACs.  

1.5.2 Calcineurin 

Cn is a calcium and calmodulin dependent Ser/Thr phosphatase (also known as 

PP2B), which is activated upon increased intracellular calcium levels (Stewart et al., 

1982). Cn is a heterodimer, consisting of a catalytic A subunit, of which there are 

three in Drosophila and a regulatory B subunit, of which that are two in Drosophila 

(Figure 1.8) (Takeo et al., 2006). CanA and CanB subunits are tightly associated. 

Activation requires calcium binding to two sites in the regulatory B subunit, which 

allow calmodulin to bind the A subunit and displace an autoinhibitory domain from 

the catalytic site (Li et al., 2011; Musson and Smit, 2011). Removal of the regulatory 

subunit renders Cn inactive (Li et al., 2011; Musson and Smit, 2011). Cn has been 

most studied because of its clinical importance in regulating immune cell function as 

a regulator of T cell activation. Cn regulates the nuclear transport of the transcription 
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factor Nuclear Factor of Activated T-cells (NFAT). Inhibitors of Cn function, 

cyclosporine A (CsA) and Tacrolimus (FK506)  are widely used to suppress the host 

immune response in transplantation medicine (Li et al., 2011; Musson and Smit, 

2011). It has roles in multiple other contexts, such as the regulation of meiosis (Takeo 

et al., 2006), flight muscle function (Gajewski et al., 2003), innate immunity (Li and 

Dijkers, 2015) and sleep (Nakai et al., 2011) in Drosophila, as well as regulation of 

mitochondrial function (Pfluger et al., 2015), apoptosis (Shibasaki and McKeon, 

1995; Wang, 1999), cardiac function (Molkentin et al., 1998) and pancreatic b-cell 

function through regulation of CRTCs (Screaton et al., 2004) in mammals and 

regenerative growth in Zebrafish (Kujawski et al., 2014). Sustained treatment with 

CsA or FK506 is associated with the onset of diabetes and decreased insulin 

secretion as a result of impaired beta cell function due to dysregulation of CRTCs 

(Eberhard et al., 2013), highlighting the importance of Cn function in metabolic 

homeostasis. 

 
Figure 1.8 Subunit composition of Drosophila calcium and calmodulin dependent 
Ser/Thr phosphatase, Calcineurin 
There are three catalytic A subunit isoforms encoded by separate genes CanA1, 
CanA-14F and Pp2B-14D, and two regulatory B subunits encoded by separate 
genes, CanB and CanB2 (A). Activation of Cn catalytic activity occurs in the presence 
of increased intracellular calcium concentration due to binding of Calmodulin and 
Calcium ions to the catalytic A and regulatory B subunit heterodimer (B). The Cn 
holoenzyme is composed of one catalytic A subunit, one regulatory B subunit, 
Calmodulin (CaM) and Calcium ions (Ca2+) (C). 
 

1.6 Aims of this thesis 

In Drosophila, Siks regulate Yki activity by acting upstream to inhibit the ability of Sav 

to scaffold the Hpo/Wts complex. Siks do this by inhibitory phosphorylation of Sav at 

S413. Although other Sik2 consensus sites are present in Sav, S413 is the major 

regulatory site for Sik2 (Wehr et al., 2013). Siks are members of the AMPK family of 
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kinases (Lizcano et al., 2004) and are considered to be nutritionally regulated in the 

context of regulating CREB and FOXO mediated gene transcription though inhibitory 

phosphorylation of CRTCs and HDACs. Siks are also able to regulate the Hippo 

pathway under HDS in a Ras/Src driven model of tumourigenesis. Siks are activated 

downstream of insulin signalling, to activate Yki activity and promote tumour growth 

(Hirabayashi and Cagan, 2015). In the context of their regulation of CRTCs, Siks are 

antagonised by the phosphatase Cn. Given the nutritional regulation of Siks and their 

ability to regulate Hippo pathway activity in a nutritionally sensitive manner, at least 

in a pathophysiological setting, I hypothesised that, as in the regulation of CRTC 

phosphorylation and activation, Sik might be antagonised by Cn in the regulation of 

Hippo pathway activity. As such, this thesis aims to investigate if Cn acts to regulate 

Hippo signalling in developmental growth in an antagonistic manner to Siks and 

additionally if this represents a nutritionally sensitive cassette analogous to that 

which regulates CREB regulated transcription via CRTCs (See Figure 3.1). In 

Chapter 3 of this thesis I will describe how Cn affects Hippo signalling in vitro. 

Chapter 4 investigates the role of Cn in vivo using the wing imaginal disc to assess 

the effect of Cn on growth control via Hippo signalling. Chapter 5 moves the 

investigation of Cn function into a more nutritionally sensitive system, the adult 

Drosophila ovary. Finally Chapter 6 briefly assesses the role of Cn in systemic 

regulation of growth, either in a pathophysiological context of tumour growth or a 

normal physiological context in the PG.  
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 Materials & Methods 

2.1 Molecular Biology: DNA 

2.1.1 Genomic DNA Isolation 

Fly genomic DNA was isolated using the DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit (Qiagen). A 

single fly was homogenised in 180 µl PBS and DNA extracted according to the 

manufacturer’s instructions. DNA was eluted in 100 µl of EB buffer supplied by the 

manufacturer, and 2 µl of eluted DNA was used in subsequent PCR reactions (see 

section 2.1.4) 

2.1.2 RNA Isolation from Fly Tissue 

RNA was extracted from 30 female flies using the RNeasy mini kit (Qiagen). Fly 

tissue was disrupted in 600 µl of buffer RLT (supplied by the manufacturer) 

supplemented with b mercaptoenthanol (1 in 100) using a pestle and mortar (Sigma) 

and then passed through a Qiashredder column (Qiagen). Homogenates were either 

snap frozen and stored at -80˚C for extraction of RNA at a later time, or immediately 

processed further. RNA was extracted according to the manufacturers protocol, 

including the on-column DNase digestion step to remove contaminating genomic 

DNA.  

2.1.3 cDNA synthesis and qRT-PCR 

cDNA synthesis 
cDNA was synthesised from 1 µg isolated RNA with random hexamer primers using 

the 1st Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit for RT-PCR (Roche), according to manufacturer’s 

instructions. For subsequent qRT-PCR reactions 10 µl of cDNA was used at a 

dilution of 1 in 100.  

 

qRT-PCR 

qRT-PCR was performed using 2x POWERUP SYBR green master mix (Applied 

Biosystems) and QuantiTect Primer Assays (Qiagen) reconstituted according to 

manufacturer’s instructions to a 10x working solution. Samples were run on a 
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QuantStudio 7 Flex Real-Time PCR System (ThermoFischer Scientific). Reactions 

were carried out in 25 µl volume.  

The PCR programme used was as follows: 

1. 50 ˚C 2 minutes 

2. 95 ˚C 2 minutes 

3. 95 ˚C 15 seconds 

4. 60 ˚C 1 minute 

5. Repeat steps 3 to 4, 40x 

 

Analysis of results was performed using QuantStudio software.  

2.1.4 PCR - Polymerase Chain Reaction 

DNA fragments of interest were amplified using the appropriate oligonucleotides 

(Table 2.1) in a PTC-200 Peltier thermal cycler (MJ Research). For genotyping, 

standard PCRs were performed using the Taq PCR Master Mix (Qiagen) in 20 µl 

reactions, containing 0.8 µl of both the sense and antisense primer (10 µM) and 2µl 

genomic DNA. 

The standard PCR programme was: 

1. 94 ˚C, 3 minutes 

2. 94 ˚C, 30 seconds 

3. X ˚C, 30 seconds (where X is the specific annealing temperature for the 

primer pair) 

4. 72 ˚C 1 min/1000 bp 

5. Repeat steps 2 to 4, 34 x 

6. 72 ˚C, 5 minutes  

 

DNA fragments for cloning (Gateway) were amplified using the higher fidelity PWO 

Master Mix (Roche) in 20 µl reactions containing 1 µl each of sense and antisense 

primer (10 µM) and 0.25 – 1 µl DNA template (depending on concentration).  

The following programme was used: 

1. 94 ˚C, 5 minutes 

2. 94 ˚C, 30 seconds 

3. 60 ˚C, 30seconds 
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4. 72˚C, 1 min/1000 bp 

5. Repeat steps 2-4, 34 x 

6. 72 ˚C, 5 minutes 

 

An alternative high fidelity polymerase Phusion high fidelity DNA polymerase 

(Finnzymes) was used for some difficult to clone DNA fragments. A 100 µl reaction 

containing 20 µl of 5x high fidelity GC rich buffer, 5 µl each of the sense and antisense 

primer (10 µM), 0.8 µl dNTPs, 1 µl Phusion polymerase and 4 µl genomic DNA.  

The following PCR programme was used: 

1. 98 ˚C, 30 seconds 

2. 98 ˚C, 10 seconds 

3. 68 ˚C, 30 seconds 

4. 72 ˚C, 90 Seconds 

5. Repeat steps 2 to 4, 34 x 

6. 72 ˚C, 10 minutes 

 

The correct size for PCR products was check by gel electrophoresis for all PCRs. 

2.1.5 Agarose Gel Electrophoresis  

Agarose gels contained between 1 % and 3 % agarose (Life Technologies), 

depending on the size of DNA fragment being analysed, and was dissolved in 0.5x 

TAE buffer. To visualise DNA, ethidium bromide (Sigma Aldrich) was added to 

melted agarose. DNA samples were mixed with 6x loading dye before being loaded 

onto gels. A sizing standard, 1 kbp plus ladder (Life Technologies) was run alongside 

the samples. Gels were placed in horizontal gel electrophoresis units (MUPID, 

advance Co.Ltd) filled with 0.5x TAE buffer, and electrophoresis carried out at 135 V 

for 20 to 30 minutes. The UV transilluminator BioDoc-It®2 system (UVP) was used to 

image the DNA gel and pictures were printed using a video graphic printer (SONY). 

To cut band of DNA out of gel, DNA was visualised using a transilluminator 

(Syngene).  
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2.1.6 DNA Purification 

DNA was purified directly from the PCR mix using the QIAquick PCR Purification Kit 

(Qiagen) in the case where a single PCR product was present. In the case where 

there were multiple PCR products, DNA was extracted from agarose gel slices 

containing the desired DNA product using the QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit (Qiagen). 

DNA purification is necessary to remove any primers, primer dimers, leftover 

enzymes, dNTPs, or short failed PCR products which could disrupt downstream 

cloning steps. 

 

2.1.7 Gateway Cloning 

All expression vectors for S2 cell culture and plasmids for injection into fly embryos 

were made using Gateway® Technology (Invitrogen). The Gateway system is based 

on the reversible and site specific recombination between bacteriophage lambda attP 

sites and E.coli attB sites, to generate attR and attL sites respectively. The Gateway 

entry vector contains DNA flanked by attL1/L2 sites, whilst the destination vector 

contains the ccdB gene flanked by attR1/R2. The LR clonase enzyme catalyses the 

specific recombination between attR and attL sites to produce  attB1/B2 flanked DNA 

in the destination vector and an attP1/P2 flanked by-product containing the ccdB 

gene.  

 

Entry Vectors 
In the initial cloning step entry vectors were generated using the pENTR™ 

Directional TOPO® cloning kit (Invitrogen). The pENTR™/D-TOPO® vector contains 

attL1/L2 sites for site specific recombination with gateway destination vector and 

allows directional cloning of blunt ended PCR products. Target DNA was amplified 

by PCR using forward primers that included a Kozak sequence (CACC) in front of an 

initiator ATG at the 5’ end (unless the destination vector contains an N-terminal tag, 

in which case the Kozak sequence is provided in the vector). All forward primers 

regardless of the orientation of the tag contained a CACC sequence at the 5’ end of 

the forward primer as this sequence is necessary for directional cloning into 

pENTR™/D-TOPO® vector. Inserts were amplified from pre-existing plasmids, 

genomic fly DNA or cDNA from DGRC (See Table 2.2). The PCR product is mixed 
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with the pre-combined pENTR™/D-TOPO® vector and Topoisomerase I. 

Topoisomerase I binds at specific sites (CCCTT) within the entry vector and cleaves 

the phosphodiester backbone to generate a GTGG overhang. The GTGG overhang 

invades the 5’ end of the PCR product and anneals to the complementary CACC at 

the 5’end thereby stabilising the PCR product in the correct orientation. Reactions 

are incubated for 5 min at room temperature, and then placed on ice before 

transformation into chemically competent E.coli. 

 

Expression Vectors 
Expression vectors were obtained by recombining the entry vector, containing the 

target DNA flanked by attL sites, with destination expression vectors, containing attR 

sites, using the Gateway LR clonase II enzyme mix (Invitrogen) according to the 

manufacturer’s protocol. Destination vectors for expression of tagged proteins in S2 

cell culture were all derived from the Drosophila Gateway™ Vector Collection.  

 

The pRISE (RNAi inducing silencing vector) plasmid was used to generate flies 

expressing dsRNA under UAS control. It uses Gateway technology to insert the 

same target sequence in both orientations such that upon expression the sequences 

generate a dsRNA hairpin. 

 

At each cloning step plasmids, were sequenced to ensure correct orientation of the 

PCR product. 

2.1.8 Site Directed Mutagenesis 

Site-directed mutagenesis was performed using the QuikChange Lightning Site 

Directed Mutagenesis Kit (Agilent) according to manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, 

complementary forward and reverse primers were designed to be between 25 to 45 

bp in length with the altered codon in the middle. A 50µl reaction volume containing 

25ng of template plasmid DNA and 125 ng of each primer was used for each PCR 

reaction. The PCR reaction was carried out using the QuikChange Lighting Enzyme.  

The PCR programme used was as follows: 

1. 95 ˚C 2 min 

2. 95 ˚C 20 sec 
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3. 60 ˚C 10 sec 

4. 68 ˚C 30 sec/1000bp 

5. Repeat steps 2 to 4, 18x 

6. 60 ˚C 5 min 

 

Parental DNA was removed by a DpnI endonuclease digestion step before 

transformation of mutated vector DNA. All mutants were verified by sequencing. 

2.1.9 N-/C-terminal Truncations 

To make truncations at either the N- or C-terminus or both termini of target DNA, 

PCR was carried out using primers designed to amplify the shorter DNA segment of 

interest. 

2.1.10 Bacterial Transformation 

One Shot Top10 chemically competent E.Coli 
For standard cloning, One Shot Top10 chemically competent E.coli (Invitrogen) were 

used. One Shot Top10 chemically competent E.coli were incubated with plasmid 

DNA on ice for 15 min, then heat shocked at 42 ̊ C for 30 sec and immediately chilled 

on ice. 250 µl SOC medium (Invitrogen) was added and cells incubated at 37 ˚C for 

1h with agitation, then plated onto LB plates containing the appropriate antibiotics. 

Plates were incubated overnight at 37 ˚C. 

 

XL-10 Gold Ultra Competent Cells 
For cloning of plasmids containing nicks in the DNA, as is the case in site directed 

mutagenesis, XL-10 Gold Ultra Competent Cells (Agilent) were used. For each 

transformation 45 µl aliquots of XL-10 Gold Ultra Competent Cells were transferred 

to a pre-chilled 1.5 ml Eppendorf. 2 µl b-mercaptoethanol was added to each tube 

and incubated for 2 min on ice, then 2 µl DpnI treated DNA was added and incubated 

on ice for 30 min. Cells were heat shocked at 42 ˚C for 30 sec and then immediately 

chilled on ice for 2 min. SOC medium (Invitrogen), pre-warmed at 42 ˚C was added 

and cells incubated at 37 ̊ C for 1 h with agitation, then plated on LB plates containing 

appropriate antibiotics. Plates were incubated overnight at 37 ˚C. 
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Sure 2 Supercompetent Cells 
For cloning of plasmids containing inverted repeats, which can be recognised by the 

E.coli DNA repair systems, Sure 2 Supercompetent Cells (Agilent) were used in 

which the cells are deficient in the genes involved in DNA rearrangement and 

deletion. For each transformation 100 µl aliquots of Sure 2 Supercompetent Cells 

were transferred to pre-chilled Eppendorf tubes. 1.7 µl of b-mercaptoethanol was 

added to each tube and incubated for 10 min on ice, with gentle mixing every 2 min. 

DNA was added and incubated for 30 min on ice. Cells were heat shocked at 42 ˚C 

for 42 sec, and placed immediately back on ice for 2 min. SOC medium (Invitrogen), 

pre-warmed at 42 ˚C was added and cells incubated at 37 ˚C for 1 h with agitation, 

then plated on LB plates containing appropriate antibiotics. Plates were incubated 

overnight at 37 ˚C. 

2.1.11 Isolation of Plasmid DNA 

Minipreps 
A single colony was isolated from LB agar plates and inoculated into 7 ml LB with 

appropriate antibiotics. Cultures were grown overnight at 37 ˚C with agitation. 

Plasmid DNA was isolated using the QIAprep® Spin Miniprep Kit (Qiagen) according 

to manufacturer’s protocol. Plasmid DNA was eluted in 50 µl H2O.  

 

Midipreps 
A single colony was isolated from LB agar plates and inoculated into 7 ml LB with 

appropriate antibiotics. Cultures were grown overnight at 37 ˚C with agitation. 50 µl 

of this overnight culture was inoculated into 50 ml LB with appropriate antibiotics, 

and again grown overnight at 37 ˚C with agitation. Plasmid DNA was isolated from 

this second larger overnight culture using the NucleoBond® Xtra Midi kit (Macherey-

Nagel) according to manufacturer’s instructions.  

2.1.12 Sequencing 

All newly generated plasmids were sequenced to determine correct insert orientation 

and that no unwanted mutations had occurred during the cloning process. To prepare 

the template DNA for sequencing the BigDye™ Terminator v3.1 Cycle Sequencing 

Kit (Applied Biosystems) was used and the PCR carried out according to 
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manufacturer’s instructions. The sequencing reactions were purified using the DyeEx 

2.0 Spin Kit (Qiagen) according to the manufactures protocol. The sequencing step 

was carried out by the CRUK, subsequently Francis Crick Institute, Equipment Park. 

2.1.13 dsRNA Synthesis 

To generate dsRNA for RNAi in S2 cells, the appropriate DNA template was 

amplified by PCR and the PCR product purified using the QIAquick PCR Purification 

Kit (Qiagen). Purified DNA was transcribed in vitro using the MEGAscript™ T7 

Transcription Kit (Ambion), according to the manufacturers protocol. The reaction 

was run overnight at 37 ˚C, and the TURBO DNase step included in dsRNA 

preparation. RNA was precipitated in 0.1M lithium chloride containing 75% ethanol 

at -20 ˚C for 10 min. Precipitated RNA was pelleted and washed with 80 % ethanol. 

Dried RNA was dissolved in water.  
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2.1.14 List of Oligonucleotides 

Table 2.1 List of oligonucleotides 

 

Genotyping Name Sequence
RP49_F TGTCCTTCCAGCTTCAAGATGACCATC
Rp49_R CTTGGGCTTGCGCCATTTGTG
Neo2 (FRT)  F AGAGGCGCTTCGTCTACGGAGCGACA
hsp90 (FRT)  R CGGCAAGCAGGCATCGCCATGGTC
Flp 5' CCTAAGGTGCTTGTTCGTCAGTTTG
Flp 3' GTGATATTATCCCATTCCATGCGG
Gal4 F1 TGCGCCAAGTGTCTGAAGAAC
Gal4 R1b TTGTTGGGGTCCGTTTTCAG
Yki_seq_F2 ACCGAGTTCCACGCCACTAC
eGFP R GTGTTCTGCTGGTAGTGGTCG
Bil2 F GCAGCAGTCGCTTCACGTTCGC
Bil2 R TCTCTAGAAAGTATAGGAACTTCCCGGC
R8_LacZ_F GAATCTCTATCGTGCGGTGG
LacZ RT-PCR R AATAATATCGGTGGCCGTGGT
mini-white 1680 R GCTGCCGATAGGTCAGATGT
CanB2 Rescue F GCAGCGAAATGAAGATG
CanB Rescue_F CTATCAAATAAACCACCTCTGGG
Luc Ex1_2 F CTATGAAGAGATACGCCCTGG
Luc Ex1_2 R CATTATAAATGTCGTTCGCGG
dCSKQ156stop F CGCCCAAGTCCCCCAGCT
dCSKQ156stop R1 GCGTTCAGTTTGACCTCGCA
RasG12V F CGGCCAAGAGGAGTACTC
RasG12V R CAGTGTGTAAAATGCATCGTC
CanB2 eRNAi F AGCGCGTGATCGACATTT
CanB2 eRNAi R TAACCATCGTTGTCCATGTCA

Gateway Name Sequence
CanA1 CF caccATGTCGGCGACCTCCACG
CanA1 CR TGGGAACTTCTTGGCGGTG
CanA14F CF caccATGTCTTCGCCGGCGGCG
CanA14F CR TCCATTGATTGAATTCGCATTTG
Pp2B-14D CF caccATGTCTTCGAATAACCAGAGC
Pp2B-14D CR CCCATGTCCAGCCCCATTTTT
CanB CF caccATGGGTAACGAGACCTCCC
CanB CR AACATCGACAACCATTTTCTTG
CanB2 CF caccATGGGAAATGAAACATCACTGC
CanB2 CR GACATCGACTACCATCTTCTTG

Truncations Name Sequence
Sik2  F caccATGAGCACGTGCGAGG
Sik2∆PxIxIT R ctaGCTCTCGCTGAGCG
Sik21-1250 R ctaGTGGCCAAAGTGGTG
Sik21-392 R ctaCATCCAGCGATGGCG
Sik21-1054 R ctaTCCGTACACACGACTGG
Sav294 F caccGCAGCTCACCTGGGCGG
Sav502 R ctaCTCCGCAGACGTCGTGTAG
Sav508 R ctaTCGAATCGCTTTCGGTGG

qRT-PCR Name Product number Qiagen QuantiTect Primer Assay
CanB QT00501144
CanB2 QT00502775
RpL32 QT00985677

RNAi Name Sequence
LacZ RNAi F  TAATACGACTCACTATAGGTTGCCGGGAAGCTAGAGTAA
LacZ RNAi R  TAATACGACTCACTATAGGGCCTTCCTGTTTTTGCTCAC
Sav RNAi F ctaatacgactcactatagggagCTAACGATCCTGCTGTGCAA
Sav RNAi R ctaatacgactcactatagggagGGGAGGATGACTACGCACAT
Sik2 RNAi F ctaatacgactcactatagggagACAGTTCCAGATCCCGGTC
Sik2 RNAi R ctaatacgactcactatagggagCTACCCTCGAGGATGTGGAT
Sik3 RNAi F ctaatacgactcactatagggagACGTGACTATCTACCTCCCACC
Sik3 RNAi R ctaatacgactcactatagggagGATGGATTCGCCGATTATTG
CanB_B2 RNAi F ctaatacgactcactatagggagAGCGCGTGATCGACATTT
CanB_B2 RNAi R ctaatacgactcactatagggagTAACCATCGTTGTCCATGTCA

Site-Directed Mutagenesis Name Sequence
SavLxVPm1 F CATCATCAGGGTCACGCGGCGGCGGCATCTGGAAGCGGGG
SavLxVPm1 R CCCCGCTTCCAGATGCCGCCGCCGCGTGACCCTGATGATG
SavLxVPm2 F CCTCAGTGCAATCAGCGTACGCCGCACCGCGAACTCCGCC
SavLxVPm2 R GGCGGAGTTCGCGGTGCGGCGTACGCTGATTGCACTGAGG
Sik2T296A F GAGAATTACTGGCCGCCTGGTGCGGATCAC
Sik2T296A R GTGATCCGCACCAGGCGGCCAGTAATTCTC
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2.1.15 List of Plasmids 

Plasmids were made by methods described above, otherwise the source is stated. 

pDONR CanBB2dsRNA was synthesised by Invitrogen geneart. 

 
Table 2.2 List of plasmids used in cell culture 

 
 

 

Name Backbone Source
CanA-14F pAWF DGRC (RE14919)
CanA-14F pAWH DGRC (RE14919)
CanA1 pAWF DGRC (RE54552)
CanA1 pAWH DGRC (RE54552)
CanB pAWF DGRC (RH02643)
CanB pAWH DGRC (RH02643)
CanB2 pAWF DGRC (RE27048)
CanB2 pAWH DGRC (RE27048)
CanBB2dsRNA pRISE LR reaction from pDONR_ZeoCanBB2dsRNA
Gal4 pWA Yash Hiromi
GFP pAFW N.Tapon
GFP pAHW N.Tapon
GFP pAMW N.Tapon
LBK1 pAFW N.Tapon/I.Gailite
Pp2B-14D pAWF DGRC (LD04578)
Pp2B-14D pAWH DGRC (LD04578)
Sav pAWM N.Tapon
Sav pAWF N.Tapon
Sav1-300 pAMW N.Tapon/M.Wehr
Sav294-419 pAMW N.Tapon/M.Wehr
Sav294-492 pAMW N.Tapon/M.Wehr
Sav294-502 pAMW cDNA
Sav294-508 pAMW cDNA
Sav294-546 pAMW N.Tapon/M.Wehr
Sav294-608 pAMW N.Tapon/M.Wehr
Sav421-608 pAWM N.Tapon/B.Aerne
Sav462-608 pAWM N.Tapon/B.Aerne
Sav506-608 pAWM N.Tapon/B.Aerne
Sav539-608 pAWM N.Tapon/B.Aerne
SavLxVPm1 pAMW mutagenesis
SavLxVPm1/m2 pAMW mutagenesis
SavLxVPm2 pAMW mutagenesis
Sik2 pAHW N.Tapon/M.Wehr
Sik2∆PxIxIT pAHW cDNA
Sik21-1054 pAHW cDNA
Sik21-1250 pAHW cDNA
Sik21-392 pAHW cDNA
Sik21054-1250 pAHW N.Tapon/M.Wehr
Sik21250-1386 pAHW cDNA
Sik21254-1398 pAHW cDNA
Sik2D263A pAHW N.Tapon/M.Wehr
Sik2S1032A pAWH N.Tapon/M.Wehr
Sik2T296A pAWH mutagenesis
Yki pAFW N.Tapon
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Table 2.3 List of plasmids for injection 

 

2.2 Molecular Biology: Cell Culture and Protein 

2.2.1 Drosophila Cell Culture 

Drosophila S2 cells were maintained at 25 ˚C in Schneider’s Drosophila Medium 

(Gibco), supplemented with 100 unit/mL penicillin, 100 µg/mL streptomycin (Gibco) 

and 10% Fetal Bovine Serum (Sigma Aldrich), in 75 cm2 cell culture flasks (Corning).  

Drosophila KaBrü cells (kind gift from Katja Brückner) were maintained at 25 ˚C in 

custom S2 medium (kind gift from Katja Brückner) supplemented with endothelial 

growth supplement, 0.02 mg/mL (Sigma), Insulin, 3 µg/mL (Sigma), 100 unit/mL 

penicillin and 100 µg/mL streptomycin (Gibco), 380 µg/mL Ca2+ and 10% Fetal 

Bovine Serum (Sigma Aldrich), in 75 cm2 cell culture flasks (Falcon).  

2.2.2 Transient Transfection 

S2 cells were seeded at 2 x 106 cells per well of a 6-well plate (Corning) in 3ml of 

supplemented Schneider’s Drosophila Medium around 30 min prior to transfection. 

Between 50 ng to 400 ng of DNA per plasmid was transfected per well, depending 

on the strength of expression levels, using Effectene Transfection Reagent (Qiagen) 

according to the manufacturers protocol. 3.2 µl of Enhancer and 10 µl of Effectene 

Reagent were used per well. Cells were incubated at 25 ˚C and lysed 72 h after 

transfection. All plasmids used for transfection are listed in Table 2.2 section 2.1.15 

2.2.3 RNAi Mediated Protein Knockdown  

S2 cells were seeded at 2 x 106 per well of a 6-well plate (Corning) 1h prior to addition 

of dsRNA. 30 µg per well of dsRNA was diluted in 1mL serum free Schneider’s 

Drosophila Medium (Gibco). If two dsRNA were added simultaneously, then 15 µg 

of each was diluted in 1 mL serum free medium. The dsRNA was incubated with the 

cells for 30 min, after which 2 mL of serum containing medium was added to each 

well. Cells were lysed 72 h after addition of dsRNA. For concurrent dsRNA treatment 

Name Backbone Source
UAS-CanB2-HA pUASg-HA K.Basler
UAS-Pp2B-14D-HA pUASg-HA K.Basler
UAS-CanA1-HA pUASg-HA K.Basler
pRISE-CanBB2 dsRNA pRISE Kondo T, Inagaki S, Yasuda K, Kageyama Y (2006)

Genes & genetic systems 81: 129–134.
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and transfection, cells were allowed to recover for 3 h after addition of dsRNA before 

the transfection protocol was carried out as described above. 

2.2.4 Drug Treatments 

Cells were treated 2 h prior to cell lysis with the appropriate drug. Drugs were added 

directly to cell medium, and the plate swirled to ensure even distribution of the drug. 

Thapsigargin (TG) was used at 100 µM and Cyclosporin A (CsA) was used at 10 µM.  

2.2.5 Cell Lysis 

Cells were harvested and washed once with ice cold PBS before lysis. Cell pellets 

were resuspended in 100 µl to 200 µl of complete TNT lysis buffer, depending on 

pellet size, and incubated for 15 min on ice. This was followed by a 15 min 

centrifugation step, 12,000 rpm at 4 ˚C to obtain the soluble lysis fraction. For cell 

lysis prior to co-immunoprecipitation involving Calcineurin, TNT buffer was 

supplemented with 1mM CaCl2 and EDTA was omitted from the lysis buffer. 

2.2.6 Determining Protein Concentration 

To determine the protein concentration of cell lysates, the Bio-Rad Protein Assay 

was used. It is a calorimetric assay based on the Bradford assay. The Bio-Rad 

Protein Assay Dye Reagent was diluted 1 to 5 in water, and 1 mL per sample was 

added to a cuvette. To this, 1 µl of protein lysate was added and mixed, and the 

absorbance at 595 nm was measured using a BioPhotometer (Eppendorf). Protein 

concentrations were calculated in mg/mL by comparison to a pre-run BSA standard 

curve. 

2.2.7 Co-Immunoprecipitation (Co-IP) 

For Co-IP experiments, 500 µg of total protein from S2 cell lysates (see above) was 

diluted in 500 µl of complete TNT lysis buffer (for co-immunoprecipitation involving 

Calcineurin, TNT buffer was supplemented with 1mM CaCl2 and EDTA was omitted 

from the lysis buffer). Protein A or protein G agarose beads, depending on the 

species of antibody being used, were prepared as follows. Beads were washed in 

lysis buffer, and 30µl added per sample. Beads with lysate were incubated for 1h at 

4 ˚C with agitation to remove proteins binding non-specifically to the beads. 
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Supernatant was added to a fresh tube containing 2 µl of the appropriate antibody 

and incubated for 2 h at 4 ˚C with agitation. 30 µl of beads were then added to the 

antibody and supernatant mix and again incubated for 2 h at 4 ̊ C with agitation. After 

binding, beads were washed 4 x 5 min in lysis buffer. After the final wash step 5x 

NuPAGE reducing agent 4x NuPAGE sample buffer was added and the samples 

boiled at 95 ˚C for 5 min to elute and denature the proteins attached to the beads. 

2.2.8 Western Blotting  

For protein analysis samples were mixed with NuPAGE sample buffer and reducing 

agent (Life Technologies) according to manufacturers instructions. Samples were 

then boiled at 95 ˚C before loading onto ready-made NuPAGE 4-12 % Bis-Tris 

gradient gels, or 10 % Bis-Tris gels (Life Technologies). The Amersham Rainbow 

Marker (GE Healthcare) was run alongside protein samples as a sizing standard. 

Gels were run for 1-2 h, depending on the molecular weight of the proteins of interest, 

at 150 to 200 V, in XCell SureLock® mini-cells (Life Technologies) with NuPAGE 

MOPS SDS running buffer (ThermoFisher Scientific). 

Proteins were transferred from polyacrylamide gels onto methanol activated 

Amersham™ Hybond™-P PVDF membranes (GE Healthcare) in Mini-PROTEAN 

Tetra Cells (BioRad) using Tris-Glycine blotting buffer (20 % or 10 % for larger 

proteins). Transfers were run at 4 ˚C 1.5 to 2 h at 100V, or for larger proteins at 4 ˚C 

overnight at 18 V. 

After blotting, membranes were blocked in PBS-T with 5 % (w/v) skimmed milk 

powder for 1 h at room temperature. Primary antibodies were diluted to the 

appropriate concentration (See Table 2.4) in PBS-T with 5 % (w/v) skimmed milk 

powder. For membranes to be probed with phospho-specific antibodies, PBS-T was 

replaced with TBS-T with 5 % BSA (v/v). Membranes were incubated with primary 

antibody overnight at 4 ˚C. Membranes were then washed 4x 5min with either PBS-

T or TBS-T, depending on primary antibody used, to remove unbound antibody. After 

washing, membranes were incubated for 1 h at room temperature with horseradish 

peroxidase conjugated secondary antibody diluted to the appropriated concentration 

(Table 2.4) in PBS-T with 5 % (w/v) milk powder, or TBS-T 5 % (v/v) BSA. Wash 

steps were performed as described previously, to remove unbound antibody. 

Proteins on the membrane were visualised by chemiluminescence using ECL 2 
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Western Blotting Substrate (Thermo Scientific).The chemiluminescence signal was 

detected by exposure to Amersham Hyperfilm ECL (GE Healthcare), and developed 

in an automatic X-ray film processor.  

2.2.9 Antibodies used for Western Blotting 

Table 2.4 List of antibodies used for Western blotting 

 
 

2.3 Fly Genetics 

2.3.1 Fly Husbandry and Stock Maintenance 

Stocks were maintained at room temperature. Crosses were set-up and maintained 

either at 25 ˚C or 29 ˚C. Stable stocks of mutant or transgenic flies were kept using 

balancer chromosomes, which contain multiple inversion breakpoints and recessive 

lethal or sterile mutations. Inversion breakpoints prevent cross over and therefore 

loss of genetic loci of interest during meiotic recombination, whilst the recessive 

lethal or sterile mutations ensure the stock is maintained either as heterozygous over 

the balancer or homozygous if the transgene or mutant is viable. Additionally 

balancer chromosomes contain visible markers which are essential for tracking of 

mutants/transgenes during a cross scheme. Balancer chromosomes used were: for 

the X chromosome, FM7a (carrying B1 as the visible marker), for the second 

chromosome, CyO (carrying Cy1 as the visible marker), and for the third 

chromosome, TM6B (carrying Tb1 and AntpHu as the visible markers), TM3 Sb and 

TM3 Ser (carrying Sb1 or Ser1 respectively as visible markers). Some of the 

Primary Antibody Source Species Dilution
FLAG (M2) Sigma-Aldrich Mouse 1:1000
FLAG Sigma-Aldrich Rabbit 1:1000
Myc (9E10, sc-40) Santa Cruz Mouse 1:1000
HA (3F10) Roche Rat 1:1000
Tubulin (E7) DSHB Mouse 1:2000
Sav pS413 N.Tapon/ Eurogentech Rabbit 1:1000
Sik1 pT182* Dundee University/Hilary McLauchlan Sheep 1ug/ml
Yki N.Tapon/ Eurogentech Rat 1:1000
Yki pS168 N.Tapon/ Eurogentech Rabbit 1:1000
*pre blocked with Sik1 T182 non-phosphopeptide 1mg/ml
Secondary Antibody Source Species Dilution
HRP anti-mouse GE Healthcare Sheep 1:5000
HRP anti-rabbit GE Healthcare Donkey 1:5000
HRP anti-Rat GE Healthcare Goat 1:5000
HRP anti-Sheep Invitrogen Rabbit 1:4000
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balancers contained an additional fluorescent marker to enable selection of animals 

at early larval stages.  

2.3.2 The GAL4/UAS System 

The GAL4/UAS system was used to drive tissue or pattern-specific transgene 

expression in flies. It is a bipartite expression system based on the yeast transcription 

activator protein GAL4 and the UAS (upstream activating sequence) to which GAL4 

specifically binds to drive gene expression. Transgenes were either protein coding 

or RNAi coding. To obtain expression, flies expressing the GAL4 transcription factor 

under the control of tissue or pattern-specific promoters were crossed to flies carrying 

transgenes fused to UAS promoter regions. In the progeny, the GAL4 binds to the 

UAS promoter region, driving expression of the transgene in the pattern of the GAL4 

driver. 

2.3.3 The FLP/FRT system  

Mitotic mutant clones were generated using the Flp/FRT system. This system is 

based on yeast FLP recombinase (FLPase) which mediates site specific 

recombination between FLP recombination target (FRT) sites on homologous 

chromosomes. To generate homozygous mutant clones, the mutant allele of interest 

was recombined with the appropriate FRT chromosome. These flies could then be 

crossed to a stock containing the FLPase (either heat shock inducible, hsFLP, or 

tissue specific GAL4 driven, UAS-FLP) and the same FRT chromosome recombined 

with a constitutively expressed marker (GFP, RFP or LacZ). Recombination between 

the two FRT sites can then occur in the resulting progeny in mitotic tissues in which 

the FLPase is active, giving rise to daughter cells that are either homozygous for the 

mutant (no marker), heterozygous for the mutant and marker (weakly positive for the 

marker), or homozygous for the marker (strongly positive for the marker). 

2.3.4 The FLPout System 

The FLPout system combines the FLP/FRT system and the GAL4/UAS system, 

allowing for clonal GAL4 driven expression of the transgene of interest. The FLPout 

construct contains a constitutive driver, usually actin, separated from the GAL4 

transcription factor by a stop cassette, which is flanked by two FRT sites. In this 
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system the clones are positively marked (UAS-GFP, UAS-RFP or UAS-LacZ). To 

generate clones, two lines are crossed that together contain hsFLP, the FLPout 

construct, the UAS-driven marker and the transgene of interest. Upon heatshock, the 

stop cassette is recombined out in a small number of cells, leading to GAL4 

expression and expression of the UAS-driven marker and transgene only in this 

subset of cells.  

2.3.5 The MARCM System 

The MARCM (mosaic analysis with a repressible cell marker) system combines the 

FLP/FRT system, the Gal4/UAS system and the GAL80 repressor protein to 

positively mark mutant clones. It also allows for the expression of UAS driven 

transgenes within the mutant clones. To generate clones, a MARCM-ready line 

containing FLPase (either eyFLP or hsFLP), an FRT site with GAL80, tub-Gal4 and 

a UAS-GFP marker, was crossed to a line containing the corresponding FRT with 

the mutation of interest. In some cases the line carrying the mutation also contained 

a UAS-driven transgene. In cells in which FRT recombination has occurred, the 

GAL80 is no longer present, the cells are homozygous for the mutation and can now 

express GAL4 due to the loss of the GAL80, and therefore the clones will be 

positively marked with GFP expression. Wild type tissues and tissues homozygous 

for the mutant are not distinguishable from one another as neither express the GFP 

marker. 

2.3.6 Recombination of Genetic Loci 

Female meiotic recombination was used to combine mutations or transgenes located 

on the same chromosome. Females heterozygous for the two genetic loci of interest 

were crossed to males with double balancer chromosomes. Single male progeny 

from this cross were then collected and crossed to females with double balancer 

chromosomes. Males were then screened for the presence of both genetic loci of 

interest, progeny of these positive males were used to generate a stable stock. 

Screening of recombinants was done by genotyping PCR. DNA from single males 

was extracted (see 2.1.1) and 2 µl of genomic DNA were used for the genotyping 

PCR (See 2.1.4 and Table 2.1 for oligonucleotides). Recombinants of GAL4 drivers 

with a UAS driven fluorophore were identified by the presence of the fluorophore 
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signal using a pE300white illumination system (CoolLED) mounted on a Leica MZ7.5 

stereomicroscope.  

In cases where three genetic loci of interest were located on the same chromosome, 

a double recombinant was made first, as detailed above. The double mutant was 

then combined with the third genetic locus to generate the triple mutant.  

2.3.7 PhiC31 Integrase Mediated Transgenesis 

For targeted insertion of transgenes into the Drosophila genome the PhiC31 

integrase-mediated transgenesis system was used. This system is based on the site-

specific bacteriophage PhiC31 integrase which mediates sequence specific and 

irreversible integration between attB and attP sites. Plasmid containing the transgene 

of interest and an attB  site was injected into embryos in which an attP site is present 

in the genomic DNA. In the presence of endogenously expressed PhiC31 integrase, 

recombination occurs between the attB and attP sites resulting in the insertion of the 

transgene at a defined position within the genome. Injections were done by 

BestGene Inc. Table 2.3 lists the plasmids generated for injection. Table 2.5 lists 

transgenic flies generated, plasmids, insertion sites and fly lines used for injections 

 
Table 2.5 List of transgenic lines 

 

2.3.8 P-element Transformation 

To generate the flies expressing CanB/B2 RNAi under UAS control, P-element 

transformation was used. The pRISE plasmid is a transposon based plasmid into 

which the RNAi sequence targeting the calcineurin regulatory subunits was inserted 

(see 2.1.7). This construct was injected into w1118 fly embryos in tandem with a helper 

P-element plasmid coding for the transposase, allowing for random insertion onto 

the genome of the transposon containing the RNA targeting sequence (Table 2.3, 

2.5). Progeny positive for insertion could be identified by the presence of the 

miniwhite gene encoding for red eye colour. Injection and balancing of the positive 

progeny was performed by BestGene Inc.  

Plasmid Fly Line Bloomington ID Locus
UAS-CanB2-HA y[1] w[1118]; PBac{y[+]-attP-3B}VK00031 9748 3L (62E1)
UAS-Pp2B-14D-HA y[1] w[1118]; PBac{y[+]-attP-3B}VK00002 9723 2L (28E7)
UAS-CanA1-HA y[1] w[1118]; PBac{y[+]-attP-3B}VK00002 9723 2L (28E7)
pRISE-CanBB2 dsRNA W1118 N/A Various
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2.3.9 Preparation of Fly Tissues 

Wing Imaginal Discs 
Crosses were set up at 25 ̊ C. To generate mutant clones using the FLP/FRT system, 

a heat-shock inducible FLP was used. Larvae were shifted to 37 ˚C for 1 h at 48 h 

and 72 h AED (after egg deposition). For isolation of wing discs, wandering third 

instar larvae were collected for dissection, unless stated otherwise in the figure 

legend. 

For starvation of larvae post attainment of CW, individual larvae were selected 

between 60-66 h AED and weighed. Only larvae weighing between 0.8-1.1 mg were 

selected for starvation. For isolation of wing discs, larvae were collected for 

dissection 24 h after the start of starvation.  

 

Ovaries 
All crosses were set up at 25 ˚C, unless stated otherwise in the figure legend. To 

generate mutant clones using the FLP/FRT system a heat-shock inducible FLP or a 

UAS driven FLP was used. For heat shock inducible FLP, one to three day old adult 

females were collected and shifted to 37 ˚C for 1 h. Heat shocked females were 

subsequently placed with males in a vial containing yeast paste and incubated at 25 

˚C for between 6 d to 8 d prior to dissection. For UAS driven FLP and GAL4/UAS 

driven expression, one to three day old adult female progeny were collected and 

placed with males in a vial containing yeast paste and incubated at 25 ˚C for 24 h 

prior to dissection. 

 

Tumour bearing animals 
Crosses were set up at 25˚C. The fly stocks used in these crossed were balanced 

over deformed (dfd) driven GFP marked balancer stocks to enable selection of 

animals carrying the correct genotype at the first larval instar. This selection step is 

used to avoid competition for food and space between the non-tumour and tumour 

bearing animals. Crosses were set up on grape juice plates with 50 males and 100 

females per cross. First instar larvae negative for dfd>GFP were collected from the 

grape juice plates and 20 larvae per genotype were placed into one food vial of the 

appropriate sucrose concentration. The animals continued to be raised at 25˚C.  
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Pupal volume 
Crosses were set up at 25˚C on grape juice plates with 20 males and 40 females per 

cross. First instar larvae were collected from the grape juice plates and 20 larvae per 

genotype were placed into one food vial. Animals continued to be raised at 25˚C.   

2.4 Immunohistochemistry and Imaging 

2.4.1 Preparation of Fly Tissues 

Ovaries 
Adult ovaries were dissected in PBS on ice. In all subsequent steps, tissues were 

protected from light and performed at room temperature, except in the case of the 

primary antibody incubation step. The tissue was fixed in 4 % paraformaldehyde 

(PFA, Taab) for 25 minutes with gentle agitation. After fixation, samples were washed 

four times for 5 minutes in PBS-Tx 0.1 %, and then permeabilised in PBS-Tx 1% for 

2 hours with gentle agitation. Samples were then washed once in PBS-Tx 0.1 % for 

5 minutes before blocking for 1 hour in blocking buffer (PBS-Tx 0.1 % with 10 % 

normal goat serum NGS, MP biomedicals), again with gentle agitation. Primary 

antibodies were diluted in blocking buffer and incubated at 4 ̊ C overnight with gentle 

agitation (see table 2.6 for antibodies and dilutions). Unbound primary antibody was 

washed off with PBS-Tx 0.1 % in four wash steps, for 5 minutes each wash. 

Secondary antibodies were diluted in blocking buffer and then incubated with the 

samples for 2 hours, followed by four wash steps for 5 minutes in PBS-Tx 0.1 % to 

remove unbound antibody (see table 2.6). Samples were stored in Vectashield anti-

fade mounting medium with DAPI (Vector laboratories). Ovaries were further 

dissected in PBS and mounted in Vectashield without DAPI on glass slides (Thermo 

Scientific) for imaging.  

 
Wing Discs 
Larvae were halved using forceps (Dumont, #5) and the anterior half of the carcasses 

were inverted to expose the internal wing discs. Samples were fixed in 4 % PFA for 

18 minutes with gentle agitation. After fixation, samples were washed four times for 

5 minutes in PBS-Tx 0.1 %, and then permeabilised in PBS-Tx 0.3 % for 2 hours with 

gentle agitation. Samples were then washed once in PBS-Tx 0.1 % for 5 minutes 

before blocking for 1 hour in blocking buffer (PBS-Tx 0.1 % with 10 % normal goat 
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serum NGS, MP biomedicals), again with gentle agitation. Primary antibodies were 

diluted in blocking buffer and incubated at 4 ˚C overnight with gentle agitation (See 

table 2.6 for antibodies and dilutions). Unbound primary antibody was washed off 

with PBS-Tx 0.1 % in four wash steps, for 5 minutes each wash. Secondary 

antibodies were diluted in blocking buffer and then incubated with the samples for 2 

hours, followed by four wash steps for 5 minutes in PBS-Tx 0.1 % to remove unbound 

antibody (see table 2.6). Samples were stored in Vectashield anti-fade mounting 

medium with DAPI (Vector laboratories). Wing discs were isolated from the carcass 

in PBS and mounted in Vectashield without DAPI on glass slides (Thermo Scientific) 

for imaging 

 

2.4.2 Pupae for pupal volume measurements 

Female pupae of the correct genotype were removed from the food vial. Excess food 

was cleaned gently from the pupal case and pupae were mounted onto slides 

covered with double-sided sticky tape, such that the dorsal midline was centred and 

facing directly upwards from the slide. 

2.4.3 Mounting of adult wings 

For analysis of wing size, adult female flies were transferred into and stored in 70 % 

ethanol. For removal of wings, flies were transferred into isopropanol and the wings 

were removed with forceps. Wing were mounted on a glass slide in Euparal (ALS) 

and a coverslip placed on top. Samples were dried at 65 ˚C overnight in an SM30 

incubator (Grant Boekel).  
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2.4.4 Antibodies Used for Immunostainings 

Table 2.6 List of antibodies used for immunostaining 

 

2.4.5 Microscopy and Image Acquisition 

Fluorophore- labelled samples (see 2.4.1 for preparation) were imaged on an 

inverted Zeiss LSM 880 with a 40x objective. For wing discs, Z-stacks were acquired 

with a step size of 0.5 µm. For ovaries, Z-stacks were acquired with a step size of 1 

µm. Images were processed in Fiji (ImageJ 2.0.0-rc-68) and Adobe Photoshop CC 

2018.  

Images of adult pupae (for preparation see 2.4.2) were acquired with a Leica MZ7.5 

dissection microscope and a Leica camera. 

Images of adult wings (for preparation see 2.4.3) were taken using an Axioplan2 

microscope from Zeiss and a Leica DFC420C camera.  

2.5 Analysis and Quantification 

2.5.1 Quantification of wing size 

To quantify the area of the posterior compartment of the adult wing, mounted wings 

were analysed as follows: The outline of the wing was traced in Fiji and the area 

calculated. The area of the posterior of the wing was delineated by drawing a straight 

line between wing vein L3 and L4 and tracing the outside of the posterior part of the 

wing. Adult wing size is sensitive to food supply and therefore competition between 

developing larvae. Therefore the ratio between posterior and whole wing area was 

calculated to negate inter-fly variation. Ratio = Posterior area/whole wing area 

Primary Antibodies Source Species Dilution
Ci (2A1) DSHB Rat 1:20
b-galactosidase Promega Mouse 1:500/1:250
FasIII DSHB Mouse 1:100
PH3 Cell signalling technology® Rabbit 1:250
dIAP1 Bruce Hay, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena Mouse 1:500
Ex Allen Laughon, University of Wisconsin Rabbit 1:200
E-Cad DSHB Rat 1:20
Dcp1 Cell signalling technology® Rabbit 1:250

Secondary Antibodies/Dyes Source Species Dilution
Cy5® anti-Rat Jackson ImmunoResearch Donkey 1:500
Rhodamine Red X® anti-Mouse Jackson ImmunoResearch Goat 1:500
Rhodamine Red X® anti-Rabbit Jackson ImmunoResearch Donkey 1:500
anti-GFP antibody (FITC) Abcam Goat 1:400
Phalloidin AlexaFluor™ 488 Life Technologies™ Molecular Probes® 1:200
Phalloidin AlexaFluor™ 568 Life Technologies™ Molecular Probes® 1:200
Phalloidin AlexaFluor™ 647N Life Technologies™ Molecular Probes® 1:200
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2.5.2 Quantification of ex-LacZ staining intensity 

Intensity of ex-LacZ  was calculated in Fiji. Ci staining was used to demarcate the 

anterior from the posterior of the wing disc and the intensity of ex-LacZ staining was 

measured for the Ci positive and Ci negative portions of the wing disc. The ratio 

between Ci+ and Ci- was calculated to determine changes in ex-LacZ intensity 

between the anterior and posterior compartment.  

2.5.3 Quantification of PH3 foci 

The number of PH3 positive foci per egg chamber was counted. These egg 

chambers were categorised based on the number of foci per egg chamber. The 

number egg chambers in each category were then calculated as a percentage of the 

total number of egg chambers quantified.  

2.5.4 Calculation of pupariation rates 

To calculate pupariation rate, the number of pupae of tumour bearing animals (see 

section 2.3.8) per vial was counted twice per day. The total number of pupae was 

counted each day until no more animals pupariated (See Figure 6.1). The number 

was calculated as a percentage of the total number of pupae per vial (20), however 

to allow for some death whilst transferring L1 from grape juice plates to experimental 

food vials, the final number used was 18.  

 

Pupariation rate (%) = (number of pupae/18)*100  

2.5.5 Measurement of pupal volume 

Pupal volume was measured using the equation 4/3 π (L/2)*(l/2)2, where L is the 

length of the pupae and l is the width of the pupae. L and l were measured in Fiji.  

2.5.6 Statistical analysis  

Statistical analysis was performed with the Prism 7 software using an unpaired two 

tailed t-test. In all figures error bars represent the mean ± the standard deviation. 
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2.6 Buffers and Solutions 

CRUK/Crick media production facility provided the following standard solutions 

1x PBS, 10x PBS, 1x TBS, 10x TBS, 50x TAE, 5 M NaCl, 1 M Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 1M 

Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 0.5 M EDTA pH 8.0.  

 

PBS-T 
1x PBS + 0.1% (v/v) Tween 20 

 

TBS-T 
1x TBS + 0.1% (v/v) Tween 20 

 

PBS-Tx 0.1% 
1xPBS + 0.1% (v/v) Triton-X-100 

 

PBS-Tx 0.3% 
1xPBS + 0.3% (v/v) Triton-X-100 

 

PBS-Tx 1% 
1xPBS + 1% (v/v) Triton-X-100 

 

TNT lysis buffer 
1%  Triton X-100 

50 mM  Tris-HCl (pH 8.0) 

150 mM NaCl 

1mM  EDTA 

100 µl/ml 1.5M NaF 

10 µl/ml phosphatase inhibitor cocktail 2 (Sigma-Aldrich) 

10 µl/ml phosphatase inhibitor cocktail 3 (Sigma-Aldrich) 

1x protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche) 

 

TNT lysis buffer (w/o EDTA) 
1%  Triton X-100 

50 mM  Tris-HCl (pH 8.0)  
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150 mM NaCl  

 

Sample loading buffer 
NuPAGE® LDS sample buffer (Invitrogen) 

NuPAGE® Sample reducing agent (Invitrogen) 

 
Blotting Buffers: 
Tris-Glycine blotting buffer (20%) 
25 mM  Tris 

250 mM Glycine 

20% (v/v) Methanol 

 

Tris-Glycine blotting buffer (10%) 
25 mM  Tris 

250 mM Glycine 

10% (v/v) Methanol 

 
Running Buffers: 
NuPAGE® MOPS SDS running buffer 20X (ThermoFisher Scientific) 
Diluted to 1X in MilliQ water 

2.7 Fly Food 

2.7.1 Standard Fly Food 

1 Litre Water 
7 g Agar, 58.5 g glucose, 66.3 g cornmeal, 23.4 g yeast, nipagin/bavistan solution 

19.5 mL. Standard food was provided by the fly facility. 

Nipagin/bavistan solution: in 1L ethanol 
Nipagin 100 g 

Bavistan 0.4 g  
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2.7.2 Sucrose Fly Food  

Yeast Base: in 400 mL MilliQ water 
4 g Agar (Fisher Scientific), 32 g brewer’s yeast (MP Biochemicals), 8 g yeast extract 

for microbiology (Sigma-Aldrich), 8 g peptone from casein (Sigma-Aldrich), 800 µl 1 

M MgSO4.6H2O, 1360 µl 1M CaCl2.2H2O, 2.4 mL propionic acid, 4 mL mould 

inhibitor (10% p-Hydroxy-benzoic acid methyl ester in 95% ethanol). 

Sucrose Addition 
For control (0.15 M sucrose) : 20g sucrose (Fisher Scientific) 

For 0.75 M sucrose: 100g sucrose (Fisher Scientific) 

For HDS (1 M sucrose): 140g sucrose (Fisher Scientific) 
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 Characterisation of the interaction 
between Calcineurin, Salvador and Salt Inducible 
Kinase 2 

Sik2 was identified in a screen for novel upstream regulators of the Hippo pathway 

by a previous post-doctoral fellow in the Tapon lab, Michael Wehr. He went on to 

characterise Sik2 as a positive regulator of Yki activity through its inhibitory 

phosphorylation of the scaffolding protein Salvador (Wehr et al., 2013), (Section 1.5, 

1.6). Sik has been characterised in the context of nutritional regulation of lipolysis 

and gluconeogenesis, along with the phosphatase Cn, through their antagonistic 

actions on class IIa HDACs and CRTCs to maintain body homeostasis (Altarejos and 

Montminy, 2011; Henriksson et al., 2015; Screaton et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2008). 

Additionally Cn has been identified as important for both isometric regenerative 

regrowth and developmental isometric growth of Zebrafish fins (Kujawski et al., 

2014). However as yet, there has been no link made between regulation of 

developmental or regenerative growth via Cn in a nutritionally sensitive context. 

 

This chapter aims to establish whether Cn can act antagonistically to Sik2 in 

regulation of Sav phosphorylation in an analogous manner to regulation of CRTC 

(see Figure 3.1). I show that Cn dephosphorylates Sav at the Sik2 phosphorylation 

site. Furthermore I show that Cn activity modulates Yki activity, and that this is likely 

dependent on both Sav and Sik. Lastly I provide evidence that Cn may regulate Sik2 

activity directly via dephosphorylation of the active site T-loop Threonine. 
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Figure 3.1 Cn antagonises Sik2 phosphorylation of CRTC and by analogy may 
act in the same way to regulate Sav phosphorylation 
Schematic representing the regulation of CRTC phosphorylation by Sik2 and Cn. 
Sik2 phosphorylates the transcriptional co-activator CRTC to prevent its entry into 
the nucleus. Cn dephosphorylates CRTC at the Sik2 phosphorylation site, thereby 
allowing entry of CRTC into the nucleus. Sik2 is inhibited by PKA phosphorylation at 
Ser1032 (A). Schematic representing the hypothesis that Sik2 and Cn regulate Sav 
phosphorylation in an analogous manner to their regulation of CRTC (B). 
 

3.1 Calcineurin antagonises Sik2 phosphorylation of Sav 

Calcineurin has been shown to dephosphorylate CRTCs antagonistically to Siks 

(Bittinger et al., 2004; Patel et al., 2014; Screaton et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2012). 

My initial aim was therefore to test biochemically whether Cn and Sik2 act 

antagonistically to regulate Sav phosphorylation. I used a phospho-specific antibody 
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to S413, the site at which Sik2 phosphorylates Sav, to test whether Cn could 

dephosphorylate Sav at this residue. I used two different Drosophila cell lines, S2 

cells and a newly derived wing disc epithelial cell line, KaBrü cells (K. Brückner, 

personal communication). The Drosophila Cn family is composed of three catalytic 

A subunits (CanA1, CanA-14F, Pp2B-14D) and two regulatory subunits (CanB, 

CanB2) in Drosophila (see Figure 1.8). In S2 cells, only the CanA1 subunit, combined 

with either CanB or CanB2, was able to effectively dephosphorylate Sav (Figure 

3.2A), whilst in KaBrü cells all three catalytic subunits were able to dephosphorylate 

Sav (Figure 3.2B). The total protein levels of Sav, Sik2 and Cn vary quite 

considerably in S2 cells (Figure 3.2A). Sav stability has been shown to be dependent 

on its binding partner Hpo (Aerne et al., 2015), thus it is likely that the changes in 

protein stability are a consequence of changes in phosphorylation status and/or 

binding partners of Sav, Cn and Sik2. In KaBrü cells the variation in protein stability 

is less pronounced (Figure 3.2B). Thus from the combined results from the S2 and 

KaBrü cells I concluded that Cn can dephosphorylate Sav at the Sik2 

phosphorylation site.  

 

 
Figure 3.2 Calcineurin dephosphorylates Salvador at S413 
S2 cells (A) or KaBrü cells (B) were transfected with the indicated constructs. Lysates 
were analysed by Western blot using the appropriate antibodies. Tubulin was used 
as a loading control. Calcineurin dephosphorylates Sav at the Sik2 phosphorylation 
site, S413 . Representative Western blots of 3 independent experiments. 
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3.2 Mapping the interaction sites of Cn and Sav 

3.2.1 Cn binds to Sav 

Having established that Cn can dephosphorylate Sav, I next wanted to determine 

whether Cn and Sav bound to one another, with the eventual aim of creating a Cn 

insensitive Sav mutant. I performed co-immunoprecipitation (co-IP) experiments 

from lysates of S2 cells using Sav to pull down CanA subunits (Figure 3.3A), which 

revealed that CanA1, but not Pp2B-14D or CanA-14F, can bind to Sav (thereby 

potentially explaining why CanA1 alone can dephosphorylate Sav in S2 cells (Figure 

3.2A). Subsequently I used CanA1 co-expressed with CanB2 for all co-IP 

experiments. Unlike kinases, phosphatases dephosphorylate phosphosites with little 

amino acid sequence similarity, instead relying on short linear motifs (SLiMs) to direct 

binding and substrate specificity (Roy and Cyert, 2009). Cn relies on two such motifs, 

the PxIxIT and LxVP motifs (Li et al., 2007; Rodríguez et al., 2009; Roy and Cyert, 

2009). The PxIxIT motif is the most well studied motif, having been identified in 

NFATs and extensively characterised. The PxIxIT motif docks to the CanA subunit 

into a hydrophobic pocket distant from the active site. The strength of this binding 

can be tuned by changing the residues making up the PxIxIT motif (Li et al., 2007). 

However not all Cn substrates contain a PxIxIT motif, or are sensitive to its removal 

(Roy and Cyert, 2009). Additionally these motifs can vary widely from the consensus 

motif and therefore are difficult to identify by sequence analysis. The second motif, 

LxVP, again identified first in NFATs, binds to a hydrophobic pocket at the interface 

between CanA and CanB subunits (Grigoriu et al., 2013; Rodríguez et al., 2009) and 

is thought to be important for correct orientation of the substrate relative to the 

catalytic cleft of Cn (Roy and Cyert, 2009). However these sites are also variable 

and therefore, as is the case for the PxIxIT motif, difficult to identify through sequence 

analysis. Nonetheless, I was able to identify two such putative LxVP sites in Sav, but 

could not identify any PxIxIT sites using ScanProsite (de Castro et al., 2006). I 

performed co-IP experiments using mutant forms of Sav in which I mutated the two 

putative LxVP motifs either singly or both together (Figure 3.3B).This revealed that 

Cn can bind to all three of the mutant Sav proteins. The LxVP double mutant was 

poorly expressed, possibly due to structural disruption caused by the mutations, 

however Cn is still able to bind to the double mutant. Since these experiments were 
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performed, new data has been published that further characterises the LxVP motif 

(Sheftic et al., 2016). In this study, the authors were able to combine their structural 

findings with a bioinformatics approach to expand the human Cn interactome. Using 

an optimised sequence defining the LxVP SLiM, ‘π - F L-x-VPL-PK’, they identified 

478 potential substrates which include Sav1 and Sik3 (Sheftic et al., 2016). With the 

benefit of these new findings, it may be helpful to revisit the Drosophila Sav structure 

to try and more accurately identify potential Cn docking motifs. 

 

 
Figure 3.3 Calcineurin binds to Salvador 
S2 cells were transfected with the indicated tagged constructs and co-IP experiments 
were performed from cell lysates, using anti-Myc antibody coupled beads. IP and 
input samples were analysed by Western blot using the appropriate antibodies. 
Tubulin was used as a loading control. CanA1 co-immunoprecipitates with Sav, 
whilst binding to CanA-14F and PP2B-14D is barely detectable (A). Sav mutant for 
putative Cn binding sites can still bind to Cn (B). Representative Western blot of 3 
independent co-IP experiments. 
 

3.2.2 Cn binds to Sik2 and Sav, but the motifs involved remain elusive.  

To narrow down the Cn-binding domain within the Sav sequence, I decided to use a 

truncation approach. I performed co-IP experiments from S2 cell lysates, using a 

series of truncations already available in the Tapon Lab (Figure 3.4A, B). I was only 

able to identify one fragment of Sav that Cn was consistently unable to bind to, 
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Sav294-419. The strength of binding to the remaining fragments varied between two 

(Sav294-419, Sav296-608, Sav1-300) or three independent co-IP experiments (Sav529-608, 

Sav506-608, Sav462-608, Sav421-608) (Figure 3.4A). It is possible that there are multiple 

motifs within Sav that Cn is able to bind to, and that removal of just one of these 

motifs is insufficient to abolish binding. This is common among phosphatase 

substrates (Virshup and Shenolikar, 2009). Another possibility is that Cn doesn’t bind 

directly to Sav, but might be bridged by interaction with another protein. To this end, 

I decided to test Cn binding to Sik2 by co-IP since Sik2 can bind to Sav and therefore 

bridge binding between Cn and Sav. I found that Cn can bind to full length Sik2 

(Figure 3.4C, D, lane 1). I was able to identify a putative PxIxIT motif within the C-

terminal of Sik2 using ScanProsite (de Castro et al., 2006). Removal of this PxIxIT 

motif had no effect on the ability of Cn to bind to Sik2 (Figure 3.4D, lane 2). I therefore 

took a similar truncation approach as I had done with Sav. However, Cn was able to 

bind to all of the truncations that expressed in S2 cells (Figure 3.4C, D). The fragment 

Sik21254-1398 marked by an asterisk was expressed very weakly and bound to Cn in 

the one co-IP, but was not expressed in the co-IP represented in Figure 3.4D.  

 

Whilst Cn is a promiscuous phosphatase and might therefore be expected to be a 

“sticky” protein, binding weakly to many partners, previous work has shown that 

substrates in which Cn docking motifs are modified, or removed are no longer able 

to bind to Cn, or binding is much reduced (Grigoriu et al., 2013; Martínez-Martínez 

et al., 2009; Screaton et al., 2004), therefore I do not think that Cn is binding 

indiscriminately to Sav or Sik2. It should be noted that I did not perform the reciprocal 

co-IP experiments for either the Sik2 or Sav truncations. Although it is unlikely, 

binding of the bait protein to the beads used in the co-IP could potentially sterically 

hinder or promote binding to potential interaction partners. From these experiments 

I was unable to conclude how Cn bound to Sav. 
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Figure 3.4 Mapping Calcineurin binding sites on Salvador and Sik2 
S2 cells were transfected with the indicated tagged constructs and co-IP experiments 
were performed from cell lysates, using anti-Myc antibody coupled beads (B) or anti-
Flag coupled beads (D). IP and input samples were analysed by Western blot using 
the appropriate antibodies. Tubulin was used as a loading control. Schematic 
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representing the Sav truncations tested for binding to CanA1 (A). CanA1 cannot bind 
Sav294-419. CanA1 binding to the remaining Sav truncations is variable between 2 
(Sav294-419, Sav296-608, Sav1-300) or 3 independent co-IP experiments (B). Schematic 
representing the Sik2 truncations tested for binding to CanA1 (C). CanA1 can bind 
to full length Sik2 and to all Sik2 truncations tested. Asterisk marks truncations that 
were not expressed. Representative Western blot of 2 independent co-IP 
experiments (D). 
 

3.2.3 Mapping Cn interaction sites by dephosphorylation of Sav 

I next tried mapping the regions of Sik2 and Sav important for binding to Cn by using 

dephosphorylation of Sav as an assay. Whilst Cn may be able to bind nearly all 

truncations tested, the binding might not be functional and therefore Cn may not be 

able to dephosphorylate its substrate. To that end, I tested multiple Sav truncations 

that still harboured the Sav S413 residue. Cn was able to dephosphorylate all Sav 

truncations tested (Figure 3.5A, B). A caveat to this interpretation is the reduced 

expression of Sik2S1032A in all lanes in which Cn is co-expressed, therefore it is 

possible that the reduction in Sav phosphorylation is solely a consequence of the 

lower Sik2 levels. However, if one observes the protein bands corresponding to Sav, 

it is possible to see a downward shift in protein mobility upon co-expression with Cn, 

thereby suggesting that Cn is still able to dephosphorylate Sav, and thus the 

reduction in signal is not simply an artefact of reduced Sik2 expression (Figure 3.5B). 

I next tested whether Cn can still dephosphorylate Sav when truncations of Sik2S1032A 

were co-expressed. One might expect that if Sik2 is bridging the interaction between 

Sav and Cn, then hindering Cn binding to Sik2 might prevent Cn being able to 

dephosphorylate Sav. This however was not the case, and Cn was able to 

dephosphorylate Sav in all conditions (Figure 3.5C, D).  

 

From these results I was unable to draw any conclusions as to the specific 

requirements for Cn binding to Sav. One may postulate however, that Cn, Sav and 

Sik are part of a trimeric complex, and that loss of just one part of the complex is 

insufficient to disrupt binding between all three interaction partners. In order to 

dissect if the binding between Sav and Cn is direct, it would be necessary to purify 

these proteins and perform binding assays such as isothermal titration calorimetry 

(ITC), size exclusion chromatography, or electrophoretic mobility shift assays 

(EMSA).  
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Figure 3.5 Functional mapping of Cn binding sites on Sav and Sik2  
S2 cells were transfected with the indicated constructs. Lysates were analysed by 
Western blot using the appropriate antibodies. Tubulin was used as a loading control. 
Schematic representing Sav truncations tested (A). Calcineurin can dephosphorylate 
all Sav truncations tested at S413 in the presence of activated Sik2 (B). Schematic 
representing Sik2S1032A truncations tested (C). Calcineurin can dephosphorylate Sav 
S413 in the presence of all Sik2 truncations tested (D). Representative Western blots 
of 3 independent experiments. 
 

3.3 Cn inhibits Yki activity 

I next wished to investigate whether Cn had an effect on Hippo pathway activity 

downstream of Sav. I used a phospho-specific antibody that recognises the inhibitory 

Wts phosphorylation site S168 on Yki as a readout for Hippo pathway activity 

(Genevet et al., 2010; Oh and Irvine, 2008). As was the case with Sav 

dephosphorylation, CanA1 co-expression with either CanB or CanB2 was the most 

effective at increasing Yki phosphorylation at the inhibitory Wts site, but Pp2B-14D 

and CanA-14F were able to weakly increase Yki phosphorylation (Figure 3.6A). 

Intriguingly, expression of a kinase-dead form of Sik2, Sik2D263A, also increased Yki 

phosphorylation (Figure 3.6A, lane 2). This is likely due to stabilisation of Sav as a 

result of Sik2 binding, which in turn would inhibit Yki activity. Additionally, Sik2D263A 
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may act as a dominant negative form of Sik2, which could also account for the 

increase in Yki phosphorylation. Cn is a calcium-activated phosphatase, therefore 

increasing intracellular calcium concentration would be expected to potentiate its 

catalytic activity. I used thapsigargin (TG), a sarcoendoplasmic reticulum calcium 

ATP-ase (SERCA) pump inhibitor, to increase intracellular calcium levels in S2 cells. 

Increased cytosolic calcium enhanced the increase in Yki phosphorylation induced 

by CanA1 expression (Figure 3.6B, lanes 7-8), but also increased Yki 

phosphorylation in all conditions except upon co-expression of the kinase dead 

Sik2D263A. Furthermore, the increased cytosolic calcium concentration affected 

endogenous as well as transfected Yki phosphorylation (Figure 3.6B). According to 

modENCODE RNA-Seq data (Gramates et al., 2017), Cn expression is relatively low 

in S2 cells, which could explain the stronger effect of increased intracellular calcium 

on Yki S168 phosphorylation upon co-expression with Cn subunits (Figure 3.6B, 

lanes 7-10). However, it is plausible that the changes in Yki phosphorylation are not 

exclusively due to Cn activity. To test if the effect of thapsigargin on Yki 

phosphorylation was due to Cn activity, I combined thapsigargin treatment with 

cyclosporin (CsA) (Figure 3.6C), a Cn specific inhibitor (Liu et al., 1991). As 

expected, increasing cytosolic calcium concentration, combined with Cn 

overexpression, increased Yki phosphorylation at S168 more than overexpression 

of Cn alone (Figure 3.6C, lane 2, 5). When cytosolic calcium levels were increased 

concomitantly with Cn inhibition, the increase in Yki inhibitory phosphorylation was 

prevented (Figure 3.6C, lane 3, 6), thereby indicating that Cn is mediating the effects 

of increased intracellular calcium on Yki phosphorylation.  

 

In conclusion, Cn negatively regulates Yki activity in a calcium-dependent manner. 

These findings are consistent with the hypothesis that Cn acts antagonistically to 

Sik2 in the regulation of Sav. In the next section I try to establish whether the effect 

Cn has on Yki phosphorylation is mediated through interactions with Sik2 and Sav. 
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Figure 3.6 Calcineurin increases Yki phosphorylation at the inhibitory Wts 
phosphorylation site S168 
S2 cells were transfected with the indicated tagged constructs. Cells were treated 
with the indicated drug treatments, or DMSO as a control, 2 h prior to cell lysis (B 
and C). Cell lysates were analysed by Western blot using the appropriate antibodies. 
Tubulin was used as a loading control. Bands corresponding to endogenous Yki are 
labelled with an asterisk. Thapsigargin (TG) was used at 100µM, CsA was used at 
10µM. Cn increases phosphorylation of Yki at the S168 Wts phosphorylation site (A, 
n=4). Increasing the intracellular calcium concentration by treatment with TG further 
increases Yki phosphorylation, both in the absence and presence of Cn (B, n=2). 
The calcium induced increase in Yki phosphorylation is at least partially mediated by 
Cn, two independent experiments shown (C). Asterisk indicates bands 
corresponding to endogenous Yki. 
 

3.4 Cn is likely to act via both Sik2 and Sav to regulate Yki 
activity 

Cn regulates Yki activity by increasing the phosphorylation at the inhibitory Wts 

phosphorylation site, however I now wanted to determine whether Cn requires Sav 
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or Sik to affect the activity of the Hippo pathway. I used a dsRNA targeting Sav to 

investigate if Sav is required for Cn to regulate Yki phosphorylation (Figure 3.7A). 

Loss of Sav would be predicted to decrease Yki phosphorylation. I did not observe a 

decrease in baseline levels of Yki phosphorylation upon loss of Sav (Figure3.7A, 

lane1-2). However the Sav-independent Wts activating kinases Happyhour and 

Misshapen (Li et al., 2015; Zheng et al., 2015) are also expressed in S2 cells and 

likely contribute to baseline Wts activity. In fact, Hpo depletion alone has no effect 

on baseline Yki phosphorylation in S2 cells (Ribeiro et al., 2010). Loss of Sav did 

lead to a decrease in Yki phosphorylation in the presence of kinase dead Sik2D263A 

or activated Sik2S1032A (Figure 3.7A, lane 3-6). Loss of Sav would not be expected to 

affect Yki phosphorylation in the presence of Sik2S1032A, since Sik2 regulates Yki via 

Sav. However, as mentioned in section 3.3, binding and phosphorylation of Sav by 

Sik2 leads to stabilisation of Sav thereby paradoxically increasing Yki 

phosphorylation. This stabilisation effect may explain why loss of Sav therefore still 

has an effect on Yki phosphorylation in the presence of Sik2S1032A. Knockdown of 

Sav also leads to a modest decrease in Yki phosphorylation in the presence of Cn 

(Figure 3.7A, lane 7-10). If Cn acted to regulate Yki solely via Sav then one would 

expect a large effect on Yki phosphorylation when Sav is lost. However, this is not 

the case, suggesting that Cn might also act independently of Sav to regulate Yki. 

Alternatively, endogenous Sav depletion by RNAi might not be complete, though 

robust depletion of exogenously expressed Sav was observed using the same 

dsRNA (Figure 3.7A’). 

 

I used dsRNAs targeting both Sik2 and Sik3 (Sik2/3, since both can regulate Yki 

activity via phosphorylation of Sav (Wehr et al., 2013)) to assess whether Cn requires 

Sik2/3 to affect Hippo pathway activity (Figure 3.7B). As expected, loss of Sik2/3 

leads to increased Yki phosphorylation (Figure 3.7B, lane 1-2). Knockdown of Sik2/3 

increased Yki phosphorylation further than overexpression of Cn alone (Figure 3.7B, 

lane 3-8). If Cn acted through inhibition of Sik2 (either directly or via Sav) to regulate 

Hippo pathway activity, then one would not expect Sik2 knockdown to substantially 

affect Cn mediated phosphorylation of Yki, whereas if Cn and Sik2 act independently 

to regulate Yki, then one would expect a larger effect of Sik2 loss combined with Cn 

overexpression than Cn alone. Knockdown of Sik2/3 only modestly increases Yki 
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phosphorylation when combined with Cn overexpression, thus suggesting that Cn 

and Sik2 could be acting together to regulate Yki activity Figure (3.7B, lane 3-8). 

 

 
Figure 3.7 Calcineurin acts via both Sav and Sik2 to affect Yki activity 
S2 cells were transfected with the indicated tagged constructs and dsRNAs. Cell 
lysates were analysed by Western blot using the appropriate antibodies. Tubulin was 
used as a loading control. Loss of Sav modestly decreases Yki phosphorylation at 
S168 in the presence of kinase dead and activated Sik2 (A, lanes 3-4, and lanes 5-
6 respectively). Loss of Sav affects Cn ability to maintain increased Yki 
phosphorylation at S168 (A, lanes 7-10). Loss of Sik2 and Sik3 increases Yki 
inhibitory phosphorylation at S168 (B, lanes 1-2). Loss of Sik2 and Sik3 does not 
strongly potentiate Cn mediated increase in Yki phosphorylation at S168 (B, lanes 3-
8). Representative Western blots of 2 independent experiments. Efficiency of the 
dsRNA are shown in A’ and B, Lanes 9-10. Asterisk indicates bands corresponding 
to endogenous Yki.  
 
In conclusion, the results from these experiments are suggestive but not conclusive 

that Cn regulates Yki through interactions with Sik2 and Sav. To confirm Cn is 

regulating Yki solely through regulation of the core Hippo kinase cascade at the level 

of Sav, Sik2 or Hpo, one would have to simultaneously knockdown Sik2/3 and Sav 

or knockdown Hpo in the presence or absence of Cn. If Cn is still able to modulate 

Yki activity in the absence of Hpo, then this would indicate that Cn acts on another 

Yki regulatory protein downstream of Hpo itself. If Cn can regulate Hippo pathway 
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activity in the absence of Sik2/3 and Sav, this would suggest that Cn has additional 

targets to Sav and Sik2/3.  

 

3.5 Cn dephosphorylates Sik2 at the active site T-loop 
Threonine 

In the course of performing experiments in which Cn and Sik2 were co-expressed, I 

noticed that the mobility of Sik2 on SDS PAGE gels was altered in the presence of 

Cn (Figure 3.8A). I decided to investigate this further. The mobility shift suggested 

that Cn might be dephosphorylating Sik2. Siks are members of the AMPK subfamily, 

and thus are regulated by LKB1. LKB1 activates members of the AMPK family 

through phosphorylation of their T-loop (also known as the activation loop) threonine 

(Lizcano et al., 2004). If this residue is mutated to an Alanine, then these kinases are 

unable to be activated by LKB1 and are rendered catalytically inactive (Lizcano et 

al., 2004). Therefore it was possible that Cn was inactivating Sik2 through 

dephosphorylation of this T-loop residue. To confirm that Cn was dephosphorylating 

this T-loop residue I obtained a phospho-specific antibody to detect T-loop 

dephosphorylation. This antibody was raised against human SIK1, in Drosophila, 

Sik2 is the orthologue of human SIK1 and SIK2. Upon testing, this antibody 

recognised Drosophila Sik2. I generated a Sik2 T-loop mutant, Sik2T296A. as a 

negative control for the specificity of the antibody. Using the T-loop phospho-specific 

antibody, I found that Cn does dephosphorylate Sik2 at its T-loop Threonine, 

indicating that Cn can directly regulate Sik2 activity (Figure 3.8B). I also tested 

whether Sik2 T-loop phosphorylation was sensitive to changes in intracellular 

calcium levels. As in section 3.3, I used thapsigargin to increase intracellular 

cytosolic calcium concentration. Increased intracellular calcium levels did not affect 

Sik2 T-loop phosphorylation unless Cn was co-expressed (Figure 3.8C). Co-

expression of Cn combined with increased cytosolic calcium levels dramatically 

decreased phosphorylation at T296, which was completely reversed by inhibition of 

Cn by CsA (Figure 3.8C lane 4-6). Furthermore, increased intracellular calcium levels 

increased Yki phosphorylation in the presence of activated Sik2S0132A but not kinase 

dead Sik2D263A (Figure 3.6B, lanes 3-6). Although this is not necessarily entirely due 

to Cn mediated regulation of Sik2 activity, it does suggest that activation of Cn by 
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increased intracellular calcium concentration can regulate Sik2 activity. From these 

results I conclude that Cn is likely able to inhibit Sik2 activity through 

dephosphorylation of the T-loop threonine in the active site of Sik2. 

 

 
Figure 3.8 Calcineurin dephosphorylates Sik2 at the T-loop threonine 
S2 cells were transfected with the indicated tagged constructs. Cell lysates were 
analysed by Western blot using the appropriate antibodies. Tubulin was used as a 
loading control. Non-specific bands are marked with an asterisk. TG was used at 100 
µM, CsA was used at 10 µM. Co-expression of Cn and Sik2 alters Sik2 protein 
mobility (A). Cn dephosphorylates Sik2  at the T-loop threonine (B). Calcium 
mediated decrease in Sik2 T-loop phosphorylation is dependent on Cn (C). 
Representative Western blots of 2 independent experiments. 
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3.6 Concluding remarks  

In this chapter I have shown that Cn expression leads to dephosphorylation of Sav 

at S413, thereby antagonising Sik2 (Figure 3.2). I have also shown that Cn 

expression affects Hippo pathway activity downstream of Sav and Sik2 at the level 

of Yki phosphorylation in an antagonistic manner to Sik2 (Figure 3.6). Furthermore I 

have evidence to suggest that Cn can dephosphorylate the T-loop threonine of Sik2 

(Figure 3.8), and thus is likely to affect the activity of Sik2. These results imply that 

Cn may not only act on the substrate of the kinase, Sav, but also on the kinase itself 

(Figure 3.9). However it remains unclear how Cn binds to Sav or Sik2, whether 

binding to either Sav or Sik2 is direct and finally if dephosphorylation of Sav S413 is 

direct or a result of modulation of Sik2 activity. Myself and subsequently another 

member of the Tapon lab, Birgit Aerne, attempted to address the question of whether 

Cn was directly dephosphorylating either Sik2 or Sav (or both) by performing in vitro 

phosphatase assays. Unfortunately the assays were technically complex, and at the 

time of writing we have been unable to achieve reliable and consistent results. 

Therefore to fully understand the mechanisms by which Cn might be regulating Hippo 

pathway activity, further investigations are required.  

 

 
Figure 3.9 Cn can dephosphorylate both Sav and Sik2 
Schematic representing how Cn might regulate phosphorylation of Sav. Cn promotes 
Sav dephosphorylation. Cn can also dephosphorylate Sik2 at the site normally 
phosphorylated by LKB1 to activate Sik2. 
 
Additionally, the stability of both Sav and Sik2 varied quite considerably between 

experiments (Figure 3.2, 3.5). Sik2 phosphorylation appears to stabilise Sav, 

trapping it in an inactive state. The transmembrane protein Echinoid (Ed) and the E3 
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ubiquitin ligase Herc4 have been shown to regulate Sav stability (Aerne et al., 2015), 

It would be interesting to investigate whether Sik2-mediated stabilisation of Sav acts 

similarly to Hpo-Sav binding to protect Sav from Herc4-mediated degradation. 

Additionally, we have data to suggest that unlike Hpo, which stabilises Sav, Wts 

expression has a destabilising effect on Sav (Birgit Aerne, personal communication). 

Thus it is possible that Sik2 phosphorylation of Sav, which disrupts Hpo/Wts 

association also stabilises Sav  by preventing Wts from promoting Sav degradation. 

Moreover, Sik2 stability appears to be reciprocally dependent on Sav expression. To 

remove the complication of protein stability in the interpretation of Sav-Sik2-Cn 

interactions and phosphorylation/dephosphorylation events, it may be informative to 

repeat some of these experiments in the presence of proteasome inhibitors. 

 

The results from my biochemical investigations were suggestive that Cn is able to 

modulate Hippo pathway activity. Thus I decided to try and translate those findings 

in vivo and to address whether Cn has a physiological role in regulation of growth 

control via the Hippo pathway.  
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 Regulation of Hippo pathway activity by 
Cn in Drosophila wing imaginal discs 

The Drosophila wing disc is a widely used and easily manipulated system that has 

been utilised to investigate the function of multiple Hippo pathway components in 

growth control (Irvine and Harvey, 2015). Simple comparisons in expression levels 

of gene reporters can be made between the anterior and posterior of the wing pouch, 

by driving expression of transgenes in one half of the disc (Figure 1.1). Since the 

cells of these two distinct compartments do not intermix and grow independently of 

one another (Martin and Morata, 2006), comparing reporter expression between the 

two compartments gives an indication of the effect of the transgene on the signalling 

pathway being investigated. I therefore used this system for my initial investigations 

into the potential regulation of the Hippo pathway by Cn.  

 

In this chapter I address whether Cn can regulate Hippo pathway activity in vivo. I 

will first outline some novel tools generated to investigate Cn and Hippo activity. I 

then examine the effect of both knockdown by dsRNA and overexpression of Cn on 

Hippo pathway activity, using ex-LacZ (a LacZ enhancer trap inserted in the 

expanded locus) as a transcriptional reporter for Hippo pathway activity. Ex is both 

an upstream regulator of Hippo activity, and also a Yki target gene, thus Ex acts to 

relay a negative feedback loop between Hpo and Yki activity. Therefore ex 

expression can be used as a readout for Hippo pathway activity (Hamaratoglu et al., 

2006). Next I use clonal analysis of Cn mutants in the wing pouch to determine 

effects on Hippo pathway activity. I then turn to more recently generated Hippo 

activity reporters to investigate Cn loss of function by dsRNA. Finally, I look at the 

effect of nutrient restriction on Hippo pathway activity and the effects of modulating 

Cn levels in this nutritional context.  

 

4.1 Characterisation of novel tools 

One of the key advantages of working with Drosophila is the constant development 

of tools with which to study your question of interest, and furthermore, that generation 

of these novel tools is often relatively simple and time efficient. As such, I decided to 
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attempt to generate a novel RNAi line that would target and silence Cn more 

efficiently than the publicly available dsRNA transgenic lines (see Table 4.1 for list of 

lines tested during my Master’s thesis). Additionally a novel reporter for Yki activity 

was generated by Tapon lab member, Birgit Aerne that aimed to give us a more 

dynamic readout of Hippo pathway activity at any given developmental time point. I 

will describe the validation of these tools in this section. 

 
Table 4.1 Table of RNAi lines tested during Master’s thesis  

 
 

4.1.1 Generation and efficiency of novel RNAi lines targeting Cn regulatory 
subunits 

During my Master’s thesis (Brindle et al., 2013) I tested all publicly available dsRNA 

lines targeting Cn subunits available at the time (Table 4.1). From this work, I 

established that just three of the RNAi lines tested were able to increase the size of 

the posterior compartment of the adult wing in a Sik2S1032A background. Of these 

three, one targeted the CanB2 regulatory subunit, (GD28762), whilst the other two 

targeted the catalytic subunits CanA-14F (GD30105) and Pp2B-14D (GD46873). I 

validated the CanB2 RNAi line GD28762 by qRT- PCR and found that it could reduce 

expression of CanB2 by more than 50%, but that it could also to some extent reduce 

CanB expression (Figure 4.1A). For Cn to form an active phosphatase, the catalytic 

A subunit must be bound to the regulatory B subunit (see explanation in section 1.5). 

Therefore a reagent that could target both regulatory subunits would be ideal for 

reducing Cn activity. The CanB2 subunit is ubiquitously expressed throughout 

Gene CG number Fly Line Stock ID
CanA1 CG1455 w1118; P{GD8366}v32283 v32283
CanA1 CG1455 y1 v1; P{TRiP.JF01871}attP2 B25850
CanA-14F CG9819 w1118; P{GD14690}v30105 v30105
CanA-14F CG9819 y1 sc* v1; P{TRiP.HMS01880}attP40 B38966
CanA-14F CG9819 P{KK110900}VIE-260B v109858
Pp2B-14D CG9842 P{KK107714}VIE-260B v103144
Pp2B-14D CG9842 w1118; P{GD17183}v46873 v46873
Pp2B-14D CG9842 y1 sc* v1; P{TRiP.HMS02039}attP2 B40872
CanB CG4209 w1118; P{GD10703}v21611 v21611
CanB CG4209  w1118; P{GD17823}v52390 v52390
CanB CG4209 y[1] v[1]; P{y[+t7.7] v[+t1.8]=TRiP.JF02616}attP2 B27307
CanB2 CG11217 P{KK107988}VIE-260B v104370
CanB2 CG11217  w1118; P{GD13435}v28762 v28762
CanB2 CG11217 y[1] sc[*] v[1]; P{y[+t7.7] v[+t1.8]=TRiP.HMS01886}attP2 B38971
CanB2 CG11217 y[1] v[1]; P{y[+t7.7] v[+t1.8]=TRiP.JF02583}attP2 B27270

B = BDSC, v = VDRC
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Drosophila tissues and in all stages of development, whilst CanB expression is 

restricted to the larval CNS and adult head (Gramates et al., 2017). It is also possible 

that CanB is upregulated in response to loss of CanB2, therefore it would be 

desirable to have a dsRNA that can efficiently knockdown expression of both 

regulatory subunits. Consequently I tried to generate a novel RNAi line that would 

target both subunits and more efficiently knock down gene expression than the 

GD28762 line.  

 
Figure 4.1 Novel transgenic dsRNA lines are less effective in vivo than the 
publicly available GD28762 line from the VDRC 
qRT-PCR measurement of the efficacy of CanB and CanB2 transcript knockdown by 
expression of RNAi line GD28762 (A). S2 cells were transfected with the indicated 
constructs and dsRNA. Lysates were analysed by Western blot using the appropriate 
antibodies. Tubulin was used as a loading control. The Gal4-driven dsRNA efficiently 
knocks down expression of both the CanB and CanB2 subunits of Cn (B). qRT-PCR 
measurement of CanB and CanB2 transcripts from transgenic flies expressing a 
novel dsRNA designed to target both Cn regulatory subunits. M1-3, F4, M5 and M6-
9 indicate the individual transgenic lines tested (C and D). None of the transgenic fly 
lines showed efficient knockdown of both Cn regulatory subunits (C and D). qRT-
PCR data was obtained from technical triplicates. Gene expression was normalised 
to the endogenous control gene RpL32. 2-∆∆Ct was calculated with either GFP (A) or 
Wiso (C, D) as the control set. 
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I first tested and optimised a nucleic acid sequence (see Table 2.1 materials and 

methods) predicted to target both CanB and CanB2 regulatory subunits using the E-

RNAi tool (Horn and Boutros, 2010). This sequence was synthesised and inserted 

into pDONR by Invitrogen GeneArt service. The sequence was then inserted using 

Gateway technology into the vector pRISE (RNAi inducing silencing vector) (Kondo 

et al., 2006) (See section 2.1.7 for method). Before injection into embryos I tested 

both the inducibility of the vector by Gal4 and the efficacy of the dsRNA in silencing 

CanB and CanB2 expression in S2 cells. The lysates were analysed by Western blot 

(Figure 4.1B). The construct was induced by Gal4 expression under the actin5c 

promoter and the dsRNA efficiently knocked down exogenous expression of both 

CanB and CanB2  (Figure 4.1B). I subsequently sent the plasmid to BestGene for 

injection to generate transgenic lines containing the UAS-driven dsRNA sequence 

(see section 2.3.8 for method). I tested the resulting nine transgenic fly lines by qRT-

PCR (Figure 4.1C, D). None of the lines were efficient at knocking down CanB 

expression, and in most cases (Figure 4.1C lines M1, M2, F4, M5 and D lines M6-8) 

induced an increase in expression compared to the controls. Those lines that were 

able to reduce CanB2 expression by 50% concomitantly increased CanB expression 

(lines M2, F4, M8). I therefore used the GD28762 line in my experiments, as this was 

the best available RNAi based option for reducing Cn activity.  

 

4.1.2 Characterisation of the novel Yki activity reporter, Bil∆2 

A commonly used reporter for Yki activity, and one that I have used extensively, is 

the ex-LacZ transcriptional reporter (Boedigheimer and Laughon, 1993; 

Hamaratoglu et al., 2006). Whilst it is a useful tool for examining Yki activity, Yki and 

its transcription factor Sd are not the only regulators of ex transcription (Wang and 

Baker, 2018) and in addition, the readout of the reporter is not highly dynamic, likely 

due to perdurance of the b-galactosidase protein. Furthermore, this reporter cannot 

be used in the context of live cell imaging. We therefore sought to generate a reporter 

that was both specific to Yki/Sd activity, could be used in the context of live cell 

imaging and was dynamically expressed.  
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Figure 4.2 A novel Hippo reporter to assess Yki activity more dynamically 
S2 cells were transfected with the indicated tagged constructs and dsRNAs. Cell 
lysates were analysed by Western blot using the appropriate antibodies. Non-specific 
bands are marked with an asterisk. Schematic representing the Bil∆2 construct (A), 
the HRE element is comprised of repeated TEAD binding sequences. Co-expression 
of Yki with Bil∆2 leads to an increase in Bil∆2 activity, as measured by 4xnG-Myc 
expression (B, lane 1). A HRE mutant form of Bil∆2 (Bil∆2mutant) does not respond to 
increased Yki expression (B, lane 2). Both Yki and Sd are required to induce Bil∆2 
(C), depletion of Sd abolishes Yki induced increase in 4xnG-Myc expression (C, 
lane1). Bil∆2 activity is sensitive to upstream Hippo pathway components (D), 
reduction in Wts levels promotes Yki induced Myc expression (D, lanes 1 and 2).  
Bil∆2 responds specifically to Sd-Yki, and not Vg-Sd (E). Syn21: synthetic 5’UTR 
element, NLS: nuclear localisation signal, gypsy: insulator, 10UTR: 3’UTR sequence 
from baculovirus p10 gene, Myc: Myc tag. All data courtesy of Birgit Aerne. 
 
My colleague Birgit Aerne designed and generated a novel reporter construct 

containing a Hippo response element (HRE), containing 10x classical TEAD binding 

sites, upstream of the relatively newly described fluorescent protein neon green 

(nGreen) (Shaner et al., 2013) (Figure 4.2A). The nGreen was designed to be 
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expressed as a tetrameric form which we anticipated would be brighter but less 

stable than the monomeric form, and therefore more dynamic in expression. 

Additionally monomeric nGreen has been shown to considerably brighter than GFP 

in C.elegans (Hostettler et al., 2017), thus we expected that this reporter might also 

be more sensitive than traditional GFP based reporters. Birgit Aerne validated the 

reporter, which has been designated as Bil∆2, in cultured S2 cells. Firstly, she 

showed that Bil∆2, but not a form of Bil∆2 in which the TEAD sites have been 

mutated, is induced by expression of Yki (Figure 4.2B). She showed that this 

induction of Bil∆2 is dependent on the presence of Sd (Figure 4.2C), and can be 

modulated by loss of the upstream regulator of the Hippo pathway, Wts (Figure 

4.2D). Finally she showed that induction of Bil∆2 is specific to the Yki/Sd interaction, 

as Vestigial (Vg), another Sd binding partner, is not able to induce Bil∆2 expression 

(Figure 4.2E). Furthermore Bil∆2 is sensitive to the default repressor function of Sd 

(Koontz et al., 2013), since overexpression of Sd represses Yki-induced activation 

of Bil∆2 (Figure 4.2E, lane 4). I then sought to validate this reporter in the context of 

the Drosophila larval wing imaginal disc. 
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Figure 4.3 The novel Hippo reporter, Bil∆2, responds to Hippo pathway 
perturbation in the larval wing disc 
Planar confocal sections of wing imaginal discs (A-A’’, B-B’’, C-C’’) stained for Ci. 
hpo RNAi was expressed under the control of en-Gal4. Reduction of Hpo in the 
posterior compartment leads to an increase in nGreen expression (A’). When the 
HRE in the Bil∆2 construct is replaced by the actin promoter, there is no induction of 
nGreen expression (B’). Yki::GFP was used as a positive control for Hpo RNAi 
efficacy as indicted by the increase in nuclear Yki localisation (C’). Posterior is to the 
right as indicated by the lack of Ci staining. The white dotted line indicates the 
anterior-posterior boundary (A’-C’). Scale bar represents 50 µm. 
 

Firstly I drove a hpo RNAi construct using engrailed-Gal4 (en-Gal4) to test if Bil∆2 

was sensitive to Hippo pathway perturbations in vivo (Figure 4.3). Hpo depletion 

increased Bil∆2 expression as seen by the increase in nGreen signal in the posterior 

compartment of the wing disc (Figure 4.3A’). This increase was relatively mild, which 

is due to the relative weakness of the en-Gal4 driver and this hpo RNAi line. There 
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is no change in nGreen signal in the posterior compartment when the HRE element 

is replaced by the actin5c promoter (Figure 4.3B’). I used Yki::GFP localisation as a 

positive control for the efficacy of the Hpo RNAi (Figure 4.3C’). The Bil∆2 nGreen 

signal is mostly confined to the wing pouch, as expected since Sd is expressed at 

high levels in the pouch (Halder et al., 1998). Interestingly the pattern of nGreen is 

not uniform, rather it appears to correspond to clusters of neighbouring cells. A recent 

study using live imaging showed that discrete cell populations within one organ can 

display different levels of Yki nuclear localisation, and furthermore that Yki is 

enriched on mitotic chromatin during mitosis (Manning et al., 2018). Thus, one could 

speculate that the clustered pattern of Bil∆2 may represent clusters of mitotically 

dividing cells (see section 4.7 for further discussion). I then tested Bil∆2 using a 

stronger posterior compartment driver, hedgehog-Gal4 (hh-Gal4) combined with the 

transcriptional reporter ex-LacZ as an internal positive control for Hpo activity and 

overexpression of Sik2S1032A to activate Yki activity (Figure 4.4). There is a clear 

increase in nGreen signal in the posterior compartment of the wing disc, as well as 

an increase in ex-lacZ (Figure 4.4A’, A’’). There is no nGreen signal when the TEAD 

binding sites are mutated in Bil∆2, however the ex-LacZ reporter still responds to 

Sik2S1032A (Figure 4.4B’, B’’), indicating that the increase in nGreen signal is due to 

Sik2S1032A activation of Yki/Sd signalling. 

 

 
Figure 4.4 Bil∆2 responds to activation of Yki activity in the larval wing disc 
Planar confocal sections of wing imaginal discs stained for Ci and 𝛽- galactosidase 
(A-A’’’, B-B’’’). Hippo pathway activity was monitored using the ex697-lacZ (ex-lacZ) 
enhancer trap line in tandem with Bil∆2. Sik2S1032A was expressed under the control 
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of hh-Gal4. Over expression of activated Sik2S1032A in the posterior compartment 
increases ex-lacZ expression (A’’) and activates Bil2 as indicted by  nGreen 
expression (A’). Activated Sik2 cannot activate Bil∆2mutant, indicated by lack of 
nGreen signal (B’), ex-lacZ expression is still induced (B’’). Posterior is to the right 
as indicated by the lack of Ci staining. Scale bar represents 50 µm. 
 
Our aim in generating the Bil∆2 construct was to create a more dynamic readout of 

Yki activity. As a first attempt at testing the stability of the tetrameric nGreen (4xnG) 

reporter protein, I examined Bil∆2 constructs generated by Birgit Aerne in which the 

4xnG was replaced with either 1xnG or 1xGFP and inserted at the same locus. The 

signal for both 1xGFP and 1xnG was stronger than that of 4xnG, although the 

clustered pattern of signal was maintained (Figure 4.5A’, B’, C’). For both 1xnG and 

1xGFP, the fluorescence signal was more uniform across the pouch region than 

4xnG. The ex-LacZ signal was equally increased in all conditions, therefore the 

difference in intensity of the Bil∆2 signal was down to the reporter construct and not 

the strength of Sik2S1032A activation of Yki activity. These observations are consistent 

with either the increased instability or decreased expression of 4xnG. However to 

directly test this hypothesis, Birgit Aerne has since generated constructs in which the 

4xnG or 1xnG are flanked by FRT sites. This will allow us to genetically excise the 

fluorescent proteins and monitor the persistence of the fluorescent signal in order to 

determine the relative stability of the monomeric and tetrameric nGreen proteins. 

Thus Bil∆2 appears to respond to Yki/Sd activity in vivo, however, further 

characterisation is required to determine its dynamics and Hippo pathway specificity. 
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Figure 4.5 Comparison of different Bil∆2 reporter proteins 
Planar confocal sections of wing imaginal discs stained for Ci and 𝛽- galactosidase 
(A-A’’’, B-B’’’, C-C’’’). Hippo pathway activity was monitored using the ex697-lacZ (ex-
lacZ) enhancer trap line in tandem with either Bil∆24xnG (A-A’’’), Bil∆21xnG (B-B’’’) or 
Bil∆21xGFP(C-C’’’) . Sik2S1032A was expressed under the control of hh-Gal4. Over 
expression of activated Sik2 in the posterior compartment increases ex-LacZ 
expression (A’’, B’’ and C’’) as expected. There is a more intense signal for nGreen, 
Bil∆21xnG (B’) and GFP, Bil∆21xGFP (C’) compared to nGreen Bil∆24xnG (A’) potentially 
indicting that the tetrameric form of nGreen is less stable than monomeric nGreen or 
GFP. Posterior is to the right as indicated by the lack of Ci staining. Scale bar 
represents 50 µm. 
 

4.2 Knockdown of Cn weakly activates Yki activity in 
combination with Sik2S1032A 

Thus far I have shown biochemically that Cn can regulate Yki activity (Chapter 3), 

however I wanted to determine if this regulation was also relevant in vivo. From my 

Master’s thesis, I knew that expression of the CanB2 RNAi line GD28762 in the 

posterior compartment of the wing disc led to a 3.7% increase in the size of the 

posterior compartment of the adult wing (Brindle et al., 2013), suggesting that Cn 
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can regulate growth control in vivo. To determine whether this was Hippo pathway 

dependent I used the Yki activity reporter ex-LacZ to monitor the effect of reducing 

Cn activity on Hippo pathway activity.  

4.2.1 Knockdown of Cn with CanB2 RNAi has minimal impact on Hippo 
pathway activity 

I drove expression of the CanB2 RNAi, GD28762, with the hh-Gal4 driver and 

examined the effect on ex-LacZ reporter activity. Loss of Cn activity would be 

expected to increase Yki activity due to loss of the negative regulation of Sik2. 

Expression of the RNAi alone has no detectable effect on Yki activity (Figure 4.6A’, 

B’). However when combined with activated Sik2S1032A expression, there is a very 

weak increase in ex-LacZ activity when the difference in intensity of b-galactosidase 

staining between the anterior and posterior compartments are compared (Figure 

4.6C’, D’). The dsRNA targeting CanB2 is only around 50% effective in silencing 

CanB2  and only around 20% effective in silencing CanB (Figure 4.1A), thus there is 

likely to be significant levels of functional Cn which can maintain homeostatic growth 

regulation. Furthermore, Cn and Sik2 act as a nutritionally sensitive signalling 

module and as such to observe an effect on growth control upon reduction of Cn 

activity, it could be necessary to perturb the nutritional homeostasis of the animal. 
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Figure 4.6 Reduction in Cn activity has a very small effect on Hippo pathway 
activity 
Planar confocal sections of wing imaginal discs stained for Ci and 𝛽-galactosidase 
(A-A’’, B-B’’, C-C’’, D-D’’). Hippo pathway activity was monitored using the ex697-LacZ 
(ex-LacZ) enhancer trap line. Sik2S1032A, CanB2 RNAi and Luciferase were 
expressed under the control of hh-Gal4. Knock down of Cn has no observable effect 
on ex-LacZ expression (A’, B’). Knockdown of Cn very mildly potentiates Sik2S1032A 
mediated increase in ex-LacZ transcription (C’, D’).  Posterior is to the right as 
indicated by the lack of Ci staining. Scale bar represents 50 µm. 
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Figure 4.7 A high sugar diet mildly increases Hippo activity upon combined Cn 
knockdown and Sik2S1032A overexpression 
Planar confocal sections of wing imaginal discs stained for Ci and 𝛽-galactosidase 
(A-A’’, B-B’’, C-C’’, D-D’’). Scatter plot representing the ratio of ex-LacZ staining 
intensity between Ci+ and Ci- imaginal disc compartments. Error bars represent 
standard deviation (E).  Wing imaginal discs were dissected from animals raised on 
either control diet (A-A’’, B-B’’) or HDS (1M sucrose) (C-C’’, D-D’’). Hippo pathway 
activity was monitored using the ex697-LacZ (ex-LacZ) enhancer trap line. Sik2S1032A, 
CanB2 RNAi and Luciferase were expressed under the control of hh-Gal4. HDS very 
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mildly increases ex-LacZ expression upon Sik2S1032A overexpression (A’, D’). On 
control diet, knock down of Cn increases ex-LacZ expression very mildly (A’, B’, E). 
On HDS the effect on Cn knockdown is still mild, but slightly stronger than on control 
diet (C’, D’, E). Posterior is to the right as indicated by the lack of Ci staining. Scale 
bar represents 50 µm. 
 

4.2.2 Perturbation of nutritional homeostasis modestly increases Yki activity 

To disrupt the nutritional homeostasis, larvae were raised either on a control diet, or 

a diet high in sucrose (HDS). On a high sucrose diet Sik2 is likely to be more active 

due to increased Akt activity, which has been shown in certain contexts to activate 

Sik2 and Sik3 (Dentin et al., 2007; Hirabayashi and Cagan, 2015; Wang et al., 2011). 

Under these dietary conditions the tissue might be more sensitive to loss of Cn 

function. Once again, ex-LacZ was used as a readout of Yki activity in the 

background of activated SikS1032A expression. On the control diet reduction of CanB2 

had a weak but statistically insignificant effect (p>0.5) on Yki activity when staining 

intensity was quantified as the ratio between the anterior and posterior compartments 

(Ci+:Ci-) (Figure 4.7A’, B’, E). On the HDS the increase in Yki activity was stronger 

(Figure 4.7C’, D’), although not statistically significant after quantification (Figure 

4.7E, p>0.5). So although not statistically significant, there is an indication that loss 

of Cn, in a Sik2S1032A background, does affect Yki activity, and this is mildly enhanced 

when the nutritional homeostasis of the animal is disrupted. 

 

4.3 Overexpression of Cn in wing imaginal discs 

After looking at reduction in Cn activity, I wished to examine the effect of Cn 

overexpression on Yki activity. The expectation was that, like in S2 cells, 

overexpression of Cn would antagonise Sik2 and therefore result in reduction of Yki 

activity. We obtained transgenic fly lines containing the activated forms of Cn 

catalytic A subunits under UAS control. In these constructs, the autoinhibitory portion 

at the C-terminal of Cn has been removed, rendering the catalytic subunits 

constitutively active (Nakai et al., 2011). I also generated transgenic lines in which 

the Cn subunits could be expressed under UAS control, allowing me to 

simultaneously overexpress both the catalytic A and regulatory B subunits. This 
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section explores the effect of Cn overexpression on Yki activity in vivo in Drosophila 

larval and adult wings.  

 

 
Figure 4.8 Activated Cn reduces posterior wing compartment size 
Quantification of wing phenotypes shown in A’-A’’’’, B’-B’’’’. Scatter plot representing 
the ratio of the posterior compartment divided by the whole wing area. ****P<0.0001, 
error bars represent standard deviation (A, B). Transgenes were driven by hh-Gal4. 
Expression of activated CanA1act (A’’), CanA-14F act (A’’’) and Pp2B-14D act (A’’’’) 
decrease posterior compartment size compared to control (A’). Expression of CanA1 

act (B’’), CanA-14F act (B’’’) and Pp2B-14D act (B’’’’) reduces posterior compartment 
overgrowth induced by Sik2S1032A (B’). The red line marks the border between the 
anterior (above) and posterior (below) compartments of the wing. 
 

4.3.1 Overexpression of activated Cn disrupts adult wing and larval wing 
imaginal disc morphology 

Overexpression of the CanAact subunits in the posterior compartment of the wing 

resulted in adult wings with a variety of morphologies. However, of those wings that 

developed without missing tissue, and that could therefore be measured, the 
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resulting posterior wing compartment was significantly smaller than the control ( 

Figure 4.8A-A’’’’, B-B’’’’). The overgrowth induced by Sik2S0132A expression was 

strongly inhibited (Figure 4.8B-B’’’’) suggesting that Cn can inhibit growth in vivo. To 

determine if this was dependent on changes in Yki activity I looked at wing imaginal 

discs using ex-LacZ as a Yki activity reporter (Figure 4.9). Rather than seeing a 

reduction in ex-LacZ levels, which would be expected if Cn was antagonising 

Sik2S1032A to regulate Yki activity, I actually observed in increase in ex-LacZ intensity 

(Figure 4.9B’-E’). However these catalytic phosphatase subunits are resistant to 

negative regulation and are being expressed at a high level, causing disruption to 

the epithelial structure of the tissue, which is particularly evident in the abnormal 

folding at the A/P boundary and is known to trigger Yki activation (Genevet and 

Tapon, 2011). Cn is a pleiotropic phosphatase and has been linked to modulation of 

Notch (Mammucari et al., 2005), and EGFR signalling (Sullivan and Rubin, 2002) as 

well as regulation of cell death (Shibasaki and McKeon, 1995; Wang, 1999), all of 

which impact wing development. Thus it is plausible that excess Cn activation 

activates Yki indirectly. Interestingly, the CanA1 subunit, which proved the most 

effective in S2 cells at antagonising Sik2 (Figure 3.1), also appears to be the most 

effect subunit at disrupting growth control when overexpressed in vivo. Not much is 

known about the relative substrate specificities of Cn catalytic subunits or indeed 

their relative potencies. It is possible that control is achieved through tissue specific 

expression patterns since CanA1 expression in vivo is more restricted than either 

CanA-14F and Pp2B-14D. From these experiments it was difficult to conclude what 

effect Cn might be having specifically on Yki activity, as such I decided to no longer 

pursue experiments involving these activated Cn subunits. Their expression was too 

strong and the effects too pleiotropic to yield reliable results. 
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Figure 4.9 Constitutively active Cn disrupts wing imaginal disc morphology 
Planar confocal sections of wing imaginal discs stained for Ci and 𝛽-galactosidase 
(A-A’’, B-B’’, C-C’’, D-D’’, E-E’’). Hippo pathway activity was monitored using the 
ex697-lacZ (ex-lacZ) enhancer trap line. Sik2S1032A, GFP, CanA1act, CanA-14Fact and 
Pp2B-14Dact were expressed under the control of hh-Gal4. Sik2S1032A expression in 
the posterior of the wing disc increases ex-LacZ expression (B’). Expression of 
constitutively active Cn subunits disrupts the imaginal disc morphology and 
increases ex-LacZ expression (C’, D’, E’). Posterior is to the right as indicated by the 
lack of Ci staining. Scale bar represents 50 µm. 
 

4.3.2 Overexpression of Cn does not affect Yki activity reporter ex-LacZ 

The activated Cn subunits were too potent and pleiotropic in their effects. I therefore 

decided to generate UAS constructs that would allow me to simply overexpress the 

CanA and CanB subunits in tandem. The rationale behind this was that they would 

still be subject to negative regulation, but that the system would be more sensitive to 

positive regulators of Cn activity, specifically to changes in cellular calcium levels. 

Thus it would be a milder activation of Cn activity. Expression of either CanA1 or 

Pp2B-14D combined with CanB2 had no effect on ex-LacZ levels when expressed 

in the posterior wing compartment (Figure 4.10A’, B’, C’). Without boosting Sav 

phosphorylation or Sik2 expression, Cn might not have an observable effect on Yki 

activity under steady state conditions, since from my biochemical results both Sik2 

and Sav appear to be Cn substrates (Chapter 3). For this reason I decided to express 

Sik2S1032A concomitantly with Cn overexpression. Ex is both a Yki target gene and 
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also an upstream regulator of Hippo pathway activity. Expression of Ex clearly 

antagonises Sik2S1032A overgrowth in the posterior wing compartment (Figure 4.10D’, 

E’), whilst Cn has no effect on ex-LacZ levels (Figure 4.10D’, F’, G’). Thus under fed 

conditions, it appears that Cn expression has no negative effect on Yki activity, as 

assessed by ex-LacZ transcription. However this does not rule out that Cn can 

regulate Hippo activity. The effect of Cn, especially under non-nutrient restriction may 

be too subtle to be detected by ex-LacZ (since the perdurance of b-galactosidase 

can make decreases in signal difficult to detect). Furthermore, Cn is activated under 

starvation conditions (Wang et al., 2012), as such I would like to determine the effect 

on Hippo activity under these conditions and also look at the resulting adult wing 

size. 
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Figure 4.10 Overexpression of Cn does not antagonise Sik2S1032A mediated 
activation of Yki activity 
Planar confocal sections of wing imaginal discs stained for Ci and 𝛽-galactosidase 
and phalloidin  (A-A’’, B-B’’, C-C’’, D-D’’, E-E’’, F-F’’’, G-G’’’). Hippo pathway activity 
was monitored using the ex697-lacZ (ex-lacZ) enhancer trap line. Sik2S1032A, HA, 
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CanA1, CanB2, Pp2B14D and Ex, were expressed under the control of hh-Gal4. Cn 
overexpression does not affect ex-LacZ expression (A’, B’, C’). Expression of Ex 
completely abrogates the Sik2S1032A mediated increase in ex-LacZ, and reduces the 
size of the posterior disc compartment (E’). Cn overexpression does not antagonize 
Sik2S1032A mediated increase in ex-LacZ expression (F’, G’).  Posterior is to the right 
as indicated by the lack of Ci staining. Scale bar represents 50 µm. 
 

4.4 Mitotic clones mutant for Cn show no change in Yki activity 

The results from Cn overexpression were either inconclusive, or negative. However 

reduction in Cn activity had mild effects on Yki activity when combined with Sik2S1032A 

expression. I therefore reasoned that complete loss of Cn activity might have a much 

stronger phenotype than the CanB2 RNAi. This section briefly explores the effect of 

loss of function of Cn on Hippo activity in mitotic clones in the wing imaginal disc. 

 

We obtained CanB and CanB2 mutant stocks (referred to as CanBko and CanB2ko 

respectively) (Nakai et al., 2011). Whilst CanBko animals are homozygous viable, the 

CanB2ko mutants are homozygous lethal, therefore I recombined the CanB2ko mutant 

onto an FRT42D chromosome and performed clonal analysis of Cn mutant tissue. 

To generate homozygous CanB mutant animals, I recombined CanBko with hsFLP 

on the X-chromosome. This means that the control discs are heterozygous for 

CanBko (Figure 4.11A-A’’’, C-C’’, E-E’’’). Mitotic clones in L3 wing imaginal discs 

mutant for Cn showed no upregulation of either dIAP1 (Figure 4.11D’), Ex (Figure 

4.11E’) or ex-LacZ (Figure 4.11F’). It is possible that without sensitisation of the 

Hippo pathway by Sik2S1032A expression, that the effect of Cn on Yki activity will be 

negligible. To this end I started generating fly stocks to be able to overexpress 

Sik2S1032A in the posterior compartment of the wing disc whilst being able to induce 

Cn mutant clones throughout the whole wing disc. This will allow me to compare Cn 

mutant clones in the presence and absence of Sik2. At the time of writing these 

stocks are still under construction. Furthermore, performing these experiments under 

nutrient-restricted conditions may be more informative than under fed conditions. 

These results suggest that loss of Cn function alone under nutrient replete conditions 

is insufficient to perturb Yki activity.  
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Figure 4.11 Ex and dIAP1 levels are unchanged in Cn mutant clones in wing 
imaginal discs 
Planar confocal sections of wing imaginal discs stained for dIAP1 (A-A’’’, B-B’’’), Ex 
(C-C’’, D-D’’), 𝛽-galactosidase (E-E’’’, F-F’’’) and E-Cadherin (A-A’’’, B-B’’’, E-E’’’, F-
F’’’). Hippo pathway activity was monitored using the ex697-LacZ (ex-LacZ) enhancer 
trap line (E-E’’’, F-F’’’). Ex (D’), ex-LacZ (F’) and dIAP1 (B’) levels are unchanged in 
Cn mutant clones in larval wing imaginal discs. Mitotic clones were induced with 
hsFlp. Wild type clones are marked with GFP, mutant clones are GFP negative. 
Scale bar represents 50 µm. Genotypes are hsFlp, CanBKO/hsFlp; FRT42D-
GFP/FRT42D; +/+ (A-A’’’, C-C’’’), hsFlp, CanBKO/hsFlp, CanBKO; FRT42D, 
CanB2KO/FRT42D-GFP;+/+ (B-B’’, D-D’’), hsFlp, CanBKO/hsFlp; ex-LacZ, FRT42D-
GFP /FRT42D; +/+ (E-E’’’), hsFlp, CanBKO/hsFlp, CanBKO; FRT42D, CanB2KO/ex-
LacZ, FRT42D-GFP; +/+ (F-F’’’). 
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4.5 The effect of reduction of Cn on Hippo pathway activity: 
assessment by alternative Yki activity reporters 

I have evidence to indicate that reduction in Cn activity in combination with Sik2S1032A 

can weakly increase Yki activity as assessed by ex-LacZ transcription (Section 4.2). 

However ex-LacZ is not entirely Hippo pathway specific (Wang and Baker, 2018), 

nor is it very dynamic, but rather cumulative. In this section I use two recently 

generated Hippo activity reporters to assess the effect of the CanB2 RNAi GD28762 

on Yki activity.  

4.5.1 Using Yki::GFP, a CRISPR knockin, to assess Cn regulation of Yki 
activity 

Maxine Holder from the Tapon lab generated a Yki::GFP knockin fly line using 

CRISPR/Cas9. I combined this with the driver hh-Gal4 to use Yki::GFP as a readout 

for the effect of Cn on Hippo pathway activity in wing imaginal discs. Under standard 

food conditions, Yki::GFP is largely cytoplasmic in imaginal wing discs from 

wandering L3 larvae (Figure 4.12A’-A’’). Upon expression of a dsRNA targeting Hpo, 

Yki::GFP becomes more nuclear, indicating an increase in activity (Figure 4.12B’-

B’’). Expression of CanB2 RNAi GD28762 has no observable effect on Yki::GFP 

localisation (Figure 4.12C’-C’’), recapitulating the result with ex-LacZ (Figure 4.6A’, 

B’). As expected, Sik2S0132A expression increases the nuclear localisation of Yki 

(Figure 4.12D’-D’’; note the reduced exclusion from the nucleus compared with 

Figure 4.12A’-A’’), which is further enhanced when combined with CanB2 RNAi 

GD28762 (Figure 4.12E’-E’’). However, neither Sik2S1032A nor the combination with 

CanB2 RNAi are as strong as Hpo knockdown in inducing Yki nuclear localisation. 

To more accurately assess Yki activity using Yki::GFP localisation as a readout, it 

will be necessary to quantify the nuclear:cytoplasmic ratio in different genotypes.  
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Figure 4.12 Cn knockdown potentiates Sik2S1032A induction of Yki activity 
Single X-Y confocal sections of wing imaginal discs stained for Ci and Phalloidin (A-
A’’’’, B-B’’’’, C-C’’’’, D-D’’’’, E-E’’’’). Hippo pathway activity was monitored by Yki::GFP 
knock-in localisation. Sik2S1032A, HA, CanB2 RNAi, and Hpo RNAi were expressed 
under the control of hh-Gal4. Knockdown of Hpo increases Yki::GFP nuclear 
localisation (B’-B’’). Cn knockdown causes no observable change in Yki::GFP 
nuclear localisation (C’-C’’). Activated Sik2S1032A increases Yki::GFP nuclear 
localisation (D’-D’’). Combined loss of Cn with Sik2S1032A expression increases Yki 
nuclear localization more that activated Sik2S0132A alone (E’-E’’). Posterior is to the 
right as indicated by the lack of Ci staining. The white dotted line indicates the 
anterior-posterior boundary (A’’-E’’).  Scale bar represents 50 µm. 
 

4.5.2 Using Bil∆2 to assess Cn regulation of Yki activity 

Bil∆2 (described in section 4.1.2) is a novel Hippo pathway reporter generated in our 

lab by Birgit Aerne. I recombined Bil∆2 with hh-Gal4 to allow me to asses Hippo 

pathway activity in wing imaginal discs. This stock also contained ex-LacZ as a well 

characterised control for detecting changes in Yki activity. I dissected wing discs from 
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L3 (around 96h AED) just prior to the wandering L3 stage, since the Bil∆2 signal is 

stronger earlier in wing disc development. In the control, both the nGreen and ex-

LacZ signal are more or less uniform across the wing pouch (Figure 4.13A’-A’’). 

Expression of dsRNA targeting hpo increases both the nGreen and ex-LacZ signal 

in the posterior compartment of the wing pouch (Figure 4.12B’-B’’). The Bil∆2 signal 

is very strong in the peripodial membrane, and this is the staining that can be seen 

in the anterior hinge region of the wing disc (Figure 4.13B’, D’). The CanB2 RNAi 

GD28762 has no effect on the ex-LacZ signal (Figure 4.13C’’), but there is potentially 

a very small increase in the number of nGreen positive puncta (Figure 4.13C’). 

However without quantification I think it is difficult to confidently state that there is an 

effect on Yki activity. The signal for both nGreen and ex-LacZ increases upon 

expression of SikS1032A (Figure 4.13D’-D’’) which is again enhanced by co-expression 

of the dsRNA targeting CanB2 (Figure 4.13E’-E’’).  
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Figure 4.13 Overexpression of Cn activates Bil∆2 but does not increase ex-LacZ 
expression 
Planar confocal sections of wing imaginal discs stained for Ci and 𝛽-galactosidase 
(A-A’’, B-B’’, C-C’’, D-D’’, E-E’’). Hippo pathway activity was monitored by Bil∆2 in 
tandem with the ex697-LacZ (ex-LacZ) enhancer trap line. Sik2S1032A, HA, CanB2 
RNAi, and Hpo RNAi were expressed under the control of hh-Gal4. Knockdown of 
Hpo increases nGreen and ex-LacZ expression (B’-B’’). Cn knockdown very mildly 
increases nGreen but not ex-LacZ expression (C’-C’’). Activated Sik2 increases 
nGreen and ex-LacZ expression (D’-D’’). Combined loss of Cn with Sik2S1032A 

expression increases nGreen and ex-LacZ expression more than activated Sik2S1032A 
alone (E’-E’’). Posterior is to the right as indicated by the lack of Ci staining. Scale 
bar represents 50 µm. 
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Interestingly the Bil∆2 reporter appears to be more sensitive to Sik2S1032A than to the 

Hpo RNAi, unlike with Yki::GFP nuclear localisation. This could indicate that although 

loss of Hpo promotes Yki nuclear localisation, this might not lead to more productive 

Yki/Sd complexes, indeed recent work suggest that there is an additional nuclear 

mTOR regulated check point, which traps Yki in an inactive state within the nucleus 

(Parker and Struhl, 2015). Therefore nuclear Yki localisation alone is not sufficient to 

indicate increased Yki activity. The difference between Bil∆2 and Yki::GFP response 

may also be due to differences in perdurance of the GFP/nG signals or different 

dynamics of activation of the reporters in the two situations. The Bil∆2 reporter 

behaves similarly to Yki::GFP and ex-LacZ, but might be more sensitive if, upon 

quantification, it does reveal an increase in Yki activity upon CanB2 RNAi GD28762 

expression. Additionally, the Bil∆2 reporter is a direct readout of Yki/Sd activity unlike 

ex-LacZ, which has recently been shown to be a compound of multiple different 

signalling pathways in the wing disc (Wang and Baker, 2018) and Yki nuclear 

localisation, which does not guarantee activation of Yki target gene transcription.  

4.6 Starvation in the wing imaginal disc 

Both Cn and Sik2 are demonstrated to be nutrient sensitive, that is, their activity is 

regulated in response to the fed/fasted state of an organism (Figure 1.7) (Altarejos 

and Montminy, 2011). Consequently in this section I have investigated the effect of 

starvation on Hippo pathway activity in wing imaginal discs, and the effect Cn has on 

Yki activity under starvation conditions. Only larvae that had attained CW (assessed 

by weighing individual larvae 60-66 h AED, see materials and methods section 2.3.9) 

were selected for starvation. These animals were placed into vials containing 1% 

agarose supplemented with either a PBS soaked filter paper disc (starved), or yeast 

paste (fed) and wing imaginal discs dissected 24h later. 
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Figure 4.14 Yki::GFP is excluded from the nucleus upon 24 h starvation in wing 
imaginal discs 
Single X-Y confocal sections of wing imaginal discs. Hippo pathway activity was 
monitored by Yki::GFP knock-in localisation. Sik2S1032A, HA, CanB2 RNAi, and Hpo 
RNAi were expressed under the control of hh-Gal4. Larvae were starved for 24 h, 
post attainment of critical weight, before dissection. Yki::GFP is excluded from the 
nucleus after 24 h of starvation (A-A’). Loss of Hpo induces Yki::GFP translocation 
to the nucleus in both fed and starved conditions (B-B’). Loss of Cn very mildly 
increases Yki::GFP under starvation conditions (C’), but not under fed conditions (C). 
Activated Sik2S1032A increases Yki::GFP nuclear localization in both fed and starved 
conditions (D-D’). Combined loss of Cn with Sik2S1032A expression increases Yki 
nuclear localisation more that activated Sik2S1032A alone in both fed and starved 
conditions (E-E’). The white dotted line indicates the anterior-posterior boundary (A-
A’, B-B’, C-C’, D-D’, E-E’). Posterior is to the right. Scale bar represents 50 µm. 
 
Upon starvation Yki::GFP is strongly excluded from the nucleus (Figure 4.14A-A’). 

The nuclear exclusion of Yki::GFP is not as strong in the fed/control conditions in 

Figure 4.14 as Yki::GFP nuclear exclusion in Figure 4.12. This is likely due to the 

difference in age of wing discs between the two figures as the wing discs in Figure 

4.12 are older than those in Figure 4.14. Older wing discs are less proliferative and 

therefore the baseline levels of nuclear Yki::GFP are lower (Pan et al., 2018), which 

may explain why in Figure 4.12 Yki appears less nuclear than in control wing discs 

in Figure 4.14. Reduction in Hpo activity can induce Yki translocation into the nucleus 

under both fed and starved conditions, although the effect is weaker after starvation 

(Figure 4.14B-B’). Reduction in Cn activity had no effect on Yki::GFP under fed 

conditions (Figure 4.14C), recapitulating previous results with ex-LacZ (Figure 4.6B’) 

and Yki::GFP (Figure 4.12C’’). After starvation expression of the CanB2 RNAi 

GD28762 induces a very weak increase in nuclear Yki::GFP (Figure 4.14C’), 

however to be confident in the reproducibility and robustness of this increase I will 
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need to quantify the nuclear:cytoplasmic ratio in the anterior vs posterior of the wing 

pouch, using a nuclear stain to normalise the signals. Both Sik2S1032A alone or in 

combination with CanB2 RNAi GD28762 were able to induced translocation of 

Yki::GFP into the nucleus under both fed (Figure 4.14D, E respectively) and starved 

(Figure 4.14D’, E’ respectively) conditions. Interestingly under fed conditions, 

Sik2S1032A combined with CanB2 RNAi does not induce Yki::GFP nuclear 

translocation as strongly as Hpo RNAi, as can be seen by fewer clearly nuclear GFP 

punctae (Figure 4.14 compare B to E), but after 24h starvation, both Hpo RNAi and 

the Sik2S1032A/CanB2 RNAi combination appear to be equally effective at inducing 

Yki nuclear translocation. This suggests that under starvation conditions, the 

activation of Sik2 combined with the reduction of its negative regulator Cn is more 

effective at activating Yki activity. One would expect that Cn would have a restraining 

influence on Sik2 activity under starvation, therefore its loss would allow more 

unrestrained Sik2 activity, translating into increased Yki activity, which appears to be 

the case. However, as mentioned above, this will need to be carefully quantified. 

Thus I tentatively conclude from these results that Cn and Sik2 are able to regulate 

Hippo pathway activity in a nutrient dependent manner in the wing imaginal disc.  

4.7 Concluding remarks 

In this chapter I have used the Drosophila wing as an in vivo system to characterise 

a novel Hippo pathway reporter Bil∆2, to assess the efficacy of dsRNA targeting Cn 

and to examine the effect of modulating Cn activity on Hippo pathway activity.  

 

I found that Bil∆2 is responsive to perturbations in Hippo pathway components 

(Figure 4.3 and 4.4), and is possibly more dynamic than the currently used 

transcriptional reporters due to instability of the tetrameric nGreen protein (Figure 

4.5). More formal testing of the dynamic nature of the reporter using in vivo imaging 

and pulse chase experiments will be necessary to establish if the reporter is truly 

dynamically responding to Hippo pathway modulation. In particular, Birgit Aerne has 

created versions of the reporter where the fluorophore is flanked by FRT sites, which 

will allow us to directly test its stability in vivo. The pattern of Bil∆2 expression is 

different to other Yki activity reporters, such as the ex-LacZ reporter. Bil∆2 

expression occurs in clusters (Figure 4.13A’-E’) whereas ex-LacZ expression is 
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much more uniform across the wing disc, with a gradient from proximal (periphery) 

to distal (centre) (Pan et al., 2018) ( Figure 14.13A’’-E’’). A potential explanation for 

the difference comes from the recent study demonstrating that ex transcription is 

controlled by a variety of signals including Notch, Yki/Sd and the bHLH transcription 

factor Daughterless (Da) (Wang and Baker, 2018), whereas Bil∆2 should only 

respond to Yki/Sd activation. However, Wang and Baker., 2018 also demonstrated 

that a small ex enhancer fragment containing the Yki/Sd sites was uniform across 

the wing disc, with higher expression in the pouch (which is expected given that Sd 

is predominantly expressed in the pouch) (Wang and Baker, 2018). Again the single 

copy of GFP used as a reporter in this study may be more stable than tetrameric 

nGreen, though this is unlikely to account for the difference since a GFP-based 

version of Bil∆2 still displayed a non-uniform pattern (Figure 4.5C-C’’’). It is also likely 

that the ex promoter fragment used by Wang and Baker (~500bp) contains other 

transcription factor sites besides the Sd/Yki sites. An open question is what the 

clusters of cells observed with the Bil∆2 reporter represent. One possibility is that 

these cells could represent clusters of cells having just undergone mitosis. 

Progression through mitosis has long been known to be locally coordinated in the 

wing disc, with neighbouring cells often dividing in close temporal synchrony though 

the mechanism for this phenomenon remains unclear (Milán et al., 1996). Yki was 

recently shown to localise to mitotic chromatin in a Sd dependent manner (Manning 

et al., 2018). If this chromatin association causes a burst of transcriptional activity, 

the Bil∆2 clusters could represent mitotic Yki/Sd activity in clusters of cells having 

recently undergone mitosis. This hypothesis can be easily tested by examining the 

pattern of Bil∆2 activity in ex vivo cultured discs by live imaging. Another, less 

agreeable explanation is that Bil∆2 is not very sensitive to Yki/Sd activity, and 

therefore the signal is undetectable across the wing disc, except in patches in which 

Yki/Sd are particularly highly active, such as in mitotically dividing cells. This would 

be particularly unwelcome, since Sd is highly expressed in the wing pouch, and thus 

if Bil∆2 is only weakly activated in the wing imaginal disc, it may be undetectable in 

tissues in which Sd is expressed at much lower levels. Therefore, it will be necessary 

to test the Bil∆2 reporter in Drosophila tissues other than the wing imaginal disc, such 

as the eye disc. Additionally I will use the fly line ex-LacZ; hhG4, Bil∆2 (Used in 

Figure 4.13) to assess the specificity of Bil∆2 expression in response to Hippo 

pathway modulation as well as in response to modulators of pathways such as Jnk 
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and Notch signalling in the wing imaginal disc. To determine how dynamic Bil∆2 

expression is during wing imaginal disc growth I will use the fly lines generated by 

Birgit Aerne in which either the nGreen cassette can be genetically excised (Bil∆2-

FRT-4xnG), or expression of nGreen can be turned on by excision of a stop cassette 

downstream of the HRE (Bil2>stop>4xnG). This will allow me to perform pulse chase 

experiments to determine the perdurance of the nGreen signal, or the rapidity with 

which expression can be induced downstream of the HRE. 

 

My attempts to generate a more effective UAS driven transgenic line to silence Cn 

activity were unsuccessful. Whilst I could efficiently knockdown both Cn regulatory 

subunits in S2 cells, in vivo this proved impossible (Figure 4.1B-D). I therefore used 

the most effective Cn targeting dsRNA that was available, the CanB2 RNAi GD28762 

(Figure 4.1A). Using this tool, I found that reduction in Cn activity alone was unable 

to affect Yki activity as assessed by ex-LacZ transcription and Yki::GFP localisation 

(Figure 4.6B’, 4.12C’’) under nutrient replete conditions. However, under starvation 

conditions, CanB2 RNAi was able to very weakly induce Yki::GFP nuclear 

translocation (Figure 4.14C’) and using the potentially more sensitive Bil∆2 reporter, 

CanB2 RNAi very mildly induced an increase in the nGreen signal (Figure 4.13C’). 

Without more careful analysis and quantification of these changes I am not yet 

confident in asserting that Cn alone can regulate Yki activity. Additionally Cn mutant 

clones also had no effect on Yki target genes as assessed by dIAP1 and Ex staining 

and ex-LacZ transcription (Figure 4.11). However the effect of Sik2S1032A combined 

with CanB2 RNAi on Hippo pathway regulation is more robust. I found that reduction 

in Cn activity consistently potentiated the ability of Sik2S1032A to increase Yki activity 

as assessed by three different Yki activity reporters (Figure 4.6B’, D’, 4.12E’, E’’, 

4.13E’, E’’). Furthermore, the effect could be modulated by changing the nutrient 

environment of the larvae during development (Figure 4.7C’, D’, E, 4.14E’), 

suggesting that the Hippo pathway could be regulated in response to the nutritional 

environment during development, at least in part, via Cn and Sik2. In order to confirm 

these results, it will be necessary to develop methods to carefully quantify ex-LacZ, 

Bil∆2 levels and Yki::GFP nuclear-cytoplasmic ratios. For the latter, a nuclear 

counter-stain can be used to separate the nuclear and cytoplasmic cellular 

components using simple image segmentation routines in ImageJ. The experiment 
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in starved larvae appear promising and will be pursued with the Bil2 reporter as well 

as in genetically null mutant clones for Cn activity.  

 

Over-activation of Cn in the wing disc produced a complex phenotype, one which is 

likely due to effects on an amalgamation of different signalling pathways. Of those 

discs that developed into adult wings, those that resembled more normal adult wings 

were smaller compared to the control (Figure 4.8). However, there were a range of 

phenotypes that resembled perturbations in Notch (Mammucari et al., 2005) and 

EGFR (Sullivan and Rubin, 2002), which have been linked to regulation of or 

regulation by Cn, as well as phenotypes linked to disruption of calcium signalling (Wu 

et al., 2017). Thus, although suggestive of an inhibitory role for Cn in growth control, 

it is not possible to draw any conclusion about the role of Cn in Hippo pathway 

regulation from these experiments. Furthermore, overexpression of non-activated Cn 

had no effect on Yki activity as assessed by ex-LacZ transcription (Figure 4.10).  

 

For the experiments in this chapter I dissected the widely used late/ wandering L3 

wing disc. However, to examine changes in proliferative potential it could be more 

informative to study earlier L3 wing discs in which proliferation is happening more 

actively and the disc is likely to be more sensitive to signals affecting proliferation. 

Additionally it might be  instructive to study the effect of starvation both pre- and post-

CW attainment to assess the nutrient dependent role of Siks and Cn in Hippo 

pathway regulation. Pre-CW, larval growth is sensitive to the nutritional environment, 

whereas post-CW larvae will pupariate regardless of nutritional inputs. (Boulan et al., 

2015; Nijhout et al., 2014). In this context, it would be interesting to see if Sik2S1032A 

expression could drive imaginal disc growth independently of nutritional inputs pre-

CW. This would require careful quantification of wing disc size pre-CW across 

different genotypes under fed and starved conditions, in addition to comparison of 

the posterior and anterior disc growth. Both pre- and post-CW, it will be necessary 

as mentioned above to carefully quantify the effects of Siks and Cn on Yki activity 

reporters in fed and starved conditions.  

 

Although the wing disc does respond to nutrient deprivation, it is at least partially 

spared (Cheng et al., 2011). Thus the wing disc may not be the most responsive 

tissue in which to study the effects of nutrient deprivation on growth control. I 
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therefore decided to use the adult ovary as a more nutritionally sensitive tissue in 

which to study growth control via the Hippo pathway. Thus the focus of my next 

chapter will be the role of Cn in Hippo pathway regulation in adult Drosophila ovaries. 
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 Regulation of Hippo pathway activity by 
Cn in Drosophila adult ovaries 

The Hippo pathway is implicated in multiple stages of oogenesis both during larval 

and adult development. During larval development, Hippo signalling controls 

proliferation of somatic cell types, terminal filament cells (TFCs) and intermingled 

cells (IC). In contrast germ cell (GC) proliferation is controlled in a Yki-dependent, 

but Hpo-independent manner (Sarikaya and Extavour, 2015). The Hippo pathway 

controls terminal filament cell proliferation which determines the number of terminal 

filaments (TFs) formed, which in turn determines the number of ovarioles in the adult 

fly (Sarikaya and Extavour, 2015). In the ICs and GCs, Hippo signalling maintains 

their homeostatic growth during ovary development, such that the proportion of stem 

cells to somatic cells is balanced. This maintenance of homeostatic growth requires 

Hippo-EGFR-Jak/Stat interactions (Sarikaya and Extavour, 2015). In the adult 

ovaries, Hpo has a role in posterior follicle cells (PFCs) to promote exit from the 

mitotic cycle and allow Notch dependent differentiation. In doing so, Hpo helps to 

specify and anterior-posterior (AP) axis of the egg and subsequently the embryo 

(Meignin et al., 2007; Polesello and Tapon, 2007; Yu et al., 2008). It has also been 

shown to be necessary for specification of polar cell fate. In the absence of Hpo or 

Wts, Notch signalling is impaired leading to egg chamber fusion as a result of the 

absence of polar cell specification (Chen et al., 2011). Additionally Hippo signalling 

has been shown to regulate follicular stem cell (FSC) maintenance. Yki is required, 

downstream of hedgehog signalling to maintain FSCs in the germarium (Huang and 

Kalderon, 2014). Finally, Hippo signalling is important for correct border cell 

migration, having roles in both the border cells and the polar cells making up the 

border cell cluster (Lin et al., 2014; Lucas et al., 2013). Hippo signalling is required 

in border cells to regulate the actin cytoskeleton, via Ena and Capping protein, 

preventing actin polymerisation in the centre of the cluster and allowing for collective 

cell migration (Lucas et al., 2013). In the polar cells, Hippo signalling is required to 

induce Upd secretion. Upd activates Jak/Stat signalling and thereby the expression 

of Slbo which is necessary for border cell induction and migration (Lin et al., 2014). 

In addition to being sensitive to changes in Hippo signalling, the ovaries are also 

highly responsive to the nutrient environment of the animal (section 1.1.4). Thus this 
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system was selected as suitable to study the nutrient control of Hippo signalling via 

Cn and Sik2.   

 

This chapter aims to explore whether Cn regulates Hippo pathway activity in the 

Drosophila adult ovary. The first part of the chapter is focused on the effect of 

modulating Cn and Sik2 activity in follicle cells. I first focus on the effect of Cn loss-

of-function in PFCs on Hippo pathway activity. I then use a follicle cell driver to 

investigate the combined effect of Sik2 activation with reduction in Cn activity using 

two different Yki activity readouts. Next I examine the effect of starvation on Hippo 

activity in both early (stage 1-7) and later (stage 9-10) stage egg chambers and upon 

manipulation of Sik2 and Cn activity. Within this starvation context I focus on the 

effect of these manipulations on cell proliferation and cell death. The second part of 

the chapter examines the role of Cn and Sik2 in border cell migration. To investigate 

the different cell types involved in border cell migration I use three different drivers, 

tj-Gal4 (polar cell and follicle cell expression), slbo-Gal4 (outer border cells only) and 

upd-Gal4 (polar cells only).  

 

In nearly all the experiments in this chapter I used a dsRNA targeting hpo as an RNAi 

control for activation of Yki activity. As is frequently observed in the ovary, even for 

null mutants for genes involved in ovarian development the Hpo RNAi phenotype 

was not 100% penetrant. Indeed, the penetrance of all phenotypes reported in this 

chapter was not 100%, with there being biological variability in all genotypes, and 

resultant phenotypes, tested. This was also true in the case of the Hpo and Cn 

mutant clones. For weak phenotypes, such as those expected with modulation of Cn, 

this made interpretation of the effects more challenging, and therefore it is more 

difficult to draw definitive conclusions. Where possible I have attempted to quantify 

the phenotypes to help clarify the effects of the genetic manipulations tested. In the 

future I will include a stronger hpo or wts RNAi line as a control for the ovary 

experiments. 
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5.1 Cn mutant clones mildly affect Hippo activity in posterior 
follicle cells. 

hpo mutant clones are known to induce over-proliferation and increases in levels of 

immature FC marker fasciclin III (FasIII), although only within the PFC (Meignin et 

al., 2007; Polesello and Tapon, 2007; Yu et al., 2008). In this section I focus on the 

effect of mutant Cn on Hippo pathway activity. I generated mitotic clones mutant for 

Cn, using a heat inducible flippase (hs-Flp), as in section 4.4, CanBko was 

recombined with hsFlp, therefore the control and hpo mutant clones are 

heterozygous for CanBko. I concentrated on clones generated in the PFCs, as a Cn 

loss-of-function phenotype would be expected to phenocopy the hpo mutant 

phenotype (Figure 5.1). The hpo mutant clones displayed increased FasIII staining, 

as well as multilayering, as described previously (Meignin et al., 2007; Polesello and 

Tapon, 2007) (Figure 5.1B-B’’’). The follicular epithelium in Cn mutant clones was 

mildly disrupted, as can be seen from the DAPI and phalloidin staining (Figure 5.1C’’-

C’’’), however there was no obvious increase in FasIII expression (Figure 5.1C’). 

There is a slight increase in the example in Figure 5.1C’ compared to the control 

clone (Figure 5.1A’), however this is most likely due to the slight difference in age 

between the two egg chambers. Furthermore, the slight multi-layered phenotype 

seen with the Cn mutant clones was only present in egg chambers younger than 

stage 8 and further to that, was not always obvious in all clones, especially smaller 

clones. I decided to look next at ex-LacZ as a direct readout for Yki activity (Figure 

5.2). hpo mutant clones gave the expected phenotype in the PFCs, increased ex-

LacZ expression and multilayering (Figure 5.2B-B’’’). Cn mutant clones did not show 

an obvious increase in ex-LacZ compared to the control clones (Figure 5.2 compare 

A’- C’), but did display a very weak multi-layering phenotype. However, I noticed that 

the Cn mutant clones gave a more obvious multi-layered phenotype when almost the 

entire egg chamber was mutant for Cn (although still only in stages 8 and below) 

(Figure 5.2F-F’’’). When compared to the control clones, there was still no obvious 

increase in ex-LacZ expression, whereas egg chambers entirely mutant for hpo, in 

which the polar cells were also mutant, gave rise to fused egg chambers, as has 

been described previously (Chen et al., 2011). These results suggest that Cn can 

affect PFC proliferation very weakly, but in order to do so must be lost from FC early 

on in their specification such that the majority of follicle cells are mutant. However 
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the effect is not strong enough to induce changes in Yki target gene expression 

(Figure 5.2C’, F’) nor to induce changes in the differentiation state of the cells (Figure 

5.1C’). Furthermore, the effects are only evident in early stage egg chambers, when 

the follicle cells are still dividing mitotically, or have only recently entered into 

endocycling, potentially indicating that changes in Cn activity are not strong enough 

to affect non-mitotically dividing cells, or cause their re-entry into mitosis. 

 

 
Figure 5.1 FasIII levels are mildly increased in Cn clones in stage 8 egg 
chambers 
Single X-Y confocal sections of adult egg chambers stained for FasIII and Phalloidin. 
Mitotic clones were induced with hsFlp in L3 larval stages, adult ovaries were 
dissected 8 d after heat shock. FasIII expression is low in posterior follicle cells in 
wild type stage 8 egg chambers (A’). FasIII expression is increased  in posterior 
follicle cells in hpo clones (B’). There is multi layering and disorganisation of the 
posterior follicle cell epithelium in hpo clones (B’’, B’’’, yellow arrow heads). FasIII 
expression is unchanged in Cn clones (C’). There is some disorganisation of the 
posterior follicle cell epithelium (C’’, C’’’, yellow arrow heads). Wild type clones are 
marked with GFP, mutant clones are GFP negative. Scale bar represents 50 µm. 
Asterisk marks the egg chamber depicted in the zoomed in image. Egg chambers 
are oriented with posterior to the right. Genotypes are as follows hsFlp, 
CanBKO/hsFlp; ex-LacZ, FRT42D-GFP/FRT42D; +/+ (A-A’’’), hsFlp, CanBKO/hsFlp; 
ex-LacZ, FRT42D-GFP/FRT42D, hpomgh3; +/+ (B-B’’’), hsFlp, CanBKO/hsFlp, 
CanBKO; FRT42D, CanB2KO/ ex-LacZ, FRT42D-GFP; +/+ (C-C’’’). 
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Figure 5.2 ex-LacZ levels are unaffected in Cn clones in stage 8 egg chambers 
Single X-Y confocal sections of adult egg chambers stained for 𝛽- galactosidase and 
phalloidin (A-A’’’, B-B’’’, C-C’’’, D-D’’’, E-E’’’, F-F’’’). Follicle cell only clones (A-A’’’, B-
B’’’, C-C’’’) or fully mutant stage 8 egg chambers (D-D’’’, E-E’’’, F-F’’’) are depicted. 
Hippo pathway activity was monitored using the ex697-lacZ (ex-lacZ) enhancer trap 
line. Mitotic clones were induced with hsFlp in L3 larval stages, adult ovaries were 
dissected 8 d after heat shock. Expression of ex-LacZ is low in posterior follicle cells 
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in wild type stage 8 egg chambers (A’, D’) and the follicular epithelium is well 
organised (A’’-A’’’, D’’-D’’’). ex-LacZ expression is increased  in posterior follicle cells 
in hpo clones (B’, E’, yellow arrow heads). There is multi layering and disorganization 
of the posterior follicle cell epithelium in follicle cell only hpo clones (B’’, B’’’, yellow 
arrow heads). In egg chambers fully mutant for hpo, egg chambers become fused 
(E’’-E’’’). Expression of ex-lacZ is unaffected in Cn clones (C’, F’). There is some mild 
disorganisation of the posterior follicle cell epithelium (C’’-C’’’, F’’-F’’’, yellow arrow 
heads). Wild type clones are marked with GFP, mutant clones are GFP negative. 
Scale bar represents 50 µm. Asterisk marks the egg chamber depicted in the zoomed 
in image. Egg chambers are oriented with posterior to the right. 
 

5.2 Combined CanB2 RNAi/Sik2S1032A expression using a 
follicle cell driver affects Hippo pathway activity 

I next wanted to try a stronger manipulation that would reproducibly affect follicle 

cells from early on in their specification. In order to do this I used a Gal4 driver, traffic 

jam-Gal4 (tj-Gal4), which is expressed in all somatic cells contacting the germline 

cells. This includes follicle precursor cells in the germarium and all follicle cells up 

until stage 12, including polar cells, border cells and centripetal cells (Li et al., 2003) 

(Figure 1.2, 1.3). Furthermore, manipulation of Cn in the wing discs revealed that 

reduction in Cn expression only had an observable effect when combined with 

Sik2S1032A (Chapter 4). Thus, I used tj-Gal4 to combine expression of CanB2 RNAi 

with Sik2S1032A expression, with either ex-LacZ or Yki::GFP as a readout of Yki 

activity.  

5.2.1 tj-Gal4, ex-LacZ 

Based on the results with the Cn mutant clones, I decided to focus first on the effect 

of Cn and Sik2S1032A on PFC of stage 8 egg chambers. Reduction in Hpo levels leads 

to a mild increase in ex-LacZ expression, with slight multilayering of the PFCs (Figure 

5.3B-B’’’). Reduction in Cn levels has no effect on ex-LacZ expression, but some 

very mild disorganisation of the follicular epithelium does occur (Figure 5.3C-C’’’), 

similar to, but weaker than the effects seen in PFC mutant for Cn (Figure 5.1, 5.2). 

Expression of activated Sik2S1032A strongly increases Yki activity and induces 

multilayering within the PFCs (Figure 5.3D-D’’’). There is a striking increase in 

disorganisation of the follicular epithelium, which is not completely confined to the 

PFCs, upon co-expression of Sik2S1032A with CanB2 RNAi (Figure 5.3E, E’’-E’’’). This 

is accompanied by a strong increase in ex-LacZ expression (Figure 5.3E-E’). Given 
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the strength of the effect of combined Sik2S1032A and CanB2 RNAi I decided to look 

at later stage egg chambers, Stage 10, when follicle cells have long since ceased to 

divide mitotically, to see if this combination could still strongly activate Yki activity. 

Expression of Hpo RNAi causes an increase in ex-LacZ expression in a small subset 

of PFCs, accompanied by multi-layering of the epithelium (Figure 5.4B-B’’’). 

Expression of CanB2 RNAi has no effect on Yki activity in the PFC of stage 10 egg 

chambers, nor did it disrupt the follicular epithelium (Figure 5.4C-C’’’). Activated 

SikS1032A caused an increase in ex-LacZ expression and multi-layering in the PFCs, 

similar to the Hpo RNAi, but with a higher penetrance (Figure 5.4 D-D’’’). As in the 

earlier stage egg chambers, the combination of Sik2S1032A and CanB2 RNAi strongly 

increased ex-LacZ expression, in some cases not only in the PFCs, but throughout 

the follicular epithelium (Figure 5.4E, E’). Not all stage 10 egg chambers showed as 

strong an induction of ex-LacZ expression throughout the follicular epithelium. This 

combination also caused multi-layering of follicle cells that extended out further from 

the PFC region than any of the other genetic manipulations (Figure 5.4E’’-E’’’).  
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Figure 5.3 Combined knockdown of Cn and overexpression of Sik2S1032A strongly 
increases ex-LacZ levels in stage 8 egg chambers 
Single X-Y confocal sections of adult egg chambers stained for 𝛽- galactosidase and 
phalloidin (A-A’’’, B-B’’’, C-C’’’, D-D’’’, E-E’’’). Sik2S1032A, HA, CanB2 RNAi, and Hpo 
RNAi were expressed under the control of tj-Gal4. Hippo pathway activity was 
monitored by ex697-lacZ (ex-lacZ) enhancer trap line. Expression of ex-LacZ is low in 
posterior follicle cells in wild type stage 8 egg chambers (A’) and the posterior 
follicular epithelium is well organized (A’’-A’’). Knockdown of Hpo increases ex-LacZ 
expression in posterior follicle cells (B’). There is mild multi-layering and 
disorganization of the posterior follicle cell epithelium (B’’, B’’’). Expression of ex-
LacZ is unchanged upon knockdown of Cn (C’). There is very mild disorganization 
of the posterior follicle cell epithelium (C’’-C’’’). Activated Sik2 strongly increases ex-
LacZ expression (D’) and induces disorganization in the posterior follicular epithelium 
(D’’-D’’’). Combined loss of Cn with Sik2S1032A expression increases ex-LacZ 
expression more than activated Sik2 alone in posterior follicle cells (E’). The posterior 
follicular epithelium is strongly disorganised, and there is mild disruption to the 
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follicular epithelium towards the anterior of the egg chamber. Scale bar represents 
50 µm. Egg chambers are oriented with posterior to the right. 
 

 
Figure 5.4 Combined knockdown of Cn and overexpression of Sik2S1032A strongly 
increases ex-LacZ levels in stage 10 egg chambers 
Single X-Y confocal sections of adult egg chambers stained for 𝛽- galactosidase and 
phalloidin (A-A’’’, B-B’’’, C-C’’’, D-D’’’, E-E’’’). Sik2S1032A, HA, CanB2 RNAi, and Hpo 
RNAi were expressed under the control of tj-Gal4. Hippo pathway activity was 
monitored using the ex697-LacZ (ex-LacZ) enhancer trap line. Expression of ex-LacZ 
is only in polar cells of wild type stage 10 egg chambers (A’). The posterior follicular 
epithelium is well organised (A’’-A’’). Knockdown of Hpo mildly increases ex-LacZ 
expression in posterior follicle cells (B’). There is mild multi-layering and 
disorganisation of the posterior follicle cell epithelium (B’’, B’’’). Expression of ex-
LacZ is found only in the polar cells upon Cn knockdown (C’). There is no 
multilayering or disorganisation of the posterior follicular epithelium (C’’-C’’’). 
Activated Sik2S1032A strongly increases ex-LacZ expression (D’) and induces 
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disorganisation in the posterior follicular epithelium (D’’-D’’’). Combined loss of Cn 
with Sik2S1032A expression increases ex-LacZ expression more than activated 
Sik2S1032A alone in posterior follicle cells, and also in more anteriorly localised follicle 
cells (E’). The posterior follicular epithelium is strongly disorganised with multi-
layering also occurring in more anteriorly localised follicle cells. Scale bar represents 
50 µm. Egg chambers are oriented with posterior to the right. 
 
The Hippo pathway regulates both apoptosis and cell proliferation to control growth. 

Thus, I decided to check if the increase in ex-LacZ expression translated into 

increased proliferation in the PFCs, using phosphohistone-H3 (PH3) as a marker for 

mitotic cell divisions (Figure 5.5). After stage 7, follicle cells exit mitotic cell divisions, 

thus in wild type egg chambers post stage 7 there should be no PH3 positive foci, 

which is what I observe (Figure 5.5A’, D’, G’). However upon overexpression of 

Sik2S1032A, PH3 foci occur in stage 8 egg chambers (Figure 5.5B’). In the case of 

combined Sik2S1032A/CanB2 RNAi expression in which ex-LacZ expression is 

strongly increased, PH3 foci can be found in PFCs of stage 8 egg chambers (Figure 

5.5C’) as well as in some stage 9 and even in some stage 10 egg chambers (Figure 

5.5F’, I’) which never occurs in wild type egg chambers of the same stage. These 

results suggest that as in wing discs, loss of Cn function synergises with activated 

Sik2S1032A to increase Hippo pathway activity. This synergy is however a lot stronger 

in the follicular epithelium than the wing disc epithelium. It is tempting to speculate 

that this could be as a result of a higher sensitivity to perturbations in nutrient sensing 

pathways on growth control in ovaries, than in the partially spared wing disc. 
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Figure 5.5 Combined knockdown of Cn and overexpression of Sik2S1032A induces 
PFCs to re-enter into mitotic cell division 
Single X-Y confocal sections of adult egg chambers stained for phosphohistone-H3 
(PH3) and phalloidin (A-A’, B-B’, C-C’, D-D’, E-E’, F-F’, G-G’, H-H’, I-I’). Sik2S1032A, 
HA, and CanB2 RNAi, were expressed under the control of tj-Gal4. The number of 
PH3 foci per egg chamber were counted and the percentage of egg chambers with 
foci are plotted as a percentage of the total number of egg chambers analysed (J, 
K). Panels (A-A’, B-B’, C-C’, D-D’, E-E’, F-F’, G-G’, H-H’, I-I’) show representative 
images of egg chambers analysed. There are no PH3 positive foci in control egg 
chambers in stages 8, 9 or 10 (A’, D’, G’, J, K). Overexpression of activated Sik2S0132A 
increases the number of PH3 foci in the PFCs of stage 8 and 9 egg chambers (B’, 
E’, J, K), but not stage 10 egg chambers (H’). Combined knockdown of Cn with 
Sik2S1032A expression increases the number of PH3 foci per egg chamber more 
strongly that Sik2S1032A alone in stages 8, 9 and 10 egg chambers (C’, F’, I’, J, K).  
Scale bar represents 50 µm. Egg chambers are oriented with posterior to the right. 
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5.2.2 tj-Gal4, Yki::GFP 

I next looked at Yki::GFP localisation as another read-out of Hippo pathway activity. 

I focused either on the surface follicular epithelium of stage 10 egg chambers where 

Yki is largely excluded from the nucleus (Figure 5.6A-A’’), or on the stretch cells in 

which Yki::GFP is largely nuclear (Figure 5.6G-G’). Stretch cells are the 5% of follicle 

cells that form a squamous cell layer over the nurse cells at stage 9. They are thought 

to be under higher tension than follicle cells covering the oocyte, which could account 

for their high levels of nuclear Yki (Fletcher et al., 2018). Looking at these two 

different follicular cell types within stage 10 egg chambers allowed me to assess 

genetic manipulations that would promote Yki::GFP nuclear translocation in the 

follicular epithelium (CanB2 RNAi combined with Sik2S1032A), or inhibit nuclear 

Yki::GFP localisation in the stretch cells (Cn over-expression).  

 

Overexpression of Ex, a negative regulator of Yki activity, causes Yki::GFP to be 

strongly excluded from the nuclei of cells in the follicular epithelium (Figure 5.6B-B’’) 

and the stretch cells (Figure 5.6H-H’). Cn is a negative regulator of Yki activity in S2 

cells (Figure 3.3). If Cn acts as a negative regulator of Yki activity in vivo, then 

overexpression of Cn (Pp2B-14D; CanB2) would be expected to decrease Yki 

nuclear localisation in a manner similar to Ex overexpression. In the follicular 

epithelium, Yki::GFP appears to be marginally less nuclear upon Cn overexpression 

when compared to the control situation (Figure 5.6C-C’’ compared to A-A’’). Without 

quantification of the nuclear to cytoplasmic ratio it is difficult to conclude anything 

about Cn regulation of Yki in this context. In the stretch cells there is no change in 

nuclear Yki::GFP (Figure 5.6I-I’’ compared to G-G’), suggesting that Cn cannot 

regulate Yki in the stretch cells, or at least that the effect of Cn overexpression is too 

weak to overcome the mechanical cues forcing Yki into the nucleus.  
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Figure 5.6 Combined knockdown of Cn and overexpression of Sik2S1032A mildly 
increases Yki::GFP nuclear localization in follicle cells of stage 10 egg 
chambers. 
Single X-Y confocal sections of adult egg chambers. Sik2S1032A, HA, CanB2, Pp2B-
14D, CanB2 RNAi, and Ex were expressed under the control of tj-Gal4. Hippo 
pathway activity was monitored by Yki::GFP localisation. In wild type stage egg 
chambers, Yki is largely excluded from follicle cell nuclei (A’’), but localised in the 
nucleus of stretch cells (G’). Expression of Ex leads to nuclear exclusion of Yki in 
both follicle cells (B’’) and stretch cells (H’). Expression of Cn very weakly reduces 
Yki nuclear localisation in both follicle cells (C’’) and stretch cells (I’). Sik2S1032A 
increases Yki nuclear localisation in follicle cells (D’’). Activated Sik2S1032A increases 
the number of stretch cells (J’). Knockdown of Cn does not affect Yki nuclear 
localisation in either follicle cells (E’’) or stretch cells (K’). Combined loss of Cn with 
Sik2S1032A  expression increases Yki nuclear localisation more that activated 
Sik2S1032A alone in both follicle cells (D’’, F’’) and stretch cells (J’, L’) and leads to 
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disorganisation of the follicle cells (F’’).  Scale bar represents 50 µm. Egg chambers 
are oriented with posterior to the right. 
 
Overexpression of Sik2S1032A has a moderate effect on ex-LacZ expression in stage 

10 PFCs (Figure 5.4D-D’’’). This is also reflected in Yki::GFP nuclear localisation in 

the follicular epithelium, which is more nuclear towards the posterior of the egg 

chamber (Figure 5.6D-D’’). Whilst CanB2 RNAi expression has no effect on Yki 

nuclear localisation either in the follicular epithelium (Figure 5.6 E-E’’) or the stretch 

cells (Figure 5.6K-K’), the combined expression with Sik2S1032A strongly induces 

nuclear Yki::GFP localisation in the entire follicular epithelium in addition to disrupting 

the organisation of the epithelial layer (Figure 5.6F-F’’). Counter-intuitively, Yki::GFP 

in the stretch cells appears less nuclear upon both Sik2S1032A expression alone and 

in combination with CanB2 RNAi, however, there are an increased number of stretch 

cells covering the nurse cells in both genotypes (Figure 5.6J-J’, L-L’). An increase in 

the number of stretch cells would be expected to decrease the mechanical strain felt 

by each cell, which potentially explains the decrease in nuclear Yki::GFP in this 

context.  

 

From these results it appears that CanB2 RNAi and Sik2S1032A show synergistic 

regulation of Yki activity as assessed by two different Hippo pathway activity 

reporters. It is reasonable to expect that combining Sik2S1032A expression with loss 

of function of Cn would have a stronger effect than the CanB2 RNAi. To answer this 

question I would like to make mitotic clones mutant for Cn in which Sik2S1032A is 

expressed. The stocks were under construction at the time of writing. 

 

5.3 tj-G4 ex-LacZ/Yki::GFP starvation 

The nutritional regulation of adult Drosophila oogenesis has been widely studied. In 

response to starvation the mitotic and endocycle phases are altered (Drummond-

Barbosa and Spradling, 2001). In mitotic egg chambers up to stages 6/7, starvation 

leads a decrease in FC and GSC proliferation. In endocycling egg chambers from 

stage 8 onwards, which also coincides with entering into the vitellogenic stages of 

oogenesis (see Figure 1.2), egg chambers undergo degeneration and apoptosis 

(Drummond-Barbosa and Spradling, 2001). This regulation comes from mTOR, 
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insulin and ecdysone signalling, which in turn are regulated in response to nutrient 

deprivation. This section therefore looks at the effect of starvation on Hippo pathway 

activity in ovaries, either in the mitotic or endocycle phases, and examines the effect 

of modulating Cn and Sik2 activity in this nutritional context. 

5.3.1 Starvation and ex-lacZ 

In stage 1-7 egg chambers in which follicle cells are still mitotically dividing, 16 h of 

starvation has no effect on Yki activity (Figure 5.7A-A’) as measured by ex-LacZ 

transcription. There is also no effect of starvation on ex-LacZ expression between 

the fed and starved conditions when either Hpo RNAi (Figure 5.7B-B’) or CanB2 

RNAi (Figure 5.7C-C’) are expressed. However, after only 16 h, the perdurance of 

the b-galactosidase protein might mask any changes in levels of ex-LacZ 

transcription. There is a reduction in the intensity of the ex-LacZ signal after 16 h of 

starvation compared to the fed condition when either Sik2S1032A or Sik2S1032A/CanB2 

RNAi are expressed (Figure 5.7D-D, and E-E’ respectively). This suggests that 

complete starvation for 16 h can partially inhibit the increase in Yki activity even upon 

strong activation by Sik2S1032A and Sik2S1032A/CanB2 RNAi. This same pattern can be 

observed in stage 9 egg chambers that manage to progress past stage 8 under 

starvation conditions (the majority die as expected around stage 8). In the case of 

wild-type, Hpo RNAi or CanB2 RNAi, starvation does not affect levels of ex-LacZ 

transcription, which are already low at this stage of oogenesis (Figure 5.7F-F’, G-G’, 

H-H’). After 16 h of starvation, there is a clear reduction in intensity of the ex-LacZ 

signal when Sik2S1032A or Sik2S1032A/CanB2 RNAi are expressed(Figure 5.7I-I’, J-J’), 

though ex-LacZ levels are still markedly increased compared with controls (Figure 

5.7F’). The stronger effect of the combined Sik2S1032A/CanB2 RNAi expression 

compared to Sik2S1032A alone, on ex-LacZ and disorganisation of the follicular 

epithelium, is maintained after starvation. It is slightly surprising that starvation 

appears to have very little effect on ex-LacZ and by extension Yki activity, however, 

16 h of starvation might not be long enough to reveal subtle changes that could be 

masked by b-galactosidase protein perdurance. I would have expected that 

Sik2S1032A  expression would make cells less sensitive to starvation, especially when 

combined with a reduction in Cn activity, however without comparison with depletion 

of a nutrient-insensitive activator of Yki upstream of Hpo, Sav and Sik2, I cannot 
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make the judgement as to whether this is the case (see 5.5 and 7.5 for discussion). 

Unfortunately the strength of Hpo RNAi is not comparable to Sik2S1032A 

overexpression, and therefore it is difficult to compare the response to starvation 

between these two manipulations. 

 

 
Figure 5.7 Starvation reduces the increased ex-LacZ expression levels induced 
by Sik2S1032A and  combined knockdown of Cn and overexpression of Sik2S1032A , 
whilst multi-layering of the posterior follicular epithelium is unaffected both in 
stage 1-7 and stage 9 egg chambers. 
Single X-Y confocal sections of adult egg chambers stained for 𝛽- galactosidase (A-
A’, B-B’, C-C’, D-D’, E-E’, F-F’, G-G’, H-H’, I-I’, J-J’). Sik2S1032A, HA, CanB2 RNAi, 
and Hpo RNAi were expressed under the control of tj-Gal4. Hippo pathway activity 
was monitored by ex697-LacZ (ex-LacZ) enhancer trap line. 1-3 d old mated adult 
females were starved for 16 h prior to dissection. Starvation has no observable effect 
on ex-LacZ expression in wild type stage 1-7 egg chambers (A-A’) or on ex-LacZ 
expression in PFCs in stage 9 wild type egg chambers (F-F’). There is also no 
change upon knockdown of Hpo (B-B’) or Cn (C-C’) on ex-LacZ expression in stage 
1-7 egg chambers after 16 h of starvation. There is also no change in the mild ex-
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LacZ upregulation induced by Hpo RNAi after starvation (G-G’) in PFCs of stage 9 
egg chambers.  Expression of ex-LacZ induced by Sik2S1032A alone and in 
combination with Cn knockdown is weaker after 16h starvation in stage 1-7 egg 
chambers compared to the fed condition (D-D’ and E-E’ respectively). The same 
weaker ex-LacZ signal in the posterior follicle cells of stage 9 egg chambers is 
evident in starved compared to fed egg chambers (I-I’ and J-J’ respectively). Scale 
bar represents 50 µm. Egg chambers are oriented with posterior to the right. 
 

5.3.2 Modulation of Cn and Sik2 activity affects proliferation of follicle cells  

Having established that Sik2S1032A and CanB2 RNAi synergise to promote Hippo 

pathway activity in both fed and starved conditions, I next wanted to investigate if this 

translated into changes in proliferation of the follicle cells. I focused on stage 1-7 egg 

chambers, in which follicle cells are dividing mitotically and therefore are more likely 

to respond to changes affecting proliferation. The number of PH3 positive foci per 

egg chamber was quantified for each genotype either under fed conditions or after 

4h of starvation (Figure 5.8) or 16 h of starvation (Figure 5.9). In the fed state 

expression of Hpo RNAi increased the number of PH3 foci per egg chamber, such 

that there was a higher percentage of egg chambers with multiple PH3 foci upon loss 

of Hpo, as expected (Figure 5.8B,F). CanB2 RNAi expression also increased the 

number of PH3 foci per egg chamber (Figure 5.8C, F), this was unexpected as 

reduction of Cn by CanB2 RNAi had no detectable effect on ex-LacZ expression or 

Yki:::GFP localisation in either wing imaginal discs (Chapter 3) or in ovarian follicle 

cells. However CanB2 RNAi was able to very weakly induce Bil∆2 expression in the 

imaginal wing disc (Figure 4.13), suggesting that Cn can modulate Hippo activity, but 

it might not be the only means by which it can regulate proliferation. Sik2S1032A 

expression also increased the number of PH3 foci per egg chamber (Figure 5.8D, 

F), with combined Sik2S1032A/CanB2 RNAi expression having the strongest effect out 

of all the genetic manipulations tested (Figure 5.8E, F). In all genotypes, just 4 h of 

starvation induced a striking reduction in the number of mitotic cells per egg chamber 

(Figure 5.8G), this reduction was strongest for Hpo RNAi and CanB2 RNAi 

expressing follicle cells (Figure 5.8B’, C’, G). Whereas for Sik2S1032A/CanB2 RNAi 

expression, the number of mitotic cells per egg chamber was only reduced back to 

a level similar to wild type fed follicle cells (Figure 5.8F, G). 
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Figure 5.8 Mitotic cell divisions in stage 1-7 egg chambers are strongly inhibited 
after 4h of starvation. 
Planar confocal sections of adult egg chambers (A-A’, B-B’, C-C’, D-D’, E-E’) stained 
for phosphohistone-H3 (PH3).  Sik2S1032A, HA, CanB2 RNAi, and Hpo RNAi were 
expressed under the control of tj-Gal4. 1-3 d old mated adult females were starved 
for 4 h prior to dissection. The number of PH3 foci per egg chamber were counted 
and the percentage of egg chambers with foci are plotted as a percentage of the total 
number of egg chambers analysed (F, G). Mitotic cell divisions are strongly reduced 
after 4 h of starvation (F, G). Panels (A-A’, B-B’, C-C’, D-D’, E-E’) show 
representative images of egg chambers analysed. Knockdown of Hpo increases the 
number of PH3 foci per egg chamber (B, F, G), which is reduced to a lower number 
of PH3 foci per egg chamber than in starved wild type egg chambers (B’, F, G). 
Knock down of Cn increases the number of PH3 foci per egg chamber (C, F, G), 
which is reduced to a lower number than starved wild type egg chambers (C’, F, G). 
Sik2S1032A strongly increases the number of PH3 foci per egg chamber (D, F, G), 
which is reduced to wild type levels after 4 h starvation (D’, F, G). Combined loss of 
Cn with Sik2S1032A expression increases the number of PH3 foci per egg chamber 
more strongly that Sik2S1032A alone (E, F, G). After 4 h starvation the number of PH3 
foci is reduced to a level similar to fed wild type egg chambers (E’, F, G). Scale bar 
represents 50 µm. Egg chambers are oriented with posterior to the right. 
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I performed the same quantification after 16 h of starvation. In fed conditions CanB2 

RNAi once again caused an increase in the number of PH3 positive foci per egg 

chamber at a similar level to Hpo RNAi (Figure 5.9A, B, F), with Sik2S1032A and 

combined Sik2S1032A/ CanB2 RNAi causing a larger increase in the number of PH3 

foci per egg chamber (Figure 5.9D, E, F). After 16 h of starvation, the effect on the 

number of mitotic cells per egg chamber was stronger than after 4 h (Figure 5.8G 

compared to Figure 5.9G). Combined expression of Sik2S1032A and CanB2 RNAi was 

still able to induce cell proliferation at similar levels to wild type fed follicle cells after 

16h of starvation (Figure 5.9F, G). As mentioned in section 5.3.1, to be able to 

demonstrate that Sik2 and Cn represent a nutrient sensitive input into regulation of 

proliferation, it would be necessary to include a positive upstream regulator of Yki 

activity that one would not expect to be sensitive to nutritionally derived signals, such 

as Merlin or Kibra. A caveat to these experiments is that the 4 h and 16 h 

quantifications were performed in different genetic background. For the 16 h 

starvation ex-LacZ was present, as such, follicle cells were missing one copy of ex 

which is known to affect some hpo phenotypes. Furthermore, these experiments 

have been performed only once. Therefore to ensure the reproducibility of the 

phenotypes discussed, they would have to be repeated. 
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Figure 5.9 Combined knockdown of Cn and overexpression of Sik2S1032A strongly 
increases the number of mitotic divisions in stage 1-7 egg chambers, which is 
not completely abolished by 16 h starvation. 
Planar confocal sections of adult egg chambers (A-A’, B-B’, C-C’, D-D’, E-E’) stained 
for phosphohistone-H3 (PH3).  Sik2S1032A, HA, CanB2 RNAi, and Hpo RNAi were 
expressed under the control of tj-Gal4. 1-3 d old mated adult females were starved 
for 16 h prior to dissection. The number of PH3 foci per egg chamber were counted 
and the percentage of egg chambers with foci are plotted as a percentage of the total 
number of egg chambers analysed (F, G). Mitotic cell divisions are strongly reduced 
after 16 h of starvation (F, G). Panels (A-A’, B-B’, C-C’, D-D’, E-E’) show 
representative images of egg chambers analysed. Knockdown of Hpo increases the 
number of PH3 foci per egg chamber (B, F, G), which decreases to wild type levels 
after 16h starvation (B’, F, G). Knock down of Cn increases the number of PH3 foci 
per egg chamber (C, F, G), after 16 h starvation, the number of PH3 foci is similar to 
starved wild type egg chambers (C’, F, G). Sik2S1032A strongly increases the number 
of PH3 foci per egg chamber (D, F, G), after 16 h starvation, the number of PH3 foci 
is reduced to a level similar to starved wild type egg chambers (D’, F, G). Combined 
loss of Cn with Sik2S1032A expression increases the number of PH3 foci per egg 
chamber more strongly that Sik2S1032A alone (E, F, G). After 16 h starvation the 
number of PH3 foci is reduced to a level similar to fed wild type egg chambers (E’, 
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F, G). Scale bar represents 50 µm. Egg chambers are oriented with posterior to the 
right. 
 

These results suggest that Cn and Sik can influence cell proliferation, however, this 

is not necessarily through regulation of the Hippo pathway. The transcription factor 

FOXO is a key downstream target of Akt which is regulated in response to the 

nutrient environment via insulin signalling (Jünger et al., 2003; Puig et al., 2003). Siks 

are also able to regulate FOXO activity in response to the nutrient environment, and 

furthermore Siks can be activated by Akt (Choi et al., 2015; Dentin et al., 2007; Wang 

et al., 2011). Therefore it is possible that under starvation conditions, Sik2S1032A can 

inhibit FOXO activity in the absence of insulin signalling and Akt activity to promote 

follicle cell proliferation, independently of Hippo signalling. To determine if this is the 

case, it will be necessary to check if Akt overexpression can also partially bypass the 

effects of starvation by regulation of FOXO to promote proliferation, and furthermore, 

it will be necessary to check the nuclear localisation of FOXO during starvation and 

the effect that Sik2S1032A and Akt overexpression have on FOXO localisation during 

starvation. The relatively mild effects of Sik/Cn modulation during starvation on Hippo 

signalling may also be due to the effect of other nutrient related inputs that can 

regulate Yki/YAP activity, such as AMPK, PDK1 and soluble growth factors (Fan et 

al., 2013; Gailite et al., 2015; Miller et al., 2012; J. S. Mo et al., 2012; Mo et al., 2015; 

Straßburger et al., 2012; Yu et al., 2013, 2012), which are discussed in more detail 

in section 7.5. Therefore it would be informative to look directly at Sav S413 

phosphorylation during starvation in the ovary. This could be done by Western 

blotting, in addition to looking at Yki S168 phosphorylation to determine its activity. If 

Sav S413 phosphorylation decreases during starvation, this would suggest that 

Hippo pathway activity can be regulated by nutritional signals at the level of Sav/Hpo. 

Furthermore, if Sav S413 phosphorylation in ovaries could be increased by 

Sik2S1032A/CanB2 RNAi overexpression during starvation , this would lend support to 

my hypothesis of a nutrient sensitive role for Sik and Cn in regulating Hippo pathway 

activity. 
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5.3.3 Effect on cell death 

The Hippo pathway regulates both proliferation and apoptosis (Badouel and McNeill, 

2011; Meng et al., 2016). Hence I next investigated the effect of starvation on cell 

death, and if manipulations of the Hippo pathway affected cell death in this context. 

I used a staining for Death caspase-1 (Dcp1) to assess levels of cell death. In stage 

1-7 egg chambers there was negligible cell death in all genotypes except Hpo RNAi 

after 16h of starvation (Figure 5.10A, C-E and respectively A’, C’-E’). Knockdown of 

Hpo did not induce cell death in fed conditions (Figure 5.10B), however upon 

starvation, there were a number of germaria staining positive for Dcp1 (Figure 

5.10B’). The pattern of this staining overlaps with a proposed checkpoint for 

oogenesis progression past the germline cyst stage which occurs at the junction 

between region 2a and 2b of the germarium under nutrient restriction (Drummond-

Barbosa and Spradling, 2001). This checkpoint is proposed to occur due to failure of 

germline cysts to develop properly under conditions of nutrient restriction, however 

exactly how it is regulated is not known. One possible explanation for this checkpoint 

being activated under nutrient restriction when Hpo activity is reduced in FCs is that 

Hpo loss causes aberrant proliferation of FSCs, which is not coordinated with GSC 

production (which is slowed down by starvation) and therefore egg chambers cannot 

be correctly formed. FSC proliferation is not controlled solely by direct signalling via 

insulin, but is also thought to be controlled indirectly by GSC derived dILPs (LaFever, 

2005; LaFever et al., 2010), thus loss of Hpo function could bypass this coordination 

of proliferation under nutrient restriction. Furthermore, both Hh and Yki are required 

for FSC maintenance, with Yki acting downstream of Hedgehog signalling (Hsu et 

al., 2017; Huang and Kalderon, 2014) and Hedgehog signalling has been 

demonstrated to be a nutrient sensitive regulator of FSC proliferation (Hartman et 

al., 2013). Thus increased Yki activity in FSC under nutrient restriction could also 

lead to loss of FSCs or aberrant proliferation by evasion of Hh-mediated regulation. 
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Figure 5.10 Combined knockdown of Cn and overexpression of Sik2S1032A in 
follicle cells promotes nurse and oocyte cell death in stage 9 and older egg 
chambers 
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Planar confocal sections of adult egg chambers (A-A’, B-B’, C-C’, D-D’, E-E, F’, F’’’, 
G’, G’’’, H’, H’’’, I’, I’’’, J’, J’’’, K’) stained for Dcp-1 (Dcp1).  Single X-Y confocal 
sections of adult egg chambers (F, F’’, G, G’’, H, H’’, I, I’’, J, J’’, K) stained for Dcp-1 
(Dcp1).  Sik2S1032A, HA, CanB2 RNAi, and Hpo RNAi were expressed under the 
control of tj-Gal4. 1-3 d old mated adult females were starved for 16 h prior to 
dissection. There is no Dcp1 staining under fed conditions in stage 1-7 egg chambers 
(A-E) or stage 9 egg chambers (F-F’, G-G’, H-H’, I-I’, J-J’) for any of the genotypes 
tested. Increasing Hpo pathway activity by knockdown of Cn, activation of Sik2S1032A 
or combined activation of Sik2S1032A and loss of Cn does not increase cell death under 
starvation conditions (A’, C’- E’) in stage 1-7 egg chambers. Knockdown of Hpo by 
RNAi does induce cell death in germaria (B’, yellow arrow head) under starvation 
conditions. After 16 h starvation there are few nurse cell and oocyte in stage 9 egg 
chambers which are positive for Dcp1 in wild type or Hpo knockdown conditions (F’’-
F’’’, G’’-G’’’). Knockdown of Cn increases the frequency of Dcp1 positive nurse cells 
and oocytes in stage 9 egg chambers after 16 h starvation (H’’-H’’’). Sik2S1032A 
increases the number of Dcp1 positive nurse cells and oocytes in stage 9 egg 
chambers after 16 h starvation (I’’-I’’’). Combined loss of Cn with Sik2S1032A 

expression increases the number of Dcp1 positive nurse cells and oocytes in early 
stage 9 egg chambers (J’’-J’’’), later stage egg chambers positive for Dcp1 have lost 
normal morphology and follicle cells also start to die or engulf dead nurse cells and 
oocytes (K-K’). Scale bar represents 50 µm. Egg chambers are oriented with 
posterior to the right. 
 

I next looked at stage 9 egg chambers. Under nutrient restriction, oogenesis is known 

to arrest at stage 8 and egg chambers degenerate (Drummond-Barbosa and 

Spradling, 2001). This is partly due to disruption of germline insulin and Tor signalling 

(Pritchett and McCall, 2012). Additionally there is an insulin dependent pause in the 

Mitotic/Endocycle switch in follicle cells which disrupts progression past stage 8 

(Jouandin et al., 2014). Although I observe many fewer egg chambers maturing past 

stage 8 after 16h of starvation, some egg chambers are able to pass this checkpoint. 

As expected, there was very little evidence of cell death in either the germline or 

follicle cells of stage 9 egg chambers developing under fed conditions (Figure 5.10F’-

J’). In wild type and Hpo RNAi expressing egg chambers there were very few stage 

9 egg chambers that contained any Dcp1 staining after 16 h of starvation (Figure 

5.10F’’-F’’’, G’’-G’’’). This could be as a result of very few egg chambers making it 

beyond stage 8. In the case of the Hippo RNAi this might be particularly pertinent 

given the cell death observed in the germarium after starvation (Figure 5.10B’). 

Additionally it could be that 16 h of starvation is insufficient to fully deplete organismal 

nutrient levels and therefore some egg chambers are able to continue normal 

development. Upon expression of CanB2 RNAi there is an appreciable increase in 

the number of stage 9 egg chambers staining positive for Dcp1(Figure 5.10H’’-H’’’), 
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which further increases with expression of Sik2S1032A and Sik2S1032A/CanB2 RNAi 

combined (Figure 5.10 I’’-I’’’, and J’’-J’’’ respectively). In the case of Sik2S1032A/CanB2 

RNAi expression, there is an increase in the number of severely disrupted egg 

chambers (Figure 5.10K-K’). This cell death however is seen within the nurse cells 

and oocyte, not within the follicle cells in which tj-Gal4 is driving transgene 

expression. This suggests that germline cells are still responding to nutrient signals 

but that the follicle cells are seemingly insensitive and therefore continuing to develop 

normally. Overexpression of Sik2S1032A may help drive the dFOXO dependent M/E 

switch in the absence of insulin (Jouandin et al., 2014), as Siks are known to 

negatively regulate dFOXO. Cn on the other hand positively regulates dFOXO. 

Therefore in the case of Sik2 overexpression or Cn loss of function the follicle cells 

would be able to proceed past stage 8 relatively normally, whilst the germline cells 

would not. This explanation would fit with my observations, since I see many Dcp1 

positive nurse cells and very few Dcp1 positive follicle cells in the cases where 

SikS1032A is overexpressed and Cn function is decreased. To confirm that this is 

indeed the case I would need to formally quantify the number of stage 9 egg 

chambers after starvation in each genotype, and further to that, quantify the 

percentage that stain positive for Dcp1. It might also be informative to starve the 

ovaries for longer than 16 h to fully deplete organismal nutrient stores, and to see if 

Sik2 and Cn can still promote follicle cell survival and proliferation. Furthermore, dcp1 

is required for both starvation induced autophagy in the ovaries as well as apoptotic 

cell death (Hou et al., 2008; Pritchett and Tanner, 2009), therefore I cannot 

distinguish between autophagic and apoptotic events in these experiments. It would 

be interesting the dissect the contribution of these two different pathways in the 

different genotypes tested.  

 

These results suggest that Sik2 and Cn can regulate cell death in the ovary, but that 

this regulation could be independent of Hippo pathway regulation. For example, there 

is a strong link between insulin and Sik2 which could explain some of the phenotypes 

observed. In addition, autophagy, which has been shown to be required for 

oogenesis, is another starvation induced cell death pathway (Barth et al., 2011; Nezis 

et al., 2009). Autophagy is induced in FCs in response to starvation and its disruption 

leads to degeneration of egg chambers. This is postulated to be due to disruption of 

the cross talk between GCs and FCs in response to nutrient deprivation (Barth et al., 
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2011). Cn has been shown to be a positive regulator of autophagy (Medina et al., 

2015), as such, the reduction in Cn activity by CanB2 RNAi could promote 

degeneration of egg chambers, which could account for the increasing Dcp1 staining 

observed under starvation (Figure 5.10H’’’). The Hippo pathway has been linked to 

regulation of autophagy in mammals and in Drosophila (Dutta and Baehrecke, 2008; 

Napoletano et al., 2011; Wilkinson et al., 2015). These studies vary according to the 

species and tissue in which Hippo and autophagy were investigated, but none show 

a consensus in the mechanisms by which the Hippo pathway is regulating 

autophagy. Although it cannot be ruled out completely, it is unlikely that Cn and Sik 

are regulating autophagy through the Hippo pathway.  

5.4 Effect of Cn and Sik2 on border cell migration 

Since Hippo signalling has been shown to be important for regulation of border cell 

migration (Lin et al., 2014; Lucas et al., 2013), this section explores the effect of 

CanB2 RNAi and Sik2S1032A expression on border cell migration. I used three different 

drivers in order to investigate the effect of regulation within different cell populations 

of the border cell cluster (BCC). Border cell migration was calculated as a percentage 

of distance travelled by the BCC compared to the total distance to the anterior border 

of the oocyte in stage 10 egg chambers (see Figure 1.3). 

5.4.1 Cn and Sik2 can regulate border cell migration when expressed under 
the control of tj-Gal4 

tj-Gal4 drives expression of transgenes in all somatic cells contacting the germline 

cells, including follicle precursor cells in the germarium and all follicle cells up until 

stage 12, including border cells, polar cells and centripetal cells. In wild type egg 

chambers, nearly all BCC make it to the anterior border of the oocyte by stage 10 

(Figure 5.11A, F). As expected, knockdown of Hpo results in a significant decrease 

in the number of BCC able to fully migrate by stage 10 (Figure 5.11B, F). Expression 

of CanB2 RNAi was able to mildly, but significantly decrease the number of BCC 

migrating to the anterior border of the oocyte (Figure 5.11C, F). Expression of 

Sik2S1032A delayed BCC migration at a similar level to Hpo RNAi (Figure 5.11D,F). As 

with all other processes tested, combined knockdown of CanB2 with Sik2S1032SA 

enhanced the phenotype, with fewer BCC migrating all the way to the anterior border 
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of the oocyte by stage 10 (Figure 5.11E, F). These results suggest that Cn and Sik2 

could be acting through regulation of Hippo, since they give similar phenotypes. 

However, there have been a recent spate of publications demonstrating a role for 

insulin in regulation of border cell migration (Ghiglione et al., 2018; Kang et al., 2018; 

Sharma et al., 2018). Kang et al., 2018 suggest a role for insulin signalling in the 

specification of border cells. They show that Ins/Akt/TORC1 stabilise Socs36E, a 

negative regulator of Jak/STAT signalling. This in turn attenuates the expression of 

slbo to restrict border cell specification to those anterior follicle cells perceiving the 

highest levels of Upd signal. Ghiglione et al., 2018 and Sharma et al., 2018 

demonstrate that insulin signalling is required for proper detachment and forward 

migration of the BCC. Whilst one group identified Par-1 and Spaghetti squash (Sqh) 

as important for detachment and cellular protrusions (Sharma et al., 2018), the other 

group identified regulation of Profilin (Chickadee) as important for the generation of 

protrusions required for migration (Ghiglione et al., 2018). However both identified 

regulation of dFoxo as a key node in insulin mediated regulation of border cell 

migration (Ghiglione et al., 2018; Sharma et al., 2018). Thus, it is possible that the 

effects on border cell migration upon CanB2 RNAi or Sik2S1032A expression are due 

to regulation of dFoxo. To investigate regulation of Hippo or dFoxo by Sik and Cn 

more carefully, it will be necessary to study border cell migration in stage 9 egg 

chambers by live imaging. By looking at fixed egg chamber samples at stage 10 it is 

possible that we are missing defects, since, depending on the genetic manipulation, 

border cell clusters can recover and eventually reach the oocyte. Live imaging will 

allow us to directly study the effects of genetic manipulation on the speed and 

dynamics of migration, for example the tumbling motion seen upon loss of Hpo in 

outer border cells (Lucas et al., 2013), and also mild detachment defects, which may 

not be possible to see by looking for delayed migration at stage 10 in fixed samples.  
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Figure 5.11 Knockdown of Cn in follicle cells disrupts border cell migration. 
Single X-Y confocal sections of adult egg chambers stained for 𝛽- galactosidase (A-
E). Sik2S1032A, HA, CanB2 RNAi, and Hpo RNAi were expressed under the control of 
Tj-Gal4. Hippo pathway activity was monitored by ex697-LacZ (ex-LacZ) enhancer 
trap line. Early stage 10 egg chambers were used for quantification of border cell 
migration. Border cell migration was measured as distance travelled/total distance to 
nurse cell - oocyte boundary and plotted as a percentage in a scatter plot. Error bars 
represent standard deviation (F). Characteristic changes in posterior follicle 
epithelium for each transgene are observed, as described in Figure 5.4. Knockdown 
of Hpo in follicle cells delays border cell migration (B, F). Knockdown of Cn in follicle 
cells mildly delays border cell migration (C, F). Sik2S1032A expression in follicle cells 
disrupts border cell migration at a level similar to knockdown of Hpo (D, F). Combined 
loss of Cn with Sik2S1032A expression delays border cell migration more strongly than 
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Hpo RNAi and Sik2S1032A alone (E, F). White dotted line indicates the nurse cell – 
oocyte boundary. Scale bar represents 50 µm. Egg chambers are oriented with 
posterior to the right. * P<0.05** P<0.01 ****P<0.0001 
 

5.4.2 The slbo-Gal4 driver 

The tj-Gal4 driver expresses in all follicle cells, however I next wanted to determine 

whether modulation of Cn and Sik2 in a subset of border cells has an effect on border 

cell migration. I first looked at the border cells surrounding the polar cells in the centre 

of the BCC using the driver slbo-Gal4. I saw no significant effect on border cell 

migration (Figure 5.12A-E). However, slbo is expressed only after the border cells 

are specified, and as such it is possible that there is insufficient time for the 

transgenes to have a detectable effect on border cell migration. Indeed, others have 

reported that they see no phenotype using slbo-gal4 to drive Hpo RNAi (Lin et al., 

2014). Conversely, RNAi mediated knockdown of the Insulin receptor (InR) by slbo-

Gal4 did have migratory defects, however, a dominant negative form of dp110 did 

not have a phenotype unless expressed with a stronger driver c306-Gal4 (Ghiglione 

et al., 2018). It would therefore appear that unless the effect of the transgene is 

strong, expression using slbo-gal4 is unlikely to cause a phenotype. Thus, I cannot 

conclude from these results that Cn and Sik2 do not regulate border cell migration 

by functioning in the outer border cells. I would like to repeat these experiments using 

the stronger driver c306-Gal4, which is expressed in border cells, but is also in the 

stalk cells connecting egg chambers in the ovariole.  
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Figure 5.12 Disruption of Hpo pathway components after specification of the 
border cell cluster is insufficient to disrupt border cell migration 
Single X-Y confocal sections of adult egg chambers stained for FasIII (A-D). 
Sik2S1032A, HA, and CanB2 RNAi were expressed under the control of slbo-Gal4. 
Polar cells within border cell clusters were identified by positivity for FasIII. Early 
stage 10 egg chambers were used for quantification of border cell migration. Border 
cell migration was measured as distance travelled/total distance to nurse cell - oocyte 
boundary and plotted as a percentage in a scatter plot. Error bars represent standard 
deviation (E). Knockdown of Cn in border cells has no significant effect on border 
cell migration (B, E). Sik2S1032A expression in border cells has no significant effect on 
border cell migration (C, E). Combined loss of Cn with Sik2S1032A expression has no 
significant effect on border cell migration (D, E). White dotted line indicates the nurse 
cell – oocyte boundary. Scale bar represents 50 µm. Egg chambers are oriented with 
posterior to the right. Border cells expressing transgenes are GFP positive. Animals 
were raised at 29˚C. 
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5.4.3 The upd-Gal4 driver 

Since Hippo signalling has been shown to regulate border cell migration through 

regulation of Upd expression in polar cells (Lin et al., 2014), I decided to also examine 

border cell migration using upd-gal4 to modulate Cn and Sik2 activity. I also stained 

for a marker of polar cells, FasIII (Ruohola et al., 1991), since increased Yki activity 

promotes polar cell proliferation (Lin et al., 2014). Hpo RNAi caused a mild but 

significant delay in border cell migration compared to control stage 10 egg chambers 

(Figure 5.13A, B, F). However there was no discernible effect on polar cell number, 

as FasIII staining was only present in the two central polar cells (Figure 5.13B’-B’’’). 

Changes in Cn or Sik2 activity in polar cells had no significant effect on border cell 

migration (Figure 5.13 C-F) or on polar cell number (Figure 5.13C’-C’’’, D’-D’’’, E’-

E’’’). Although no changes in polar cell number were observed, this does not rule out 

that there could be an effect on specification of the outer border cells in response to 

changes in Cn and Sik2 activity in polar cells. Hpo and Wts activity is required in 

polar cells for the secretion of Upd to activate Jak/STAT and the transcription of slbo 

to specify outer border cells (Lin et al., 2014). Therefore, it would be interesting to 

stain for Slbo expression or STAT activity (10xSTAT-GFP reporter, (Bach et al., 

2007)) and to quantify the number of border cells specified, since CanB2 RNAi and 

Sik2S1032A expression would be expected to increase Yki activity thereby decreasing 

Upd signalling and thus border cell specification via Jak/STAT signalling. Reduction 

in border cell number would also fit with a hypothesis that Sik2 is acting as a proxy 

for insulin signalling. Furthermore, as in section 5.4.1, it would be interesting to follow 

border cell migration via live imaging. 
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Figure 5.13 Disruption of Hpo pathway components in polar cells does not 
disrupt polar cell specification 
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Single X-Y confocal sections of adult egg chambers stained for FasIII (A-D). 
Sik2S1032A, HA, CanB2 RNAi and Hpo RNAi were expressed under the control of upd-
Gal4. Polar cell identity within border cell clusters was identified by positivity for 
FasIII. Early stage 10 egg chambers were used for quantification of border cell 
migration. Border cell migration was measured as distance travelled/total distance to 
nurse cell - oocyte boundary and plotted as a percentage in a scatter plot. Error bars 
represent standard deviation (F). Knockdown of Hpo delays border cell migration but 
does not affect polar cell specification (B, B’’, F). Knockdown of Cn in polar cells has 
no significant effect on border cell migration (C, F), or polar cell specification (C’’).  
Sik2S1032A expression in polar cells has no significant effect on border cell migration 
or polar cell specification (D, D’’, F). Combined loss of Cn with Sik2S1032A expression 
has no significant effect on border cell migration (E, F), or on polar cell specification 
(E’’). White dotted line indicates the nurse cell – oocyte boundary. Scale bar 
represents 50 µm (A-E) or 25 µm (A’-A’’’, B’-B’’’, C’-C’’’, D’-D’’’, E’-E’’’). Egg chambers 
are oriented with posterior to the right. Polar cells expressing transgenes are GFP 
positive. *p<0.05 
 

5.5 Concluding remarks 

In this chapter I have shown that CanB2 RNAi and SikS1032A synergise to increase 

ex-LacZ expression and Yki::GFP nuclear localisation in PFCs, suggesting that they 

can regulate Hippo pathway activity (Figure 5.3, 5.4, 5.6). Furthermore this is 

accompanied by an increase in mitotically dividing cells in stage 1-7 egg chambers, 

and even in follicle cells in stage 8-10 egg chambers that should no longer be dividing 

mitotically (Figure 5.5, 5.8F, 5.9F). Whilst Sik2S1032A and combined Sik2S1032A/CanB2 

RNAi expression can still increase Hippo activity and induce proliferation under 

nutrient deprivation (Figure 5.7, 5.8), I cannot conclude whether they are more or 

less sensitive to changes in nutritional status than other Hippo pathway regulators. 

This would require testing Hippo pathway regulators upstream of Hippo, Sik and Sav 

that have equally strong effects as Sik2S1032A in the fed state (e.g. Mer or Kibra). I 

have also shown that reduction of Cn activity and activation of Sik2 phenocopy Hpo 

RNAi in delaying border cell migration when expressed under the control of tj-Gal4 

(Figure 5.11), again suggestive that they could be regulating the Hippo pathway. It 

would be informative to generate Cn mutants in border cell clusters. Hpo mutant 

clones have a strong effect on border cell migration that expression of the Hpo RNAi 

cannot recapitulate (Lin et al., 2014), therefore one might expect the Cn mutant to 

have a greater effect on border cell migration than the CanB2 RNAi. However, none 

of these experiments can rule out the possibility that the effect of modulating Sik2 

and Cn activity are partly acting by interfering in insulin signalling via regulation of 
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dFoxo rather than through Yki. A caveat to the interpretation of these experiments is 

that  the Hippo RNAi used for these experiments did not give a very robust 

phenotype. Therefore it would be informative to repeat these experiments using 

either a stronger RNAi line for Hpo or Wts, or by generating Hpo or Wts mutant clones 

for phenotype comparison with Sik2 S1032A overexpression or Cn mutant clones. 
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 Cn in physiological and 
pathophysiological growth control 

This chapter is divided into investigations into two quite separate experimental 

systems in which Cn may modulate Hippo activity to control growth. The first is a 

brief investigation of the role of Cn in a Ras/Src driven tumour model. The second is 

a preliminary investigation into a role for Cn in the systemic regulation of 

developmental growth.  

6.1 Effects of Cn loss of function in a Ras/Src driven tumour 
model 

In this section I will focus on the role for Cn in the nutrient regulated control of growth 

in a Ras/Src driven tumour model. Oncogenic cooperation between Ras and Src 

requires strong activation of Src activity, which can be achieved by combined 

expression of the Ras mutant, RasV12,  with the null allele of dCsk, dCskQ156stop. This 

has been shown, using a MARCM system under the control of ey-Flp to generate 

mutant cells, leading to tumourigenic growth in the Drosophila eye disc (Vidal et al., 

2007).This model has been used to explore the relationship between type 2 diabetes 

and tumourigenesis (Hirabayashi et al., 2013; Hirabayashi and Cagan, 2015). These 

studies showed that a high sucrose diet (HDS) enhanced the tumourigenic properties 

of Ras/Src driven tumours. A high sugar diet causes Drosophila to exhibit features 

of type 2 diabetes, including insulin resistance (Musselman et al., 2011). In the 

Ras/Src model, these tumours do not become insulin-resistant, and therefore 

continue to grow on HDS. Maintenance of insulin sensitivity was achieved by insulin 

pathway mediated upregulation of Wingless (Wg) signalling, which acted in a 

feedforward mechanism to increase insulin receptor (InR) expression within the 

tumours (Hirabayashi et al., 2013). Subsequently it was shown that the Ras/Src 

tumours were able to sense and respond to their nutrient environment through Sik2-

mediated regulation of Yki activity (Hirabayashi and Cagan, 2015). Increased insulin 

signalling promoted Sik2 activity, which in turn led to an increase in inhibitory 

phosphorylation of Sav at S413, and a decrease in Yki phosphorylation at the 

inhibitory Wts phosphorylation site S168 (Hirabayashi and Cagan, 2015). Thus, 

Hippo is able to sense the nutrient environment and respond via Sik2 and insulin 
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mediated regulation. Having established that Cn can promote Sav S413 

dephosphorylation and likely affect Sik2 activity via dephosphorylation of its T-loop 

threonine in vitro (Chapter 3) I decided to investigate if Cn had a role in regulating 

the Hippo pathway in this in vivo system.  

 

To investigate Cn in this ey-Flp driven Ras/Src tumour system I first generated fly 

lines in which CanB2ko or CanB2 RNAi was incorporated into the original 

RasV12;dCskQ156stop stock (hereafter referred to as RasV12, RasV12 CanB2ko and 

RasV12 CanB2 RNAi (see list of genotypes for full genotypes)). I also generated a 

control line to account for the additional UAS introduced by the CanB2 RNAi, 

hereafter referred to as Rasv12 Luciferase. Unfortunately, due to the complicated 

genetics involved in generating the Ras/Src tumours, I was unable to incorporate 

CanBko (which is situated on the X-chromosome) into the stocks and therefore I was 

unable to fully abolish Cn activity. I used pupariation rates as a proxy for tumour 

burden, as has been used previously with this model (Hirabayashi et al., 2013; 

Hirabayashi and Cagan, 2015). I developed an experimental protocol which I hoped 

would minimise inherent biological variability as much as possible (see section 2.3.9, 

2.4.3). Larvae were raised, from first instar (L1) onwards, on either a control (0.15M), 

a 0.75M sucrose or a HDS (1M sucrose) diet, in which only the sucrose concentration 

varied. HDS is very toxic, therefore I introduced an intermediate sucrose diet (0.75M) 

which I hoped would cause a milder increase in tumour burden in this Ras/Src model. 

This appears to be the case, as the pupariation rate of the RasV12 animals on the 

0.75M sucrose diet falls between the control and HDS diet pupariation rates (Figure 

6.1A).  

 

I compared the pupariation rate of RasV12 to RasV12 Luciferase animals on the three 

different sucrose diets, and found that the RasV12 Luciferase animals appear fitter 

than RasV12 animals on each of the three diets (Figure 6.1A). This could be explained 

by the extra UAS introduced into the RasV12 Luciferase line. The perceived 

concentration of Gal4 at each promoter would be reduced in the presence of two 

rather than one UAS promoter regions and therefore the expression of each 

transgene would be weaker than a single transgene. I have therefore used the 

pupariation rate of the RasV12 Luciferase genotype as my control for RasV12 CanB2 

RNAi pupariation rates, and the RasV12 genotype as a control for RasV12 CanB2ko 
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pupariation rates. If loss of Cn leads to increased Sik2 activity, then one would expect 

that this could increase tumour growth, even on control diet, and thereby reduce the 

pupariation rate. On the control diet, the RasV12 Luciferase pupariation is greater than 

RasV12 CanB2 RNAi, and the RasV12 pupariation rate is higher than RasV12 CanB2ko 

(Figure 6.1B), indeed suggesting that reduction in Cn activity can increase tumour 

burden. On the 0.75M sucrose diet, Rasv12 CanB2ko larvae have a lower rate of 

pupariation than RasV12 larvae (Figure 6.1C), again supporting the hypothesis that a 

loss of Cn activity can promote tumour growth. However, RasV12 CanB2 RNAi larvae 

have a higher pupariation rate than the RasV12 Luciferase larvae (Figure 6.1C). 

Finally on the 1M sucrose diet, the RasV12 CanB2ko larvae have a higher pupariation 

rate than the RasV12 larvae, whose pupariation rate is extremely low (Figure 6.1D). 

The RasV12 CanB2 RNAi larvae have a lower pupariation rate than the control RasV12 

Luciferase larvae (Figure 6.1D). None of the genotypes show a delay in the timing of 

the onset of pupariation (Figure 6.1B-D). At this stage, I would not be comfortable 

drawing any conclusions regarding the effect of Cn on tumour burden using 

pupariation rates as a proxy. During and post optimisation, the results of this assay 

have proved extremely variable, both between experiments, but even technical 

replicates in the same experiment. I expect that changes induced by Cn might be 

quite small and therefore the inherent biological variability in pupariation rates could 

mask these small changes. Tumourigenesis in this system appears to be an 

extremely stochastic process, and so although all the tumours in these experiments 

are initiated with the same two tumour-promoting insults, the events that occur after 

the initial tumourigenic event are highly variable. 
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Figure 6.1 RasV12; dCskQ156stop tumour bearing animals heterozygous for CanB2 
are less fit than those harbouring CanB2 RNAi or the control animals RasG12V, 
luciferase;dCskQ156stop 

Graphs depict the developmental time course to pupariation of animals with differing 
genotypes on three different sucrose diets, Control (0.15M), 0.75M and 1M sucrose 
(A-D). Animals differ only in the second chromosome, as listed in the graph legends. 
Comparing the effect of Gal4 dilution on pupariation rates of otherwise identical 
tumour bearing animals (A). Animals in which UAS-RasV12 was recombined with a 
second UAS construct, UAS-Luciferase, have higher pupariation rates than those 
with a single UAS construct on all three sucrose diets (A). RasV12, CanB2ko animals 
have a lower rate of pupariation than the control RasV12, Luciferase animals on 
Control (B), 0.75M (C) and 1M (D) sucrose diets. RasV12, CanB2 RNAi animals have 
a lower rate of pupariation than the control RasV12, Luciferase animals on the Control 
(B) and 1M (D) sucrose diet, but  a higher pupariation rate on the 0.75M (D) diet. 
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An alternative method I would like to use to try and assess the role of Cn in the 

Ras/Src tumour model is quantification of tumour size itself, although the caveat of 

biological variability will still apply in this context. Larvae that have reached the 

wandering third instar stage (this will be assessed by the absence of bromophenol 

blue stained food in the larval gut) will be imaged. I have been working to optimise 

the imaging process, however at the time of writing the lab did not have a 

stereoscope with a sufficiently sensitive camera or objective lens to image the 

tumours through the larval carcass. We have since purchased a Zeiss SteREO 

Discovery.V20 to be able to carry out the quantification of tumour size. I hope that 

this method of measurement will be more accurate than the measurement of 

pupariation rates. Additionally I have generated additional tumour lines to test the 

role of Cn in regulation of tumour growth. Reduction of ex in Ras/Src animals 

promoted tumour growth even on control diet (Hirabayashi and Cagan, 2015). 

Therefore I have used the same ex697-LacZ enhancer trap to reduce ex activity, and 

thereby sensitise the system to perturbations in Hippo signalling, in the Ras V12, 

CanB2 RNAi and RasV12 CanB2ko fly lines. I would also like to measure Sav S413 

phosphorylation by Western blotting in tumours upon Cn depletion, as has been done 

by (Hirabayashi and Cagan, 2015).  

6.2 Cn in the systemic regulation of developmental growth 

In this section I will focus on a potential role for Cn in regulating growth systemically 

via the Hippo pathway. Wts was recently shown to have a systemic role in controlling 

body growth through regulation of ecdysone levels (Moeller et al., 2017). The miRNA 

bantam was previously shown to promote systemic growth by inhibiting ecdysone 

production in the prothoracic gland (PG) (Boulan et al., 2013). Insulin signalling 

inhibits bantam in the PG, which in turn relieves inhibition of ecdysone synthesis and 

in turn inhibition of growth, thereby providing feedback between insulin signalling and 

ecdysone to modulate growth in response to nutritional inputs (Boulan et al., 2013). 

Subsequently it was shown that reduction of Wts activity in the PG increases pupal 

volume due to reduction of ecdysone levels. The regulation of ecdysone by Wts was 

shown to be through bantam, which is a known target of Yki (Moeller et al., 2017). 

The authors postulate that Wts prevents overgrowth of an organism in response to 

insulin signalling through regulation of ecdysone. The larval ring gland thus provides 
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another nutrient-responsive organ in which Hippo signalling has been shown to have 

a role in regulating growth. I therefore decided to look at regulation of systemic 

growth by Cn in this context.  

 

I used the PG specific driver phantom-Gal4 (phm-Gal4) to drive expression of 

transgenes, using the same Wts RNAi as was used in Moeller et al., 2017 as a 

positive control for changes in pupal volume. As expected, I observed a significant 

increase in pupal volume upon loss of Wts compared to the control (Figure 6.2A, A’’, 

C). Expression of CanB2 RNAi in the PG had a stronger effect than Wts RNAi on 

pupal volume (Figure 6.2A’’’, C). Whilst this increase in pupal volume upon 

knockdown of Cn could indicate regulation of the Hippo pathway, I do not yet have 

evidence that this increase is dependent on members of the Hippo pathway. 

Expression of Yki RNAi in the PG had no significant effect on pupal volume compared 

to the control (Figure 6.2A’’’’’, C). This was somewhat surprising as I expected to see 

a decrease in pupal volume. In the background of Wts RNAi reduction of Yki in the 

ring gland rescues the overgrowth phenotype, thus it is involved in the systemic 

control of growth in this context (Moeller et al., 2017). I could not find any information 

in the literature pertaining to the phenotype of Yki loss of function in the PG. 

Expression of an active form of Yki also resulted in increased pupal volume (Moeller 

et al., 2017). It is possible that the efficacy of the Yki RNAi is such that the remaining 

Yki is sufficient to maintain systemic growth homeostasis. Overexpression of 

Sik2S1032A resulted in a significantly smaller pupal volume (Figure 6.2A’’’’, C), which 

is reminiscent of the effect of increased insulin signalling in the PG (Colombani et al., 

2005; Mirth et al., 2005). Increased insulin signalling within the PG results in 

increased ecdysone synthesis, which in turn inhibits whole body growth via the fat 

body (Colombani et al., 2005). Thus, this result supports the idea that Sik2 is 

regulated by the insulin signalling pathway, but does not rule out that Sik2 can also 

regulate the Hippo pathway in this context.  
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Figure 6.2 Knockdown of Cn in the prothoracic gland but not the fat body 
increases pupal volume 
Representative images of animals expressing transgenes under control of phm-Gal4 
(A-A’’’’’) or r4-Gal4 (B-B’’’’’). Knockdown of Wts in the PG increases pupal volume 
(A’’, C) but has no effect on pupal volume when knocked down in the fat body (B’’, 
D). Expression of CanB2 RNAi in the PG but not in the fat body increases pupal 
volume (A’’’, C and B’’’, D respectively). Yki RNAi expressed in the PG has no 
significant effect on pupal volume (A’’’’’, C). Knockdown of Yki in the fat body reduces 
pupal volume (B’’’’’, D). Expression of Sik2S1032A decreases pupal volume when 
expressed in either the PG (A’’’’, C) or the fat body (B’’’’, D). ****P<0.0001. Pupal 
volume was calculated by the formula 4/3 π (L/2)*(l/2)2. Only female pupae were 
quantified. Error bars represent mean and standard deviation. 
 

The Hippo pathway has also been proposed to have a role in Drosophila adipocyte 

proliferation. Overexpression of Hpo reduced triglyceride storage and the number of 

cells in the fat body, whilst activation of Yki increased triglyceride storage (Huang et 

al., 2013). The authors claim that expression of Hpo in the fat body result in a smaller 

adult, however they do not show any quantification of this phenotype, nor do they 

indicate what happens to body size when Yki is overexpressed in the fat body (Huang 

et al., 2013). Nonetheless I decided to check if Cn and Sik2S1032A could affect 

systemic growth when expressed in the fat body. Cn and Sik have well characterised 

roles in mammals and in Drosophila in regulation of nutrient storage or release 

depending on the fasting state of the organism (Altarejos and Montminy, 2011; Choi 
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et al., 2011; Dentin et al., 2007; Henriksson et al., 2015; Park et al., 2014; Säll et al., 

2017; Uebi et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2011, 2008; Wein et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 

2016). Neither Wts RNAi nor CanB2 RNAi expression in the fat body using the r4-

Gal4 driver had any effect on pupal volume compared to the control (Figure 6.2B’, 

B’’, B’’’, D). Expression of both Yki RNAi and Sik2S1032A resulted in a decrease in 

pupal volume compared to the control (Figure 6.2B’’’’, B’’’’’, D). Reduction in pupal 

volume upon loss of Yki fits the phenotype observed by Huang et al., 2013 when 

Hpo is overexpressed in the fat body. If Sik2S1032A acted to increase Yki activity, then 

one would expect an increase in pupal volume. However if Sik2 acts within the insulin 

signalling pathway then the interpretation becomes more complex. In the Drosophila 

fat body Sik3 promotes lipid storage through inhibition of dFoxo, which leads to 

decreased Brummer activity. This is achieved through inhibitory phosphorylation of 

HDAC4, preventing the deacetylation of dFoxo (Wang et al., 2011). One might 

therefore speculate that expression of activated Sik2 in the fat body could also 

negatively regulate dFoxo to promote lipid storage. To extend the hypothesis further, 

this could prevent release of necessary nutrients during the developmental growth 

period and therefore result in decreased pupal volume. This hypothesis would fit with 

my current findings when Sik2S1032A is expressed in the fat body. Reduction of Cn 

activity might also therefore be expected to have a similar effect, however the 

perturbation caused by CanB2 RNAi could be too mild to cause an effect. I would 

surmise from these results that Cn and Sik2 are likely to have different roles in the 

fat body and the PG. 

 

In conclusion, I cannot infer that in the PG Cn or Sik2 act to regulate systemic body 

growth through regulation of the Hippo pathway. To ascertain if the effects on pupal 

volume are due to changes in Yki activity I have generated stocks in which CanB2 

RNAi or Sik2S1032A can be co-expressed with Yki RNAi. Furthermore, it will be 

necessary to look at Hippo activity reporters in the PG itself to check for effects on 

Hippo pathway activity, in particular it will be important to look at bantam levels. One 

final caveat to these experiments is the Wts RNAi I used as a positive control. The 

effect on pupal volume in the ring gland (Figure 6.2C) was modest compared to the 

results attained by Moeller et al,. 2017, and the lack of effect on pupal volume when 

expressed in the fat body was slightly surprising (Figure 6.2D). This was suspicious, 

and unfortunately upon investigation I discovered that the fly line used was no longer 
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efficiently silencing Wts. Thus, it will also be important to repeat these experiments 

with the appropriate positive control. 

6.3 Concluding Remarks 

In this chapter I have presented preliminary findings from two different systems which 

are considered to be nutrient sensitive and are at least in part regulated by the Hippo 

pathway. Whilst the pupariation rates of larvae bearing the Ras/Src tumours are 

inconclusive, I believe the outlined plans for the future in which the tumour volume 

itself is measured should result in a more informative answer to the question of Cn 

mediated regulation of Hippo in this context.  

 

I have shown that in the PG, reduction of Cn activity leads to a significant increase 

in pupal volume, which is not the case for reduction of Cn activity in the fat body. The 

increase in pupal volume is a clear and robust phenotype and as such is a promising 

candidate for further investigation into the role of Cn in control of developmental 

growth. Whether this is through regulation of members of the Hippo pathway is a 

question which I am excited to explore in the future.  
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 Discussion 

In this thesis I have investigated the function of Cn in the regulation of the Hippo 

pathway in Drosophila. I have used both biochemical and genetic approaches to try 

and dissect the involvement of Cn and Sik2 in nutritional regulation of Yki activity. In 

the concluding discussion I will summarise my main findings briefly, and then discuss 

these findings in the broader context of nutritional regulation of growth control.  

7.1 Summary of results 

Upstream regulators of Hippo signalling are diverse (See section 1.2.2) both in their 

constituents and in the nature of the activating signal. In recent years the metabolic 

and nutrient environment, and cellular stress signals have been recognised as 

regulators of Hippo signalling (Section 1.2.2, Metabolism, Nutrients and Stress). The 

starting point for my investigations came from the finding that the nutritionally 

regulated kinases, Siks, were able to regulate Yki activity in Drosophila (Hirabayashi 

and Cagan, 2015; Wehr et al., 2013). Siks are antagonised by the phosphatase Cn, 

and act in a nutrient sensitive cassette to regulate aspects of glucose and lipid 

metabolism in response to the fasting state of an organism (Altarejos and Montminy, 

2011). I therefore hypothesised that Sik and Cn could act using a similar mechanism 

to regulate Hippo activity (See Figure 3.1). In summary, I showed using Co-IP 

experiments that Cn does bind the Sik2 substrate Sav (Section 3.2) and 

dephosphorylates Sav at S413 (Section 3.1). Additionally I showed that Cn 

expression had a functional effect on Yki activity, leading to increased 

phosphorylation of Yki at the inhibitory Wts site S168 (Section 3.3). Furthermore I 

found that Cn binds Sik2 and dephosphorylates the T-loop threonine, thus revealing 

a novel mechanism of Cn antagonism of Sik activity (Section 3.5). In vivo reduction 

of Cn activity potentiated the ability of Sik2 to increase Yki activity in both wing 

imaginal discs (Section 4.2 and 4.5) and follicle cells in the ovary (Section 5.2). In 

addition, I showed that reduction of Cn function promotes proliferation in mitotically 

dividing follicle cells (Section 5.3.3) and delays border cell migration (Section 5.4), 

phenocopying Hpo loss of function phenotypes. Finally I also showed that Cn affects 

systemic growth control when its activity is reduced in the prothoracic gland (Section 
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6.2). However, many open questions remain, and I will address some of these in the 

following sections.  

7.2 Novel regulatory mechanisms of Sik activity 

7.2.1 Is Cn a novel regulator of Sik kinase activity? 

Siks are members of the AMPK related family and are thus activated by LKB1 

mediated phosphorylation of their T-loop threonine (Lizcano et al., 2004). LKB1 is 

constitutively active, therefore there are other regulatory inputs that control the 

activation of AMPK family members, such as phosphatases that are able to 

antagonise T-loop phosphorylation. For example, in the case of AMPK, activity is 

regulated allosterically by cellular AMP levels and by PP2A phosphatases that can 

dephosphorylate the T-Loop threonine (Joseph et al., 2015; Park et al., 2013; 

Sanders et al., 2007). I have shown that Cn can antagonise LKB1 phosphorylation 

of Sik2 T296 (Section 3.5, Figure 3.8) indicating that Cn could be a novel regulator 

of Sik kinase activity. It is possible that the ability of Cn to dephosphorylate Sik2 and 

Sik2 substrates is necessary to efficiently shut down Sik activated signalling 

pathways, especially in the ubiquitous presence of LKB1, which is still required in 

other fasting/stress responses to activate AMPK (Jeon, 2016; Shackelford and 

Shaw, 2009). Furthermore, a study in Drosophila implicated LKB1-Sik3 as regulators 

of AKH dependent regulation of lipolysis (Choi et al., 2015). The authors observed a 

decrease in Sik3 T196 phosphorylation which they postulate is due to decreased 

LKB1 activity. Cn is activated downstream of glucagon signalling, therefore it is 

possible that the decrease in Sik3 T-loop phosphorylation they observed is in fact 

due to Cn mediated dephosphorylation. This could provide an in vivo link between 

Cn and HDAC regulation which has not previously been demonstrated. Moreover, it 

is possible that Cn could regulate other AMPK family members, such as AMPK itself. 

In C.elegans and in mammalian cardiomyocytes, Cn negatively regulates AMPK. In 

C.elegans Cn antagonises AMPK phosphorylation of CRTC-1 which results in 

extended lifespan (Mair et al., 2011), whilst in mammalian cardiomyocytes Cn 

negatively regulates AMPK/mTOR to inhibit induction of autophagy; however exactly 

how Cn negatively regulates AMPK/mTOR is unknown (He et al., 2014). Thus it is 

possible that Cn could regulate AMPK activity via dephosphorylation of its T-loop 

threonine. This regulation, however, would be counterintuitive in the context of 
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starvation responses, in which Cn and AMPK are both active, and Cn has been 

shown to be a positive regulator of autophagy via dephosphorylation of the master 

transcriptional regulator of autophagy and lysosomal biogenesis, TFEB (Medina et 

al., 2015). In addition to LKB1, the calcium-/calmodulin-dependent kinase kinase 2 

(CaMKK2) also activates AMPK activity in response increased intracellular calcium 

levels (Jeon, 2016). Thus it is likely that depending on the cellular and tissue specific 

context, AMPK could be regulated by CaMKK2, LKB1, AMP levels, and Cn to 

achieve the correct response to the nutrient/stress status of the cell (Jeon, 2016; 

Sanders et al., 2007). Furthermore, a calcium-regulated form of PP2A can also 

negatively regulate AMPK activity (Park et al., 2013). AMPK can therefore be both 

positively and negatively regulated by cellular calcium levels. The type of calcium 

signal, the duration and frequency of oscillations may play an important role in 

balancing AMPK activity (Park et al., 2013). It would be interesting to test the ability 

of Cn to regulate AMPK and Sik2/3 kinase activity in vitro using kinase assays to 

determine the effect of Cn expression on kinase activity. Additionally, I have shown 

in S2 cells that co-expression of Cn with Sik2 results in dephosphorylation of Sik2 at 

T296 (Figure 3.8), but I would like to establish if Cn directly dephosphorylates Sik2 

and Sik3 at their T-loop threonine. Human LKB1, Sik2, Sik3 and Cn are commercially 

available as recombinantly produced proteins, thus it would be possible to perform 

an in vitro phosphatase assay to test for T-loop dephosphorylation by Cn.  

7.2.2 PKA regulation of Sik activity 

Siks are also subject to inhibitory regulation downstream of cAMP signalling, via PKA 

phosphorylation, which generates 14-3-3 binding sites and prevents substrate 

binding (Sonntag et al., 2018). Initially, single inhibitory PKA sites were identified in 

mammalian and Drosophila Siks (Okamoto et al., 2004), however further work 

showed that, in mammals, Sik1 and Sik3 contain two PKA sites, whilst Sik2 has four 

inhibitory PKA sites (Sonntag et al., 2018). Although mutation of a single site in Sik1 

and Sik3 is sufficient to abolish 14-3-3 binding, in Sik2, three of the PKA sites had to 

be mutated to achieve insensitivity to PKA inhibition (Sonntag et al., 2018). At the 

time the activated Sik2 mutant was generated in our laboratory by Michael Wehr just 

one of the PKA sites was identified and as such, our mutant has just a single mutated 

PKA site at S1032 (Wehr et al., 2013). This mutant form of Sik2 is more active than 
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wild type Sik2, and in mammalian Sik2 mutation of the equivalent PKA site (Ser 587) 

rendered the kinase more active than single mutation of any other PKA site (Sonntag 

et al., 2018). However, Sik2S587A is still subject to regulation by PKA downstream of 

cAMP signalling, and therefore it is highly likely that our Sik2S1032A mutant is also still 

sensitive to PKA inhibition. As such, Sik2 activity would still be limited in response to 

starvation, which activates cAMP signalling downstream of AKHR activation. This 

may explain the relatively mild effects of Sik2S1032A overexpression or combined 

expression with CanB2 RNAi on Hippo activity, which was comparable to Hpo RNAi 

in the context of starvation either in the wing disc (Figure 4.14) or ovarian follicle cells 

(Figure 5.7, 5.8), and its limited effect on proliferation in follicle cells upon starvation 

(Figure 5.8, 5.9). Thus it will be important for future investigations into the nutrient 

sensitivity of Sik2 to generate a fully starvation insensitive mutant, which can then be 

compared to our partially sensitive mutant, Sik2S1032A to assess the effect of 

nutritional regulation via Sik2 on Hippo signalling. 

 

7.3 Are Cn and Sik regulating Hippo activity or acting as part 
of the insulin signalling cascade? 

Regulation of Siks and Cn are tightly linked to the nutritional state of an organism, 

particularly in response to insulin and glucagon. Since Siks are able to mediate some 

effects of insulin signalling, including increased proliferation and effects on systemic 

growth, it begs the question as to whether the phenotypes I have observed with Cn 

and Sik are due to regulation of Hpo, or are a result of insulin signalling? This is 

further complicated by the cross talk between Hpo and insulin signalling, which I will 

discuss in section 7.4.  

7.3.1 Effects on BCM 

The process of border cell migration (BCM) requires both spatial and temporal 

control to achieve the migration of the border cell cluster at stage 9. Temporal control 

of BCM is regulated by ecdysone. It requires the EcR, along with its co-receptors 

Usp and Tai (Bai et al., 2000). Rising titres of ecdysone, which is produced 

autonomously by follicle cells, occurs from stage 8 to stage 9. Loss of phm and shd 

(two enzymes required for the synthesis of ecdysone) in follicle cells results in a delay 
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of BCM due to insufficient ecdysone levels to initiate the migratory process 

(Domanitskaya et al., 2014). Specification of the border cells is achieved through 

Jak/STAT signalling, which is also required throughout BCM (Silver et al., 2005; 

Silver and Montell, 2001). Spatial and temporal control are coordinated by the protein 

Abrupt (Jang et al., 2009). Abrupt inhibits ecdysone signalling via direct binding to 

Tai, delaying migration until Jak/STAT signalling is activated, by release of Upd from 

polar cells, to sufficient levels to relieve inhibition of the ecdysone receptor by Abrupt. 

Increased ecdysone levels at stage 9 then feeds back to inhibit Abrupt thereby 

allowing BCM to proceed (Jang et al., 2009). Thus BCM requires coincident 

activation of both temporal (ecdysone) and spatial (Jak/STAT) signalling pathways. 

Hippo signalling also plays a role in the regulation of border cell migration, both at 

the level of border cell specification (Lin et al., 2014) and subsequent migration of 

the cluster to the oocyte (Lin et al., 2014; Lucas et al., 2013). Hpo activity is required 

in the polar cells to inhibit Yki activity and thereby allow the release of Upd, and 

subsequent activation of Jak/STAT signalling in surrounding follicle cells to specify 

the outer border cells (Lin et al., 2014). Whilst in the outer border cells, Hpo activity 

is required, in a Yki independent manner, to control actin cytoskeletal dynamics 

which allow the directed migration of the cluster through the nurse cells to reach the 

oocyte (Lin et al., 2014; Lucas et al., 2013). Although overexpression of CanB2 RNAi 

and Sik2S1032A did induce a delay in BCM (Figure 5.11), it is not clear from my results 

if this was due to regulation of Hippo signalling.  

 

Cn has a potential role in BCM via regulation of Domeless (Dome, the receptor for 

Upd) internalisation, which is required for activation of Jak/STAT signalling in 

response to Upd (Sahu et al., 2017). Cn in complex with dynamin (Shibire, Shi in 

Drosophila) is required for clathrin-mediated endocytosis (Lai et al., 1999). Loss of 

the gap junction protein Innexin2 (Inx2) in outer border cells, but not polar cells, 

results in smaller border cell clusters. Calcium flux promotes the internalisation of 

Dome, thereby activating Jak/STAT and expression of Slbo to promote specification 

of border cells. Loss of Inx2 prevents calcium flux, causing mis-localisation of Shi/Cn 

complexes, and thereby reduced Dome internalisation (Sahu et al., 2017). Thus, loss 

of Cn in both polar cells and border cells may affect the specification of border cells 

but via two different pathways, though both pathways converge on Jak/STAT 

activation in the border cells. In the polar cells, loss of Cn would be expected to 
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reduce Upd secretion as a result of increased Yki activity and therefore activation of 

Jak/STAT in surrounding FC to specify border cells would be impaired. Loss of Cn 

in presumptive border cells would prevent border cell specification due to reduced 

Dome internalisation. It would be interesting to investigate the role of Cn in border 

cell specification in the context of Hpo and Jak/STAT signalling in both polar cells 

and border cells. The CanB2 RNAi I used in this thesis was not sufficient to cause a 

defect in border cell migration when expressed under slbo-Gal4 or upd-Gal4, 

therefore it will be necessary to generate CanB/CanB2 double mutant clones to 

investigate the function of Cn in border cell migration. To determine the effect of Cn 

loss of function in either polar cells or outer border cells on border cell specification 

one could stain for Slbo or Singed (Sn), both markers of border cells,  and quantify 

the number of border cells specified. Additionally, 10xSTAT-GFP (Bach et al., 2007) 

could be used as a read out of Jak/STAT activation in outer border cells, since loss 

of Cn in either polar cells or outer border cells would be expected to reduce Jak/STAT 

activity. Finally, the speed and efficiency of migration in Cn mutant border cell 

clusters could be assessed by live imaging of stage 9 egg chambers.  

 

A flurry of recent publications has also posited a role for insulin signalling in border 

cell migration, through regulation of Jak/STAT signalling (Kang et al., 2018) and 

modulation of actin cytoskeletal dynamics (Ghiglione et al., 2018; Sharma et al., 

2018). Loss of insulin signalling results in a delay in border cell migration. Kang et 

al., 2018 found that InR/Akt/mTORC1 signalling resulted in stabilisation of 

SOCS36E, a negative regulator of STAT, and as such limits migratory cell 

specification to the few anterior follicle cells experiencing the highest levels of Upd. 

Loss of Raptor (key component of TORC1) leads to excess border cells being 

specified and a delay in migration (Kang et al., 2018). The other two studies suggest 

that insulin signalling is required for detachment of the cluster from the anterior follicle 

cells, and for subsequent generation of actin rich protrusions to aid migration through 

the nurse cells to the oocyte (Ghiglione et al., 2018; Sharma et al., 2018). Regulation 

of FOXO by insulin was identified as important in both studies, although the 

downstream effectors identified were different. One identified Profilin, which 

promotes actin polymerisation (Ghiglione et al., 2018), whilst the other identified 

regulation of Par-1 and Spaghetti squash (Sqh) as important for generating actin 

protrusions and BCC detachment (Sharma et al., 2018). Thus insulin, via the 
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canonical and TOR pathway is able to influence border cell specification, and 

migration.  

 

None of these studies looked at the effect of hyperactivation of insulin signalling on 

BCM itself. It is highly likely that hyperactivation would also lead to migration defects 

due to inappropriate border cell specification or disrupted actin cytoskeletal 

dynamics. As such, the delay in BCM I observe in the context of Sik2S1032A expression 

(Figure 5.11) does not allow me to distinguish between the effect of Sik in relation to 

insulin or Hippo signalling-mediated regulation of BCM. Hippo signalling also 

regulates specification and migration of border cell clusters. It is possible then, that 

both Hippo and insulin are required for appropriate regulation of BCM, providing 

robustness in the system to prevent aberrant migratory behaviour. It would be 

interesting to determine how Sik2 fits within these pathways, and indeed if it acts as 

a regulatory node between the two (See Section 7.4). Sik2 regulates FOXO activity 

via regulation of class IIa HDACs, and Hpo activity via regulation of Sav. To try and 

distinguish a separate role for Siks in insulin and Hippo pathway regulation it would 

be interesting to see if either overexpression of FOXO or SavS413A could rescue the 

delay in BCM caused by Sik2S1032A overexpression. One would expect that if Sik2 

predominantly acts via insulin regulation of FOXO, then SavS413A expression would 

not rescue the delay in BCM, whilst if Sik acts predominantly via Hippo pathway 

regulation then FOXO expression would not rescue BCM. An additional avenue for 

investigation would be to look at the effect of Cn/Sik manipulations on FOXO nuclear 

localisation and Bil∆2 expression in the border cells. It is also possible that Sik2 

regulates both pathways to coordinate BCM. Given the strong effect of Sik2S1032A 

overexpression on follicle cell proliferation (Figure 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 5.8, 5.9), it has a 

surprisingly weak phenotype in border cells and had no effect on proliferation of polar 

cells. As stated in section 7.2.2, our Sik2S1032A mutant may not be as active as we 

believed, therefore its time-limited expression in polar cells and outer border cells 

with upd-G4 and slbo-G4 respectively (Figure 5.12, 5.13) may have been insufficient 

to induce a phenotype. In contrast expression of Sik2S1032A with tj-Gal4 results in a 

much longer period of transgene expression which could account for the stronger 

phenotype. I did not quantify the number of border cells or polar cells when Sik2S1032A 

expression was driven by tj-Gal4, thus is may be of interest to use staining for FasIII 

or Slbo to quantify the number of polar cells and outer border cells, respectively. 
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Expression of CanB2 RNAi or Sik2S1032A in the polar cells did not induce an increase 

in their proliferation (Figure 5.13), which is observed when Wts RNAi or activated Yki 

are expressed in polar cells (Lin et al., 2014). This potentially argues against a Hippo 

mediated role for Cn and Sik2S1032A in proliferation of polar cells, however it would 

still be interesting to investigate their effect on 10xSTAT-GFP and Slbo/Sn 

expression in surrounding border cells, to ascertain if they can affect border cell 

specification. Furthermore use of stronger genetic manipulations, such as a more 

active form of Sik2 (mutant for multiple PKA sites) or mutant clones for both Cn 

regulatory subunits, may yield different results.  

 

7.3.2 Effects on systemic growth 

Insulin plays a key role in the regulation of growth in response to nutritional cues  

(Britton et al., 2002; Ikeya et al., 2002). Its release from IPCs is controlled by FB 

derived signals which respond to the nutritional state of the organism (Agrawal et al., 

2016; Colombani et al., 2003; Delanoue et al., 2016; Géminard et al., 2009; Rajan 

and Perrimon, 2012). Additionally, insulin acts via the regulation of ecdysone 

synthesis in the PG to control systemic growth (Colombani et al., 2005; Mirth et al., 

2005). Regulation of ecdysone synthesis is coupled to insulin through the regulation 

of the micro RNA bantam (Boulan et al., 2013). Recently Hippo signalling was shown 

to have a systemic role in regulating animal size via bantam regulation in the PG. 

The authors propose that insulin signalling promotes Wts expression leading to 

inhibition of Yki target gene bantam, and therefore relieving inhibition of ecdysone 

synthesis to promote growth of imaginal tissues (Moeller et al., 2017). I found that 

expressing an activated form of Sik2 in the PG resulted in decreased pupal volume 

(Figure 6.2A, C), the same phenotype observed when bantam is lost from the PG, or 

insulin signalling is activated (Boulan et al., 2013; Moeller et al., 2017). This is 

consistent with Sik2 acting downstream of insulin signalling, but does not delineate 

whether this is via Hippo pathway regulation. Sik2 acts at the level of Sav and Hpo 

to control Yki activity (Wehr et al., 2013), however loss of Hpo in the PG has no effect 

on systemic growth (Moeller et al., 2017), suggesting that insulin acts at the level of 

Wts. Does Sik therefore act downstream of insulin in the PG to control Wts activity? 

There is weak binding between Wts and Sik2, which is insensitive to the presence of 
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Sav (Wehr et al., 2013), thus it remains possible that Sik2 could regulate Hippo 

signalling in the context of the PG by regulating Wts activity. Loss of Cn in the PG 

phenocopies loss of Wts (Figure 6.2A, C) yielding larger pupae. In my experiments, 

I found that Cn antagonises Sik2 (Chapter 3); if this relationship is preserved in the 

PG, then one would expect that loss of Cn would result in smaller pupal volume, 

however this is not the case. Therefore this implies that Cn may have a Sik-

independent role in the PG. To further explore this issue, it will be necessary to 

evaluate Yki target genes in the PG in response to Cn loss of function or Sik 

expression, particularly the levels of bantam expression. Additionally, to determine if 

Sik acts as a mediator of insulin activation of Wts, it will be important to determine if 

loss of Sik function prevents insulin mediated changes in pupal volume, either using 

Sik2/3 RNAi, or generating Sik2 or Sik3 mutant clones in the PG. 

 

Cn and Sik have well defined roles in the FB as regulators of lipid and glucose 

metabolism (Altarejos and Montminy, 2011). I therefore expected that modulation of 

Cn and Sik in the FB would have Hippo pathway-independent roles in controlling 

systemic growth. However, Hippo signalling has also been reported to repress 

adipocyte proliferation in the FB, thereby reducing pupal volume (Huang et al., 2013). 

I found that CanB2 RNAi expression in the FB had no significant effect on pupal 

volume, and neither did Wts RNAi (Figure 6.2B, D). However as discussed in section 

6.2, this is likely as a result of the inefficiency of the RNAi lines used. Loss of Yki led 

to decreased pupal volume (Figure 6.2B, D), an observation that fits with the reported 

role of Hpo in the FB (Huang et al., 2013). If Sik2 acted to regulate Hpo activity, then 

overexpression of SikS1032A would be expected to increase pupal volume. However, 

I observe the opposite effect on pupal volume (Figure 6.2B, D). In the FB Sik3 

regulates lipolysis through inhibition of FOXO and downstream expression of bmm 

lipase (mammalian ATGL) (Choi et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2011). Overexpression of 

Sik2 may therefore prevent lipolysis and hence the release of nutrients required to 

promote growth upon cessation of feeding, resulting in smaller animals. Furthermore, 

an intriguing possibility is that Sik and Cn could regulate the release of dILP6 from 

the FB. dILP6 is considered an IGF-like peptide (IGFLP), which is released from the 

FB in response to developmentally induced cessation of feeding downstream of 

ecdysone (Okamoto et al., 2009), or starvation downstream of dFOXO (Slaidina et 

al., 2009). Therefore it is possible the Sik/Cn regulation of HDACs and FOXO in the 
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FB are able to regulate developmental growth in response to starvation/reduction in 

feeding specifically in the FB due to regulation of nutrient release but also release of 

dILP6 to promote growth. This would represent a Hippo-independent role for Siks in 

the FB, however it would still be interesting to measure Yki target gene expression 

in the FB in response to manipulation of Sik or Cn activity, but also to look at nuclear 

localisation of HDACs and FOXO, and dILP6 expression.  

 

7.4 Are Siks the missing link between Hippo and Insulin 
signalling? 

As discussed in Section 1.4.3, cross talk occurs between the insulin and Hippo 

pathways, although the exact mechanisms by which insulin regulates Yki activity are 

missing. The kinase PDK1 has been proposed in several studies as a key regulator 

of Hippo signalling in response to insulin (Fan et al., 2013; Kim and Gumbiner, 2015; 

Straßburger et al., 2012). Loss of PDK1 in both Drosophila (Straßburger et al., 2012) 

and mammalian systems (Fan et al., 2013; Kim and Gumbiner, 2015; Xia et al., 2018) 

blunts the ability of insulin to activate Yki activity. PDK1 is thought to regulate 

Yki/YAP activity through regulation of the core kinase cassette of Hpo/MST1/2, 

Sav/SAV1, Wts/LATS1/2 and Mats/MOB1. One proposed mechanism in mammalian 

cell culture, is that PDK1 binds to SAV, and stabilises the LATS/MST/SAV complex 

and thereby prevents YAP activation until activation of PI3K which leads to PDK1 

dissociation from LATS/MST/SAV1 (Fan et al., 2013). Crosstalk between insulin and 

Yki activity was recently shown to be relevant in driving growth of a Ras/Src tumour 

model in Drosophila (Hirabayashi and Cagan, 2015). In this context, activation of 

Sik2 through Akt resulted in inhibition of Hpo/Wts and consequently Yki activation 

(Hirabayashi and Cagan, 2015). This does not rule out a role for PDK1 in the context 

of insulin/Hippo crosstalk. Indeed, it is intriguing to note that both PDK1 and Akt/Sik 

appear to intersect with Hippo signalling at the level of Sav, which therefore 

represents a hormonally sensitive node in the Hippo pathway. It would therefore be 

interesting to further probe the role for Siks in mediating the cross talk between 

insulin and Hippo signalling. For example, is Sik activity necessary for insulin to drive 

overgrowth? This could be tested most easily in the wing disc using either 

compartmental manipulations or clonal approaches to modulate different 
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components of the PI3K signalling cascade in combination with loss or gain of 

function of Sik2 and/or Sik3. However, the physiological relevance of Siks in cross 

talk between PI3K/Hpo signalling could also be tested in the context of other tissues 

such as the ovary. Finally, investigating the role of Cn in regulation of Sik activity, 

particularly with regards to the ability to Cn to regulate T-loop phosphorylation, in the 

context of insulin mediated activation of Hpo would also be interesting.  

 

7.5 Do Cn and Siks relay nutritional growth control cues to the 
Hippo pathway? 

I started to address the role of Cn and Sik2 as nutrient regulated modulators of Hippo 

signalling in the wing imaginal disc (Figure 4.14) and ovarian follicle cells (Figure 5.7, 

5.8, 5.9). Starvation clearly diminished Hippo pathway activity, whilst overexpression 

of Sik2S1032A and Sik2S1032A/CanB2 RNAi can ameliorate the effects of starvation to 

some extent, particularly in the context of proliferation of ovarian follicle cells (Figure 

5.8, 5.9). However, the effects were not strong and these experiments do not directly 

link Cn and Sik2 to regulation of Hippo signalling under nutrient restriction. It would 

be informative to investigate the ability of activated Sik2S1032A to induce Yki activity 

under starvation conditions compared to upstream Hippo pathway regulators such 

as Kib or Mer. One expects that if Hippo signalling is nutritionally regulated at the 

level of Hpo/Sav, then Kib/Mer would be unable to promote Yki activity under 

starvation conditions, whereas Sik2S1032A, which is partially PKA-resistant, should still 

be able to induce Yki activity. As detailed in section 7.2.2, the Sik2S1032A mutant is 

likely to still be partly inhibited under starvation conditions due to remaining PKA 

phosphorylation sites. Thus it will be important to use a PKA resistant isoform in 

these starvation experiments. Conversely, double mutant clones for Sik2 and Sik3 

would be expected to reduce follicle cell proliferation under fed conditions. 

Additionally, given the role of Siks in transducing signals downstream of cAMP (Wein 

et al., 2018) it would be interesting to investigate the ability of PKA to regulate Hippo 

pathway activity in the presence of absence of either wild type Siks, or PKA 

insensitive mutants. Overexpression of PKA should partially mimic the starvation 

response induced by AKH binding to the AKHR leading to increased cellular cAMP 

levels, which could be achieved experimentally either through overexpression of PKA 
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or by forskolin feeding (which activates adenylate cyclase, and thereby increases 

cellular cAMP levels). However, one also has to consider other nutritionally regulated 

inputs able to control Hippo signalling, for example PDK1, which can regulate SAV1 

in response to activation of the insulin/PI3K pathway (Fan et al., 2013) (see section 

7.4). Furthermore, Yki/YAP activity can also be regulated by the nutrient dependent 

AMPK (Gailite et al., 2015; Mo et al., 2015). These nutrient sensors might act in 

parallel to the Sik/Cn cassette in promoting follicle cell proliferation. Indeed, Cn and 

Siks are unlikely to be the sole nutrient regulators of Hippo signalling given the 

redundancy built in to growth regulatory mechanisms to ensure robust 

developmental growth control. Thus, it is possible that modulation of Sik and Cn in 

response to starvation may have relatively mild effects on growth control, and it will 

be important to consider other regulatory inputs when interpreting experimental 

outcomes.  

 

7.5.1 Are there organ specific contexts for nutritional regulation of Hippo 
signalling by Cn and Siks? 

Nutritional regulation by Cn and Sik is likely to be highly context dependent since 

different tissues respond differently and are differentially sensitive to nutritional cues 

(Boulan et al., 2015). There are three Sik isoforms in mammals, Sik1-3, whilst in 

Drosophila, there are two isoforms, Sik2 (the orthologue of human Sik1 and Sik2) 

and Sik3 (Choi et al., 2011; Okamoto et al., 2004). These isoforms have different 

expression profiles, with Sik1 being more ubiquitously expressed than Sik2 and Sik3 

in mammals. Sik1 has primarily been studied in the context of the regulation of 

Na+/K+ ATPase to maintain intracellular sodium levels and thereby cell volume and 

function (Bertorello and Zhu, 2009; Popov et al., 2011; Sjöström et al., 2007). In 

Drosophila, Sik2 is predominantly expressed in the brain, whilst Sik3 has a more 

uniform expression pattern (Gramates et al., 2017). The different isoforms regulate 

gluconeogenic and lipolytic gene transcription programmes by the same mechanism, 

namely regulation of class IIa HDACs and CRTCs (Altarejos and Montminy, 2011), 

however there are tissue specific preferences for which isoform is the main regulator 

in maintaining either glucose and lipid homeostasis. Sik3 mainly regulates lipid 

homeostasis in the liver (fly FB) (Choi et al., 2015; Uebi et al., 2012; Wang et al., 
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2011), however it can also regulate glucose homeostasis (Itoh et al., 2015; Uebi et 

al., 2012). Sik2 regulates glucose homeostasis, however it does so both in the liver 

and adipose tissue (Dentin et al., 2007; Henriksson et al., 2015; Park et al., 2014; 

Säll et al., 2017). Additionally in Drosophila, Sik2 functions in neurons to regulate 

stress survival responses via CRTC regulation and release of an as yet unidentified 

brain-derived signal (Choi et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2008). Recently, Sik3 was also 

shown to have a role in regulating sugar tolerance in Drosophila downstream of the 

sugar-regulated transcriptional complex, Mondo-Mlx. In response to a high sugar diet 

Sik3 regulates the rate-limiting enzyme of the pentose phosphate pathway, G6PD, 

which is required to maintain the redox state of an animal (Teesalu et al., 2017). 

However the tissue in which this regulation occurs is unknown.  

 

In this thesis I focused solely on Sik2 overexpression in wing imaginal discs and 

ovarian follicle cells. Future experiments should focus on the role of Sik2 and Sik3 

independently in the regulation of Hippo signalling in response to starvation in 

different tissues, including the FB, neurons, ovaries, PG and imaginal discs. For 

example, Sik3 mRNA is expressed more highly than Sik2 in adult ovaries, and 

therefore modulation of Sik3 might be expected to have a stronger effect on Yki 

activity (Gramates et al., 2017). It would be of interest to investigate Sav S413 

phosphorylation state in different tissues either in response to Sik2 or Sik3 

overexpression or in Sik2 or Sik3 LOF clones to assess the effects of Sik regulation 

on Hippo pathway activity in fed and starved conditions. However, it is possible that 

loss of one isoform can be compensated for by upregulation of the other, as they act 

via the same mechanism and in the same tissues to regulate CREB and FOXO gene 

transcription. Thus, loss of either isoform alone may be insufficient to disrupt Hippo 

signalling, in which case it will be necessary to knockdown both isoforms 

simultaneously.  

7.5.2 Do Cn and Siks regulate Hippo signalling to modulate developmental 
timing under nutrient restriction? 

The developmental time point at which nutritional cues are received will affect the 

biological output of the received signal (Boulan et al., 2015). During the third larval 

instar, the larva undergoes a series of changes induced by ecdysone pulses. These 
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ecdysone pulses control the timing of development and behaviour of larvae such that 

they can proceed to metamorphosis (Boulan et al., 2015; Dubrovsky, 2005). During 

this time, the larva must achieve CW in order to proceed to adulthood. Once the larva 

has achieved CW, it is able to pupariate regardless of nutritional inputs, however the 

growth rate within this terminal growth period (the period between CW and 

pupariation) can change depending on nutritional inputs and therefore give rise to 

animals of differing sizes. I found that starvation post attainment of CW affected Yki 

activity in L3 wing imaginal discs, but could not discern a difference in response to 

starvation when Sik2S1032A or Hpo RNAi were expressed (Figure 4.14). This could be 

due to Sik2S1032A still being sensitive to regulation by PKA (see section 7.2.2). These 

manipulations occur during the terminal growth period, therefore any observed 

effects on growth are likely to be due to changes in growth rate. Thus, it would be 

interesting to look at the final adult wing size, using either nubbin or rotund Gal4 lines 

to drive transgene expression, to determine how effective each Hippo pathway 

modulation is at rescuing or bypassing the effects of starvation on growth control 

during this terminal growth period. Additionally, to investigate if Sik can modulate 

growth independently of Sav in response to starvation, one could examine the effect 

of Sik2 overexpression on growth in the SavS413A mutant background. It would also 

be of interest to determine the effect of Hippo and Sik regulation in the wing imaginal 

disc during the pre-CW growth period, and examine the effects on the timing of 

development, i.e. the timing to pupariation when Siks or Hippo signalling components 

are modulated during the pre-CW growth period. I have observed that the levels of 

Yki activity (as measured by Bil∆2) are higher in younger wing discs. This could 

indicated higher Yki activity which declines as the disc matures and proliferation 

slows. Indeed a recent publication has shown that Yki activity is higher in younger 

wing discs and declines with the ageing of the disc (Pan et al., 2018). I would like to 

formally show this with Bil∆2 in a time course experiment, dissecting wing discs at 

defined timepoints and assessing Bil∆2 and ex-lacZ expression as well as Yki::GFP 

nuclear localisation. The increased Yki activity in these younger discs is likely to be 

pre- attainment of CW, therefore it would be interesting to determine if modulation of 

Hippo pathway activity has a stronger effect during this time in development. 

Disruption of imaginal disc growth affects the developmental growth period via 

release of dILP8 and reduction in ecdysone synthesis. Given that dILP8 has a HRE 
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and is therefore regulated by Yki activation (Boone et al., 2016), it would be intriguing 

to record timing to pupariation when Sik or Hippo pathway components are disrupted. 

 

In addition to studying the effect of modulating Cn and Sik activity in the PG on pupal 

volume, and whether the effects are Hippo pathway-dependent, I propose to 

investigate the effects of starvation pre and post-CW on developmental timing when 

the expression of Cn, Sik or Wts is altered. Wts regulates body size through 

regulation of ecdysone synthesis in the PG (Moeller et al., 2017). As discussed in 

section 7.3.2, it is possible that Sik and Cn could regulate systemic growth via Hippo 

pathway regulation in the PG. To take this hypothesis further, Sik and Cn could 

represent nutritional inputs into the decision to undertake pupariation. Animals which 

are null for PTTH, a key regulator of ecdysone synthesis, are still able to pupariate, 

since ecdysone titres eventually reach sufficient levels to induce metamorphosis 

(McBrayer et al., 2007; Shimell et al., 2018). The effect of starvation in PTTH null 

animals is additive, suggesting an additional nutrient sensitive input into ecdysone 

regulation (Shimell et al., 2018). I would be curious to investigate if Siks could be part 

of this nutrient-derived signal, likely downstream of insulin signalling, to regulate 

developmental timing. Could expression of a PKA insensitive form of Sik2 in the PG 

promote normal developmental growth in the absence of nutrients? Would this be 

dependent on bantam and Yki? It is likely that co-expression of PTTH would also be 

necessary for normal developmental growth to proceed. 
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